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1
Introduction

The meaning of chaos in everyday language is the synonym of disorder and confusion. The phenomenon
of chaos emerging in deterministic nonlinear dynamical systems is really a type of random-like behavior,
without having any regularity at first observation. However, a detailed analysis of the time series of a
chaotic signal shows that it follows the dynamics of the system.

The definition of chaos widely used by engineers is as follows (the exact mathematical definition is
given in [Dev87]). The well-known steady-state behaviors of a dynamical system are the equilibrium,
periodic, and quasi-periodic states. From a practical point of view chaos is a bounded signal generated
by a nonlinear, usually low-order, deterministic system, which does not belong to any of the steady-state
behaviors given above [PC89]. The simplest chaotic signal generators can be built using autonomous
circuits [KV95]. A necessary condition of chaotic behavior is that the circuit has to operate in the
unstable region. In order to generate a chaotic signal by an analog autonomous circuit at least third-
order system is needed. In discrete-time domain chaotic signal can be generated even by a first-order
system.

Chaos as a phenomenon has been known since the end of the 19th century. Poincaré was the first
scientist who not only observed chaotic behavior but also could make important statements on the very
nature of nonlinear dynamical systems and chaos [Str94]. He realized that very small changes in the
initial conditions may cause considerable effects in the steady-state behavior. This property is called
sensitive dependence on initial conditions. Although this observation already suggested the long-term
unpredictability of chaotic systems, it was believed for a long time that the behavior of deterministic
systems is predictable for an arbitrarily long time interval. Chaos in electrical circuits was first observed
in the first decades of the 20th century, when the progress made in the development of radio systems
increased the importance of oscillators. Due to nonlinearities chaotic motions occurred in the built
oscillators, which were reported as anomalies in the desired periodic behavior. The most famous example
of these observations is the one by van der Pol. Therefore chaos was considered by electrical engineers as a
special type of irregular behavior which should be avoided by careful design. The evolution of computers
in the second half of the twentieth century supported the analysis of nonlinear dynamical systems in a
great extent. The numerical solution of these systems proved Poincaré’s observation of their sensitive
dependence on initial conditions. As a consequence, it turned out that deterministic systems are not
necessarily long-term predictable and this is independent of their complexity. A simple example was
found by Lorenz in 1963, who analyzed the convection in the atmosphere using a third-order nonlinear
model [Lor63]. He found that for certain parameter settings the steady-state of the system is neither an
equilibrium point nor a periodic behavior. In this case the output signals of the system diverged and
became uncorrelated for slightly different initial conditions. Inspired by these results, the behavior of
nonlinear systems has been studied in different disciplines including biology, chemistry, physics, etc.

It was only in the 1990s, when scientists started to search for applications, i.e., to exploit certain
properties of nonlinear dynamics and chaos. One possible engineering application is called chaos control
[Che99, GMKO96, Ogo95]. Using this technique the motion of a large-mass chaotic system may be con-
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2 INTRODUCTION

trolled by small energies. In signal processing, different methods have been proposed for noise reduction,
where the chaotic signal and noise having overlapping spectra are separated using optimization techniques
[Ják01, JK00a, KS93]. Attempts have also been made to use chaos for signal compression [DO99].

Besides, much research effort has been devoted to the study of communication using chaotic signals.
In the earliest work Pecora and Carroll [PC90] proved that two chaotic systems having same parameter
values can be synchronized. This result has speeded up the research for practical applications of chaotic
signals in communications and other areas.

In the past few years the research in the field of chaotic communications included the following areas:

• secure communications systems using chaos [CW96, Fre93, KHEC92],
• application of chaotic signals as spreading codes in conventional spread spectrum communications

systems [HBM94, MSR97, RSM98],
• analog [CO93] and digital chaotic [KKC97, KKC98, KK00f] modulation schemes.

The research in modulation schemes concentrated on analog and digital schemes with coherent receivers
in the first years, which work was inspired by the synchronization results mentioned above. As a result,
a large number of techniques have been proposed for chaotic carrier recovery, also called chaotic synchro-
nization [CP91, CO93, COS93a, Has95b, HGO93, HV92, HQC01, KNDU99, KP95, MM01, OWIC92,
RSTA95, SCC97, WC94, XCB01, YSV01].

However, the analysis of synchronization techniques showed that the developed methods are very
sensitive to channel noise, parameter mismatch, and signal distortion caused by the communication
channel. Robustness of chaotic synchronization in the presence of noise has been studied theoretically
in [CY00]. Because of the sensitivity of chaotic synchronization, various techniques have been proposed
in which there is no need for synchronization to maintain the communication [AGS98a, ASG00, KKC97,
KKC98, KK00f, Sch97, Sch98, STV00].

The digital chaotic modulation schemes can be divided into three categories:

1. Modulation schemes developed using heuristic arguments which cannot be treated with the theory
of conventional communications systems. These techniques include, for example, the inverse system
approach [FHS96] and chaotic masking [ea92, PC95].

2. Methods in which the exact knowledge of the chaotic system generating the transmitted signal is
used during the demodulation. In this case the information about the dynamics of chaotic system
is exploited [HS00b, MF00, Sch98].

3. Modulation techniques in which the digital information to be transmitted is mapped directly to
chaotic basis functions. An example of these methods is chaotic switching [KKJK02] which is a
special type of chaos shift keying [DKH93, PCK+92] modulation.

The modulation schemes developed in a heuristic manner have been analyzed by means of simulations.
The results of these simulations showed that the noise performance of these systems lags far behind that
of conventional modulation schemes.

The methods exploiting the dynamics of chaotic system may have better noise performance than the
previous techniques. However, even a small improvement requires demodulators having much higher
complexity.

Those techniques in which the information is mapped directly to chaotic basis functions show similarity
with conventional modulation schemes. The noise performance of these schemes can be determined based
on this analogy.

Digital modulation schemes using chaotic basis functions were proposed in chronological order as
follows. The first scheme with a coherent receiver was introduced in 1992 [PCK+92] and called chaos
shift keying (CSK) [DKH93]. Many other chaotic digital modulation schemes based on heuristics were
proposed in the following years [FHS96, HGO93, SK95, WC93, Yan95]. A survey of the state of the
art in 1995 can be found in [Has95b]. A robust noncoherent technique called differential chaos shift
keying (DCSK) [KVSA96] was introduced in 1996, and later optimized as FM-DCSK [KKJK98]. Since
then, the methods of communication theory [KK00f, KKC97, KKC98] and statistical analysis [AGS98b,
ASG00, SGK+00, STV00] have been applied to chaotic digital modulation schemes, culminating in the
development of chaotic counterparts for conventional modulation schemes, a theoretical classification and
an understanding of correlator-based chaotic modulation schemes [Kol00d]. The state of the art has been
summarized in three publications [Ken00a, KRS00a, KKJK02].
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The research in the field of chaotic communications was followed by U.S. Army Research Office (ARO).
A research report of U.S. ARO published in 1996 [LZC96] had a number of expectations for the application
of nonlinear and chaotic circuits in communications. In particular, these circuits were expected to offer

• Higher efficiency and output power due to their nonlinear operation compared to linear devices,
• Low-cost, low-weight devices implemented on a single chip,
• Higher channel capacity by increasing the dimension of signal set,
• Larger number of channels because by means of chaotic systems infinite number of different trajec-

tories can be generated,
• Secure communications without applying extra encryption.

Because of the importance of this research field, the launch of a Multidisciplinary University Research
Initiative (MURI) was proposed by U.S. ARO [dig98]. This project was started in 1998.

Meantime, an Esprit Open FET project entitled “Innovative Signal Processing Exploiting Chaotic
Dynamics” (INSPECT) financed by European Commission was launched in 1997 [inn01]. The aim of this
project was to find applications of chaos in communications and watermarking.

Research groups of seven European universities were collaborating in the INSPECT Project towards
the following goals

1. Application of chaotic sequences as spreading codes in conventional spread spectrum communica-
tions systems,

2. Design and implementation of a chaotic digital communication system, and
3. Application of chaotic signals for watermarking of digital pictures.

Budapest University of Technology and Economics was represented in the INSPECT Project by the
Chaotic Systems Team of the Department of Measurement and Information Systems. As a member of this
team, I was working towards the PhD degree in the framework of INSPECT and OTKA T020522/1996
projects. The duty of our team was the

• Determination of theoretical noise performance,
• Elaboration of the optimum transmitter and receiver structures for the chaotic radio system,
• System level design of the radio, and
• Development of an ultra fast chaotic communications system simulator. The simulator has been

also used in the design of integrated circuits for the prototype radio system.

The project was completed successfully in 2001. We have proposed the frequency-modulated differential
chaos shift keying (FM-DCSK) modulation scheme for implementation and determined the structure of
the transmitter and receiver. Based on our system level design and simulation, a prototype wireless local
area network (WLAN) FM-DCSK radio [KAK+01] was built by the Helsinki University of Technology,
which operates in the 2.4 GHz Industrial Scientific and Medical (ISM) band. The custom-made integrated
circuits for the FM-DCSK modulator was designed and implemented by the research group of Centro
Nacional de Microelectrónica (Seville) [DRRV99].

Of the duties of our team in the INSPECT Project, I was responsible for the

• Development of a multiple access capable FM-DCSK system,
• Determination of low-pass equivalent model of possible modulation schemes, of which the imple-

mented scheme has been chosen,
• Development of a fast simulator based on the low-pass equivalent model for the analysis of the

different modulation schemes,
• Detailed analysis of FM-DCSK modulation scheme: the bit error rate (BER) was to be determined

for different propagation conditions including AWGN channel and various multipath environments,
• Determination of main system parameters, namely, the bit duration and RF bandwidth, and
• Elaboration of the receiver structure to be implemented and determination of the receiver param-

eters.

My work performed to complete these tasks is summarized in this thesis. The outline of the thesis is
as follows.
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Chapter 2 contains introductory information; no new results are presented here. First the properties of
chaotic signals are summarized in Sec. 2.1. As an example, the operation of Bernoulli shift is explained,
which is a discrete-time chaotic signal generator. This generator has been used in the INSPECT FM-
DCSK radio system. Although chaotic signals are deterministic, they are described using the stochastic
signal model in practice. This approach is explained in Sec. 2.1.1.

After that the concept of chaotic digital modulation schemes is introduced in Sec. 2.2.1. Chaotic
modulation and demodulation are treated here using the basis function approach which description was
introduced into chaotic communications by Kolumbán in [Kol00a]. Many different chaotic modulation
schemes have been proposed in the past decade. However, the coherent schemes have been found too
sensitive to channel imperfections. Therefore only the noncoherent and differentially coherent techniques
including FM-DCSK are presented here.

Improved versions of FM-DCSK modulation scheme are proposed in Chapter 3. It is shown that the
demodulation method used in FM-DCSK is derived from the generalized maximum likelihood decision
rule and it is an optimum detection for chaotic signals. Based on this information a new type of FM-
DCSK detector called energy detector is developed in Sec. 3.2. The extension of energy detector concept
allows us to develop an M -ary FM-DCSK scheme offering improved bit rate and noise performance as
shown in Sec. 3.3.

Telecommunications systems operating in wireless LANs are expected to provide multiple access ca-
pability. I have proposed two types of multiple access schemes for FM-DCSK. These techniques are in-
troduced in Chapter 4. The first technique is based on the fact that the correlation between finite-length
chaotic signals is very low. Using a special structure for the transmitted signal and for the demodulator
the co-channel interference can be reduced and the transmitted information can be recovered. However,
since finite-length chaotic signals are not exactly orthogonal, the noise performance of this scheme is
degraded as the number of users increases. I have determined the bit error rate for this scheme both
theoretically and by simulations in Sec. 4.1.

The problem of co-channel interference can be solved by making the transmitted signals orthogonal.
In DCSK the first two Walsh functions are used to generate orthogonal transmitted signals. This method
can be extended for larger signal sets, i.e., for more users as shown in 4.2. An improved version of DCSK
demodulator is developed, which is able to recover the desired information such that the signals of other
users does not degrade the BER at all. However, it is assumed that all the receivers are synchronized.
I have also derived an analytical expression for the bit error rate of this scheme and verified it by
simulations.

The simulation issues of chaotic radio systems are discussed in Chapter 5. The theory of low-pass
equivalent models is summarized in Sec. 5.1.1. The newly developed low-pass equivalent models for
chaotic modulation schemes are introduced in Sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3. Using these models a simulator
has been developed for use in the INSPECT Project. The description of this simulator is given in 5.2.

Using the simulator the FM-DCSK system is analyzed for various multipath propagation conditions
in Sec. 5.4. The multipath channel models used are standard models proposed by PCS Joint Technical
Committee.

The design of FM-DCSK radio receiver is presented in Chapter 6. The main parameters of the system
to be implemented, i.e., the bit duration and RF bandwidth are determined in Sec. 6.1. After that
the receiver architecture proposed for implementation is introduced in Sec. 6.2. The effect of receiver
parameters on the system performance is determined in Sec. 6.3. These parameters are the frequency
error, the sampling frequency of correlators, and the resolution of A/D converters.



2
Chaotic communication systems

2.1 A SAMPLE OF CHAOTIC SYSTEMS: BERNOULLI SHIFT GENERATOR

Chaotic signals can be generated in discrete-time domain even by a first-order system. A well-known
example of these chaotic signal generators is the Bernoulli shift map [DRRV01]. The difference equation
describing the dynamics of this map is given by

v[k + 1] = 2v[k]− sgn(v[k])− 1
2

[
sgn

(
v[k]− 1

2

)
+ sgn

(
v[k] +

1
2

)]
(2.1)

where sgn(·) denotes the sign function. The iteration in (2.1) requires an initial condition v[0], which is
a randomly generated number. The output signal m[k] of the map is obtained from v[k] by the readout
map as

m[k] = 2v[k]− sgn(v[k]). (2.2)

The simplicity of operations performed in (2.1) and (2.2) shows that the Bernoulli shift is relatively easy
to implement. The dynamics of this system can be characterized by the so-called return map. In a return
map the (k+1)th samples of the output signal of a discrete-time system are plotted as a function of the
kth samples. The return map of Bernoulli shift is plotted in Fig. 2.1. This figure shows that Bernoulli
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Fig. 2.1 Return map of Bernoulli shift.

shift performs a modulo 2 operation and its return map is shifted in such a way that the output signal
has no DC component.
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6 CHAOTIC COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

The output signal of this map is chaotic as shown in Fig. 2.2(a). The waveform of this signal looks
random rather than periodic. However, note that this signal is generated by a deterministic system, i.e.,
it follows the dynamics determined by the return map shown in Fig. 2.1. The power spectral density
(PSD) of this chaotic signal is shown in Fig. 2.2(b). Since the waveform of a chaotic signal is not periodic,
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Fig. 2.2 A (a) chaotic waveform and its (b) power spectral density generated by the Bernoulli shift mapping.

it is expected that its power spectral density covers a wide frequency band. The PSD shown in Fig. 2.2(b)
really has a wide-band shape. However, it is not uniform like that of a white noise, but has low-pass
characteristics. Although chaotic signals are deterministic, in practice it is useful to apply the stochastic
signal model to describe them as it is shown below.

2.1.1 Application of stochastic signal model to chaotic signals

Chaotic systems are characterized by their sensitive dependence on initial conditions. Therefore, if we
have no information about the exact value on the initial condition then the trajectory generated by our
model will diverge from the real one. However, in a built circuit it is impossible to set the initial condition
to an exact value due to circuit noise and finite resolution. Consequently, it is not realistic to assume that
we know the exact value of the initial condition; instead, it must be assumed to be a random number.
A chaotic system started from randomly chosen initial conditions produces different chaotic signals. The
set of these infinitely long signals started from all possible initial conditions can be considered as the
ensemble that represents a stochastic process [KKK97a, LM95].

This means that the stochastic signal model is applied to the chaotic signals such that the ensemble is
the set of chaotic signals started from randomly chosen initial conditions using the same chaotic attractor.

Using this model simulations have shown that infinitely long chaotic signals generated by time-invariant
systems are stationary, i.e., their

• average,
• average power, and
• power spectral density

are time invariant. However, the statistical properties of finite-length chaotic signals can only be esti-
mated. The estimation has a mean value and variance which can be reduced by increasing the estimation
time. These properties of chaotic signals are exploited in this work.

2.1.2 Summary

The main properties of chaotic signals and systems are as follows:

• Sensitive dependence on initial conditions. This means that two trajectories emerging from different
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initial conditions diverge and become uncorrelated even if the initial conditions are arbitrarily close
to each other.

• Sensitive dependence on the parameter values. Consider two chaotic systems with almost identical
parameters. Then two trajectories emerging from the same initial conditions diverge even if the
parameter mismatch between the two systems is arbitrarily small.

• The consequence of these two properties is that the behavior of chaotic systems can be predicted
only for a short time period.

• A trajectory started from an arbitrary initial condition passes arbitrarily close to any point of the
state space covered by the attractor, i.e., it reaches all the parts of the attractor.

• Trajectories and output signals of chaotic systems are bounded.
• Power spectral density of a chaotic signal covers a wide frequency band.
• The average, average power, and power spectral density of a chaotic signal are time-invariant.

These properties of chaotic signals are exploited in the analysis and design of chaotic communications
systems throughout this work.

2.2 CHAOTIC MODULATION SCHEMES

Chaotic modulation schemes have the potential advantage in communications systems where the perfor-
mance bound of communications is determined by the frequency selective fading rather than the thermal
noise of receiver. One solution to this problem is the spreading the spectrum of transmitted signal.

The main idea of chaotic communications is that the digital information to be transmitted is mapped
directly to an inherently wide-band chaotic signal in such a way that the bandwidth of transmitted signal
is much larger than the data rate. In this sense chaotic communications implements a special type of
spread spectrum (SS) communications. The advantages of chaotic communications systems are:

• Since chaotic signals can be generated by simple circuits in any frequency band and at arbitrary
power levels, a low-cost and low-complexity spread spectrum system can be implemented by means
of chaotic modulation schemes,

• Frequency-Modulated Differential Chaos Shift Keying (FM-DCSK) modulation scheme (see
Sec. 2.2.5) proposed by Kolumbán [KKJK98] does not require linear channel,

• FM-DCSK system can transmit pure “0” and “1” sequences, i.e., there is no need for scrambler
circuit,

• Similarly to conventional spread spectrum systems, chaotic communications systems can operate
in presence of frequency selective fading caused by multipath propagation because the transmitted
modulated signal is spread over a wide frequency band,

• Due to the low power spectral density of transmitted signal, chaotic communications systems cause
low level of interference in other narrow-band systems sharing the same frequency band.

Consequently, low-cost spread spectrum systems can be implemented using chaotic modulation schemes.
The price of low cost is that chaotic communications systems have several disadvantages:

• Since robust chaotic synchronization technique is not yet available, chaotic basis functions cannot be
recovered at the receiver. In order to overcome this problem, differentially coherent demodulation
technique is used in the built chaotic communications systems. The application of this technique
offers a very robust demodulator but it has no processing gain and has a bit worse noise performance.

• Another problem arises due to the fact that chaotic synchronization cannot be maintained: the
chaotic communication systems in the original form cannot offer multiple access capability. However,
as I prove it in Sec. 4.2, a limited multiple access capability can be achieved by exploiting the
orthogonality of Walsh functions.

To summarize the main properties of chaotic communications systems, we claim that chaotic modulation
schemes offer a robust, low-cost, and low-complexity spread spectrum system which can offer limited
services compared to conventional SS systems.

Because of the failure to developing a robust chaotic synchronization techniques, my research focused
on the analysis of noncoherent chaotic modulation schemes.
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In this section the chaotic modulation schemes to be analyzed later are summarized. First the basic
concept of chaotic digital modulation and demodulation is explained in Sec. 2.2.1. Then the following
digital modulation schemes are described in Sec. 2.2.4 and Sec. 2.2.5: chaos shift keying (CSK), chaotic
on-off keying (COOK), and differential chaos shift keying (DCSK).

Using an RF band-pass chaotic signal, these modulation techniques can be used directly to generate
the transmitted RF signal in a communication system. However, many chaotic signal generators provide
low-pass signals. In this case, after passing through the digital modulator, the low-pass chaotic signal
has to be converted to the RF band by an analog modulator. This analog modulator can be either an
amplitude, or phase/frequency modulator and is referred to as auxiliary modulator in this work.

Four modulation schemes are summarized in Sec. 2.2.6, in which the transmitted signal is generated
by using an auxiliary modulator: CSK+AM/DSB-SC, COOK+AM/DSB-SC, DCSK+AM/DSB-SC, and
DCSK+FM. In these notations, the first term identifies the digital chaotic modulator while the second
one, after the plus mark gives the type of the auxiliary modulator.

As it is shown in Sec. 2.2.6, the FM-DCSK modulation scheme is quite different. In FM-DCSK, the
chaotic signal is fed into an FM modulator first and the input of the DCSK modulator is the band-pass
FM signal. Consequently, there is no need for auxiliary modulator in FM-DCSK.

2.2.1 Chaotic modulation and demodulation

Chaotic digital modulation is concerned with mapping symbols to analog chaotic waveforms. The mod-
ulation schemes introduced below are variants of CSK. In CSK [DKH93], the information is carried in
the weights of a combination of basis functions which are derived from chaotic signals. In this work,
we concentrate on the transmission and reception of a single isolated symbol; problems arising from the
reception of symbol streams are not treated here.

2.2.1.1 Modulation

Using the notation introduced in [KKC97], the elements of CSK signal set are defined as follows. Let
us assume that the index of current symbol to be transmitted is denoted by m, where m = 1 . . . M , i.e.,
the signal set consists of M symbols. Then the transmitted signal sm(t) belonging to the mth symbol is
generated as the linear combination of N basis functions

sm(t) =
N∑

j=1

smjgj(t), j = 1, 2, . . . , N (2.3)

where the weights smj are the elements of the signal vector, and the basis functions gj(t) are chaotic
waveforms with duration T . The signals sm(t) may be produced conceptually as shown in Fig. 2.3.

sm(t)

+

+sm1

g1(t)

smN

gN (t)

Fig. 2.3 Generation of the elements of the signal set.

Note that the shape of the basis functions is not fixed in chaotic communications. This is why the
signal sm(t) which is transmitted through the channel has a different shape during every symbol interval
of duration T even if the same symbol is transmitted repeatedly. As a result, the transmitted signal
is never periodic. The chaotic signals are characterized by the stochastic signal model introduced in
Sec. 2.1.1.

To achieve the best noise performance, basis functions must be orthonormal [Hay94]. As a consequence
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of their nonperiodic property, chaotic basis functions are orthonormal over an interval of length T only
in the mean, i.e.,

lim
Q→∞

1
Q

Q∑
q=1

[∫ T

0

gq,j(t)gq,k(t)dt

]
=

{
1, if j = k
0, otherwise (2.4)

where gq,j and gq,k denote the waveforms of jth and kth chaotic basis functions, respectively, which are
transmitted in the qth bit.

Consequently, the cross-correlation and autocorrelation of basis functions evaluated for the bit duration
become random numbers which can be characterized by their probability distributions, e.g., by their
mean value and variance. The consequence of this property, called the estimation problem [Kol02], will
be discussed in Sec. 2.2.2.

2.2.1.2 Demodulation

Since the shape of the basis functions is not fixed in chaotic communications, the matched filter approach
[Hay94] cannot be used for demodulation. However, the message may be recovered at the receiver by
correlating the received signal with reference signals ĝ1(t), ĝ2(t), . . . , ĝN (t), and forming the corresponding
observation signals zm1, zm2, . . . , zmN , as shown in Fig. 2.4.
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Fig. 2.4 Determination of the observation signals in a correlation receiver.

The reference signal ĝj(t) can be generated in a number of different ways: it can be the received signal
itself, or a delayed version of the received signal, or a basis function recovered from the received signal.

In a coherent correlation receiver, the reference signals ĝj(t) are locally regenerated copies of the
basis functions gj(t). When signal sm(t) is transmitted and ĝj(t) = gj(t), the jth element zmj of the
observation vector emerging from the jth correlator is given by

zmj =
∫ T

0

sm(t)ĝj(t)dt =
∫ T

0

[
N∑

k=1

smkgk(t)

]
gj(t)dt = smj

∫ T

0

g2
j (t)dt +

N∑

k=1
k 6=j

smk

∫ T

0

gj(t)gk(t)dt (2.5)

If the symbol duration T is sufficiently long, then
∫ T

0
g2

j (t)dt ≈ 1 and
∫ T

0
gk(t)gj(t)dt ≈ 0. In this case,

zmj ≈ smj . (2.6)

Thus, in the case of a distortion- and noise-free channel, and for a sufficiently long symbol duration,
the observation and signal vectors are approximately equal to each other.

In this way, the elements smj of the signal vector can be recovered (approximately) by correlating the
received signal with the reference signals ĝj(t).

In real applications, the elements zmj of the observation vector are random numbers because of the
estimation problem and additive channel noise; in addition, their values are influenced by a number of
factors including channel filtering and distortion. This is why the observation vector can be considered
only as an estimation of the signal vector.

The number of wrong decisions is determined by the probability distribution of the observation signal.
As a rule of thumb, the smaller the variance, the lower the BER. While filtering, distortion, and noise
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effects are common to all communication systems, the estimation problem is a consequence of using
chaotic basis functions. The estimation problem increases the variance of the observation signal and so
corrupts the noise performance. In the next section, we explain the two sources of the estimation problem
and indicate how to solve it.

2.2.2 The estimation problem

In a typical conventional modulation scheme, the basis functions are periodic and the bit duration T

is an integer multiple of the period of basis functions; hence,
∫ T

0
g2

j (t)dt = 1 and
∫ T

0
gj(t)gk(t)dt = 0.

Consequently, the auto- and cross-correlation estimation problems do not appear.

2.2.2.1 The autocorrelation estimation problem

A chaotic basis function is different in every interval of length T . Consequently, the energy is different
for every symbol, even if the same symbol is transmitted repeatedly.

Figures 2.5(a) and 2.5(b) show histograms of samples of energy per bit Eb for conventional periodic
and chaotic waveforms, respectively. In the periodic case, all samples lie at

∫ T

0
g2

j (t)dt = 1. By contrast,
the samples in the chaotic case are centered about 1, as before, but have non-zero variance. This non-
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Fig. 2.5 Samples of bit energy for (a) periodic and (b) chaotic basis functions.

zero variance causes the components zmj of the observation vector to differ from the corresponding
components smj of the signal vector, and therefore causes errors in interpreting the received signal, even
in the case of a distortion- and noise-free channel. The most significant consequence of non-zero variance
is a considerable degradation in noise performance, as will be shown in Fig. 2.11 in Section 2.2.4.

Let the equivalent statistical bandwidth [BP66] of the chaotic signal be defined by

Beq =
1

SY (0)

∫ ∞

0

SY (f)df (2.7)

for low-pass and by

Beq =
1

2SY (fc)

∫ ∞

0

SY (f)df (2.8)

for band-pass signal where SY (f) is the power spectral density and fc denotes the center frequency of
chaotic signal [KK00c]. Then the standard deviation of samples of Eb scales approximately as 1/(BeqT ),
as shown in Fig. 2.6. Note that the variance of estimation can be reduced by increasing the statistical
bandwidth of the transmitted chaotic signal or by increasing the symbol duration. However, these param-
eters are usually fixed in a communication system. And if they can be changed, longer symbol duration
results in lower data rate and larger bandwidth means that smaller number of users can accommodate
in a given bandwidth. Alternatively, one may solve the autocorrelation estimation problem directly by
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Fig. 2.6 Mean and standard deviation of the estimation of bit energy versus the estimation time.

modifying the generation of basis functions such that the transmitted energy for each symbol is kept
constant [AGS98b, KKK97c].

A sample solution to this problem can be given as follows. Recall that the instantaneous power of an
FM signal does not depend on the modulation, provided that the latter is slowly-varying compared to
the carrier [Fer74]. Therefore, one way to produce a chaotic basis function with constant energy per bit
Eb is to apply a chaotic signal to a frequency modulator and use the FM signal.

Kolumbán has shown in [Kol00d] that a necessary condition for chaotic digital modulation schemes
to reach their maximum noise performance is that the chaotic sample functions should have constant
energy per bit [Kol00d]. Therefore in the remainder of this work, we will assume that the chaotic sample
functions have constant Eb. In particular, we normalize the basis functions such that for all j,

∫ T

0

g2
j (t)dt = 1. (2.9)

2.2.2.2 The cross-correlation estimation problem

The estimation problem also arises when evaluating the cross-correlation between different chaotic basis
functions of finite length. As given in (2.4), the mean value of the cross-correlation is equal to zero, but∫ T

0
gj(t)gk(t)dt is a random number and not equal to zero in general.
The mean and standard deviation of cross-correlation of two chaotic basis functions are shown in

Fig. 2.7. The mean value is equal to zero, as expected. The standard deviation is reduced by increasing
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Fig. 2.7 Mean and standard deviation of the estimation of cross-correlation versus the estimation time.
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BeqT , in a similar way as it was shown in Fig. 2.6. This means that infinitely long chaotic signals
are orthogonal, but chaotic sample functions of finite length do not meet the orthogonality requirement.
However, it is not necessary to change the bandwidth or the symbol duration if orthogonal basis functions
can be constructed.

In [KVSA96], orthogonal basis functions have been generated by combining the Walsh functions [Tza85]
with chaotic signals. Let the basis functions g1(·) and g2(·) be defined by

g1(t) =

{
+ 1√

Eb
y(t), 0 ≤ t < T/2

+ 1√
Eb

y(t− T/2), T/2 ≤ t < T

g2(t) =

{
+ 1√

Eb
y(t), 0 ≤ t < T/2

− 1√
Eb

y(t− T/2), T/2 ≤ t < T

(2.10)

where y(t) is derived from a chaotic waveform [KVSA96]. Each basis function consists of two segments,
called the reference and information-bearing chips, respectively. This is shown schematically in Fig. 2.8.

0 T

chip

information-

bearing chip

reference

T
2

Fig. 2.8 A DCSK basis function gj(t) consists of two segments called the reference and information-bearing chips.

Note that the information-bearing chip is either the non-inverted or the inverted copy of the reference
chip. Because the digital information to be recovered is also carried in the correlation between the
reference and information-bearing chips, we call these Differential CSK (DCSK) basis functions.

The orthogonality of basis functions is assured by the first two Walsh functions [Tza85]

w1 = [1 1] and w2 = [1 − 1].

By using Walsh functions, the signal y(t) in (2.10) may have any shape. The DCSK basis functions g1(t)
and g2(t) are always orthogonal, i.e.,

∫ T

0
g1(t)g2(t)dt = 0. Recall that the cross-correlation estimation

problem is solved by using orthogonal basis functions.

In addition, if y(t) is produced by FM,
∫ T

0
g2
1(t)dt =

∫ T

0
g2
2(t)dt = 1. Therefore these basis functions,

which are called FM-DCSK basis functions, are always orthonormal [KKJK98]. Consequently in FM-
DCSK neither the auto- nor the cross-correlation problems appear.

2.2.3 Receiver model

Noise performance is the most important characteristic of a modulation scheme and receiver configuration.
Here, we consider the noise performance of chaotic modulation techniques using the generalized receiver
block diagram shown in Fig. 2.9. Here rm(t) = sm(t)+n(t) and smf

(t)+ nf (t) denote the noisy received
signal before and after filtering, respectively. The channel selection filter, which is an ideal bandpass filter
with a total RF bandwidth of 2B, is included explicitly in the block diagram.

This model can be used to describe the operation of noncoherent, differentially coherent, and coherent
correlation receivers. The difference between these schemes is primarily due to the way in which the
reference signal ĝ(t) is generated.

In the following sections, we use this model to develop performance limits for CSK with one and two
basis functions. As explained above, coherent receivers have mainly theoretical importance in chaotic
communications [Kol00a]; therefore only the modulation schemes using noncoherent and differentially
coherent demodulators are considered here.
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Fig. 2.9 General block diagram of a digital chaotic communications receiver.

2.2.4 CSK with one basis function: noncoherent unipodal CSK and COOK

In the simplest case of binary CSK, a single chaotic basis function g1(t) is used, i.e.,

sm(t) = sm1g1(t). (2.11)

Two basic types of noncoherent CSK based on one basis function have been proposed: unipodal CSK
[Kol00a] and chaotic on-off keying (COOK) [KJKK98].

In unipodal CSK, symbol “1” and “0” are represented by s1(t) =
√

2Eb

1+K g1(t) and s2(t) =
√

2KEb

1+K g1(t),
respectively. The elements of signal vector are:

s11 =

√
2Eb

1 + K
; s21 =

√
2KEb

1 + K
(2.12)

where the ratio of energies belonging to s1(t) and s2(t) is given by the constant 0 < K < 1. Assuming
that the probabilities of symbols “1” and “0” are equal, the average energy per bit is equal to Eb.

The upper limit on the noise performance of a modulation scheme is determined by the separation of
the message points in the signal space; the greater the separation, the better the noise performance. Here
the maximum separation can be achieved when K is set to zero. In this special case s1(t) =

√
2Ebg1(t)

and s2(t) = 0. This optimized version of unipodal CSK modulation scheme is called chaotic on-off keying.
The elements of signal vector for COOK are

s11 =
√

2Eb; s21 = 0. (2.13)

Figure 2.10 shows the signal-space diagram for COOK, where the distance between the message points
is
√

2Eb.

Theoretical

decision

boundary

g1(t)
0

Message

point “0”

√
2Eb

Message

point “1”

Fig. 2.10 Signal-space diagram for COOK.

While the modulator determines the distance between the message points, the noise performance of
the system depends on the efficiency with which the demodulator exploits this separation.

In principle, the best noise performance in an AWGN channel can be achieved by using a coherent
receiver [SHL95]. In practice, the propagation conditions may be so poor that it is difficult, if not
impossible, to regenerate the basis functions at the receiver. Under these conditions, a noncoherent or
differentially coherent receiver may offer better performance.

Since the performance of COOK is superior to that of unipodal CSK and the demodulators in these
schemes are the same, only the operation of COOK demodulator is explained below.

The received signal in COOK is demodulated by means of a noncoherent correlation receiver. In this
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receiver the reference signal ĝ(t) shown in Fig. 2.9 is equal to the noisy filtered signal smf
(t) + nf (t),

and the observation signal can be expressed as

zm =
∫ T

0

[smf
(t) + nf (t)]2dt =

∫ T

0

s2
mf

(t)dt + 2
∫ T

0

smf
(t)nf (t)dt +

∫ T

0

n2
f (t)dt

= s2
m1

∫ T

0

g2
1f

(t)dt + 2sm1

∫ T

0

g1f
(t)nf (t)dt +

∫ T

0

n2
f (t)dt.

(2.14)

In the noise-free case the signal sm(t) emerges unchanged from the channel, i.e., g1f
(t) = g1(t). The

observation signal is equal to the energy of the transmitted symbol, i.e.,

zm = s2
m1

∫ T

0

g2
1(t)dt. (2.15)

This equation shows that the observation signals z1 and z2 of the two COOK symbols differ by 2Eb.
Due to the last term in (2.14), the noise performance of noncoherent COOK depends on both the bit

duration T and the RF channel bandwidth 2B. Figure 2.11 shows the noise performance for the best
case, where BT = 1.
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Fig. 2.11 Simulated noise performance of noncoherent COOK with constant (solid curve) and varying (dashed curve)
energy per symbol.

Figure 2.11 shows that the autocorrelation estimation problem manifests itself if
∫ T

0
g2
1(t)dt is not

constant (see dashed curve). But the problem disappears, as expected, when
∫ T

0
g2
1(t)dt is kept constant

(see solid curve).

Since the third term
∫ T

0
n2

f (t)dt in (2.14) gives the energy of channel noise, it is always a positive
number. Hence zm is a biased estimator of s2

m1 and the decision threshold must be adjusted depending
on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) measured at the demodulator input.

For a given Eb/N0, a single basis function, and a noncoherent correlation receiver, the best noise per-
formance can be achieved by COOK in an AWGN channel. However, COOK suffers from two significant
drawbacks:

• Transmitted energy per bit varies between zero for symbol “0” and 2Eb for symbol “1;”

• The optimum decision threshold at the receiver depends on the SNR.

The design of a digital communications receiver can be simplified considerably if the decision threshold
at the demodulator is independent of the SNR. By using two basis functions, this condition can be
satisfied.
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2.2.5 CSK with two basis functions: differentially coherent CSK

In CSK with two basis functions, the elements of the signal set are given by

sm(t) = sm1g1(t) + sm2g2(t) (2.16)

where the basis functions g1(t) and g2(t) are derived from chaotic sources.
In a special case of binary CSK [DKH93], also called “chaotic switching” [Yan95], the two elements of

the signal set are simply weighted basis functions; the transmitted sample functions are s1(t) =
√

Ebg1(t)
and s2(t) =

√
Ebg2(t), representing symbols “1” and “0,” respectively. The corresponding signal vectors

are (s11 s12) =
(√

Eb 0
)

and (s21 s22) =
(
0
√

Eb

)
, where Eb denotes the average energy per bit.

The signal-space diagram for chaotic switching and orthonormal basis functions g1(t) and g2(t) is shown
in Fig. 2.12. Note that the Euclidean distance between the two message points is

√
2Eb, which is the
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Fig. 2.12 Signal-space diagram of chaotic switching with orthonormal basis functions.

same as for COOK. An example of orthogonal basis functions is the DCSK basis functions introduced in
Sec. 2.2.2. These basis functions can be made orthonormal by using FM to get FM-DCSK basis functions
as explained in Sec. 2.2.2. When the DCSK and FM-DCSK basis functions are used in chaotic switching
then a differentially coherent correlation receiver can be used for the demodulation.

The differentially coherent DCSK demodulator introduced in [KVSA96] makes its decision by evalu-
ating the correlation between the reference and information-bearing chips.

In a binary differentially coherent DCSK receiver, the reference signal ĝ(t) is the filtered noisy received
signal delayed by half a bit period. The observation signal is given by

zm =
∫ T

T/2

[smf
(t) + nf (t)][smf

(t− T/2) + nf (t− T/2)]dt. (2.17)

Note that different sample functions of filtered noise corrupt the two inputs of the correlator. If the
time-varying channel varies slowly compared to the symbol rate, then the received and filtered DCSK
signal is given by

smf
(t) =

{
yf (t), 0 ≤ t < T/2,
(−1)m+1yf (t− T/2), T/2 ≤ t < T

(2.18)

where yf (·) is the filtered version of y(·).
At best, yf (t) = y(t). Substituting (2.18) into (2.17), the observation signal becomes

zm = (−1)m+1

∫ T

T/2

y2(t− T/2)dt +
∫ T

T/2

nf (t)y(t− T/2)dt

+ (−1)m+1

∫ T

T/2

y(t− T/2)nf (t− T/2)dt +
∫ T

T/2

nf (t)nf (t− T/2)dt

(2.19)

where nf (t) and nf (t− T/2) denote the sample functions of filtered noise that corrupt the reference and
information-bearing parts of the received signal, respectively.

Assume that Eb is kept constant. Then
∫ T

T/2
y2(t − T/2)dt = Eb/2 and the first term in (2.19) is
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equal to ±Eb/2. The second, third, and fourth terms, which depend on the filtered channel noise, are
zero-mean random variables. Therefore, the receiver is an unbiased estimator in this case; the optimum
threshold level of the decision circuit is always zero, i.e., it is independent of the SNR.

Although the fourth term in (2.19) has zero mean, it has a non-Gaussian distribution. Due to this term,
the distribution of the observation signal is not Gaussian and its variance increases with the bit duration
T and the bandwidth of the channel filter 2B. Consequently, the noise performance of chaotic switching
with two DCSK basis functions and a differentially coherent receiver degrades with either increasing bit
duration or filter bandwidth [AGS98a]; this is illustrated in Figs. 2.13 and 2.14. Recall that this problem
also appears in the case of noncoherent COOK.

The exact analytical expression for the noise performance of differentially coherent DCSK was
reported first in [KK00d]:

BER =
1

2BT
exp

(
− Eb

2N0

)
×

BT−1∑

i=0

(
Eb

2N0

)i

i!

BT−1∑

j=i

1
2j

(
j + BT − 1

j − i

)
. (2.20)

The details of the development of this exact formula are given in [Kol00d]. Approximate expressions for
the noise performance of CSK and DCSK using stochastic techniques can be found in [ASG00, STV00].

To achieve this noise performance, the transmitted energy per bit must be kept constant [Kol00b].
Equation 2.20 shows that the noise performance of differentially coherent DCSK really depends on both
the bit duration T and the RF bandwidth 2B of the channel filter.

Equation (2.20) also shows that, for BT = 1, the noise performance of differentially coherent DCSK
is as good as that of noncoherent binary FSK. Of course, in this case the DCSK signal becomes a
narrow-band signal and the superior multipath performance of DCSK (see Sec. 5.4) cannot be exploited.

Figure 2.13 shows the effect of bit duration on the noise performance of differentially coherent DCSK,
where the RF bandwidth is 17 MHz and (from left to right) the bit durations are 1, 2, 4, and 8 µs.
The curves show the analytical predictions from (2.20), while the results of simulations are denoted by
‘+’ marks. The effect of RF bandwidth on the noise performance is shown in Fig. 2.14, where the bit
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Fig. 2.13 Effect of bit duration on the noise performance of DCSK. The BER for bit durations 1, 2, 4, and 8 µs is
shown by solid, dashed, dash-dot, and dotted curves, respectively.

duration is 2 µs and, from left to right, the RF channel bandwidths are 8, 17, and 34 MHz. Note that
increasing the RF bandwidth decreases the noise performance of the system; however, it simultaneously
improves the multipath performance (see Sec. 5.4).

The effect of B and T on the noise performance of DCSK system is analyzed again in Sec. 6.1, where
the values of B and T are determined for the implemented INSPECT FM-DCSK system.
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Fig. 2.14 Effect of RF channel bandwidth on the noise performance of DCSK. The BER is plotted for bandwidths
8, 17, and 34 MHz by solid, dash-dot, and dotted curves, respectively.

2.2.6 Modulators and demodulators used in chaotic communications systems

Most of the communications systems are operating in the radio-frequency domain where band-pass signals
are required to avoid co-channel interferences. Consequently, the modulation schemes summarized above
can be used directly only if the chaotic signal is a band-pass signal. However, the signals provided by
chaotic generators are usually low-pass signals. In this case the low-pass chaotic signal has to be converted
into a band-pass RF signal. This conversion can be done by using conventional analog modulation
techniques, e.g., amplitude modulation or phase/frequency modulation. The first modulator which maps
the digital information to be transmitted into a chaotic signal is referred to as a digital modulator. The
second modulator which transforms the low-pass modulated chaotic signal into a band-pass RF signal is
called an auxiliary modulator. When the low-pass signal is converted to RF by amplitude modulation
then the scheme is referred to as linear modulation scheme, while if the auxiliary modulator performs
angle modulation then it is called nonlinear modulation scheme.

In CSK+AM/DSB-SC and COOK+AM/DSB-SC modulation schemes, the unipodal CSK and COOK
modulators, respectively, introduced in Sec. 2.2.4 are combined with an auxiliary AM modulator. DCSK
modulation described in Sec. 2.2.5 has been proposed for use combined with both AM and FM modulators.
These schemes are called DCSK+AM/DSB-SC and DCSK+FM, respectively. In FM-DCSK modulation
scheme discussed in Sec. 2.2.5, the input of the DCSK modulator is band-pass chaotic FM signal and
there is no need for auxiliary modulator.

The block diagram of CSK+AM/DSB-SC, COOK+AM/DSB-SC, DCSK+AM/DSB-SC, and
DCSK+FM transmitters is shown in Fig. 2.15(a). The chaotic signal m(t) is modulated first accord-
ing to the ith bit bi. The output signal of the digital modulator s(t) is converted to RF by the auxiliary
modulator to produce the transmitted signal st(t). AM and FM auxiliary modulators are used in the
linear and nonlinear modulation schemes, respectively.

The block diagram of FM-DCSK transmitter is shown in Fig. 2.15(b). The low-pass chaotic signal
m(t) is fed into an FM modulator, and the transmitted signal s(t) is generated from the FM signal y(t)
by a DCSK modulator.

In the DCSK+FM receiver, first the modulated chaotic signal r(t) has to be recovered from the
distorted noisy received signal rr(t) by an auxiliary FM demodulator. Then the transmitted digital
information is recovered by the digital DCSK demodulator, i.e., a correlator, as shown in Fig. 2.16(a),
where the output signal of the correlator is denoted by z(t). The received bit b̂i is estimated based on
the observation signal zi = z(T ).

In CSK+AM/DSB-SC and COOK+AM/DSB-SC the digital information is carried by the energy per
bit which can be determined directly from the received RF signal r(t). If T

2 = n 2π
fc

, where n is an arbitrary
integer then the DCSK+AM/DSB-SC and FM-DCSK signals can be also demodulated by correlating the
sample functions in the RF domain. Consequently, there is no need for auxiliary demodulator in these
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Fig. 2.15 Block diagrams of (a) CSK+AM/DSB-SC, COOK+AM/DSB-SC, DCSK+AM/DSB-SC, DCSK+FM and
(b) FM-DCSK transmitters.

cases as shown in Fig. 2.16(b), where Tw = T for CSK+AM/DSB-SC and COOK+AM/DSB-SC, and
Tw = T/2 for DCSK+AM/DSB-SC and FM-DCSK.
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Fig. 2.16 Block diagrams of (a) DCSK+FM and (b) CSK+AM/DSB-SC, COOK+AM/DSB-SC, DCSK+AM/DSB-
SC, FM-DCSK receivers.

Figure 2.16(b) makes possible the application of the same receiver model for the CSK+AM/DSB-SC,
COOK+AM/DSB-SC, DCSK+AM/DSB-SC, and FM-DCSK modulation schemes. In CSK+AM/DSB-
SC and COOK+AM/DSB-SC the observation signal must be proportional to the energy per bit. This
can be achieved if the reference signal generator is substituted by a shortcut. For DCSK+AM/DSB-SC
and FM-DCSK the reference signal generator is a delay line with a delay of T/2.
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2.2.7 Summary

In this Chapter the chaotic modulation schemes to be analyzed later were surveyed. First the basic
concept of chaotic modulation and demodulation was described. Then the two types of estimation
problem, which appear only in chaotic modulation schemes were explained. The estimation problem
causes a considerable degradation in noise performance. The autocorrelation estimation problem can be
avoided by keeping the energy per bit constant. The effect of cross-correlation estimation problem can
be eliminated by applying orthogonal basis functions.

Since robust recovery of chaotic basis functions has not yet been found, only the noncoherent and
differentially coherent techniques were surveyed in Secs. 2.2.4 and 2.2.5. The best noise performance is
offered by COOK for the single basis function case. This modulation scheme is the optimized version
of unipodal CSK. The disadvantages of COOK are that the transmitted power level varies between zero
and twice the average transmitted power level and that the optimum decision threshold at the receiver
depends on the SNR.

Chaotic switching offers a two-basis function modulation scheme where the average power level of the
transmitted signal is kept constant and the decision threshold at the receiver is independent of the SNR.
Chaotic switching with DCSK basis functions can be also demodulated using a differentially coherent
receiver. The noise performance of this chaotic communications system depends on the product of BT
and is equal to that of noncoherent FSK for BT = 1. DCSK basis functions having constant energy per
bit can be generated using frequency modulation; these are called FM-DCSK basis functions.

These modulation schemes can be applied directly if band-pass chaotic signal is available. But if only
low-pass chaotic signal is available then an auxiliary modulator is required to generate the transmitted
band-pass RF signal. In linear modulation schemes (CSK+AM/DSB-SC, COOK+AM/DSB-SC, and
DCSK+AM/DSB-SC) an auxiliary AM modulator is used to produce the RF signal. DCSK+FM is a
nonlinear modulation scheme because the auxiliary modulator is an FM modulator. There is no need
for auxiliary modulator in FM-DCSK because the input of digital modulator is a band-pass chaotic
FM signal. The demodulation is made using an auxiliary FM demodulator in DCSK+FM. There is no
need for auxiliary demodulator in the other receiver configurations; the demodulation is performed by a
correlator using the received RF signal.





3
Performance improvement of

FM-DCSK modulation scheme:
M-ary FM-DCSK

The noise performance is the most important performance measure of each digital modulation scheme.
Several methods have been published to improve the noise performance of conventional digital modulation
schemes. One of these methods is to form symbols from the bit stream to be transmitted and to perform
the detection symbol-by-symbol instead of bit-by-bit [Okuan].

It has been shown in [Fin70] that if the elements of signal set do not have any redundancy then
the noise performance of coherent reception may not be improved by this technique. Fortunately, this
conclusion is not valid for the noncoherent detectors, where the increase in the length of symbol results
in an improved noise performance [Fin70].

In this section a so-called energy detector configuration is developed for the M -ary FM-DCSK modu-
lation schemes introduced in [KKJK02] from the generalized maximum likelihood (GML) decision rule.
One advantage of the energy detector compared to the differentially coherent one is that it may be
implemented without a correlator. Its second advantage is that for M -ary FM-DCSK, M > 2, the en-
ergy detector offers a much simpler circuit configuration as the previously published M -ary FM-DCSK
detectors [KKJK02].

For M = 2, the noise performances of the energy and differentially coherent detectors are identical.
But, and this is the most important advantage of the energy detector, for M > 2 the noise performance of
M -ary FM-DCSK energy detector outperforms that of the differentially coherent detector. The greater
the M , the better the noise performance.

In the M -ary FM-DCSK energy detector, not a bit but a symbol is processed simultaneously. In the
M -ary FM-DCSK, a chaotic sample function is transmitted M times [KKJK02], the price of the better
noise performance is a slight degradation in the spectral properties.

3.1 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In the case of AWGN channel, the maximum likelihood (ML) or generalized maximum likelihood (GML)
decision rule has to be used to get the best noise performance [Fin70]. The ML decision rule may be
applied only if all basis functions are exactly known at the receiver. Since a robust method for recovery
of chaotic basis functions has not yet been published, only the GML decision rule may be used in chaotic
communications.

The application of the GML decision rule requires an exact mathematical model for the description of
modulated chaotic signal. This model, called Fourier analyzer concept, has been developed in [KLS03].
We will use the Fourier analyzer concept to develop a new detector configuration, called energy detector,
in Secs. 3.2 and 3.3 for binary and M -ary FM-DCSK signals, respectively.

This section summarizes shortly the Fourier analyzer concept and the GML decision rule, this knowl-
edge will be necessary later to develop the new detection algorithm. The Fourier analyzer concept and
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chaotic GML rule have been introduced in [KLS03], for further details refer to that publication.

3.1.1 The Fourier analyzer concept

In M -ary chaotic waveform communications, the M elements of signal set are generated as linear combi-
nation of N real-valued chaotic basis functions as it was given in (2.3) and repeated here for convenience

sm(t) =
N∑

j=1

smjgj(t),





0 ≤ t ≤ T
m = 1, 2, . . . , M
j = 1, 2, . . . , N.

(3.1)

To get the best noise performance, basis functions gj(t) must be orthonormal [Kol00d]. As it was shown in
Sec. 2.2.5 FM-DCSK modulation scheme provides orthonormal basis functions. The case of equiprobable,
equal energy, orthonormal signals is considered here.

The Fourier analyzer concept [KLS03] exploits the fact that the chaotic basis functions have a finite
duration and that they are bandpass signals. Theoretically, a signal of finite length may not be a bandpass
signal, but in chaotic communications where the RF bandwidth 2B of transmitted signal is much larger
than the symbol rate 1/T , the power of spectral components being outside the bandwidth 2B may be
neglected.

A digital communications receiver may be modeled by the cascade connection of a channel selection
filter and a detector as it was shown in Fig. 2.2.3. The decision time instants, the symbol duration T and
the RF bandwidth 2B of the bandpass channel filter are exactly known at each receiver.

To perform the decision, the detector observes the received signal over the interval 0 ≤ t ≤ T .
Consequently, the Fourier representation of basis functions and received signal may have any value outside
the interval 0 ≤ t ≤ T .

Let a periodic signal with period T be defined by

sT,m(t) =
{

sm(t), for 0 ≤ t ≤ T
sm(t− lT ), otherwise (3.2)

where l is an arbitrary nonzero integer. Let the periodic signal sT,m(t) be represented by a Fourier series.
Note that the fundamental period of sT,m(t) is equal to the symbol duration T and it is independent of
any other parameter of the modulation scheme. Since sm(t) is a bandpass signal, only a finite number of
Fourier series coefficients differs from zero.

The periodic signal sT,m(t) has a discrete spectrum. Due to its bandpass property, the number of
harmonically related frequencies which have to be considered is 2BT [KLS03]. Consequently, the signal
sm(t) may be represented over the interval 0 ≤ t ≤ T in the form

sT,m(t) =
2BT∑

k=1

[
ak cos(k

2π

T
t) + bk sin(k

2π

T
t)

]
(3.3)

where ak and bk denote the Fourier series coefficients of the expansion. Similarly, the basis functions
gj(t) may be represented over the interval 0 ≤ t ≤ T by

gT,j(t) =
2BT∑

k=1

[
αj,k cos(k

2π

T
t) + βj,k sin(k

2π

T
t)

]
(3.4)

where αj,k and βj,k denote the coefficients of Fourier series expansion.

3.1.2 Generalized maximum likelihood decision rule

If the coefficients αj,k and βj,k are not exactly known at the receiver then the GML decision rule [Fin70]
has to be used where the energies received in the subspaces of different basis functions are determined.

Let rmf
(t) denote the filtered noisy received signal. The energy of signal rmf

(t) measured in the
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subspace of gj(t) is [KLS03]

Ej,m =
2
T

2BT∑

k=1




[
Cj,k

∫ T

0

rmf
(t) cos(k

2π

T
t)dt

]2

+

[
Cj,k

∫ T

0

rmf
(t) sin(k

2π

T
t)dt

]2

 (3.5)

where coefficients Cj,k are a priori known from (3.4)

Cj,k = sgn(α2
j,k + β2

j,k) =
{

0, if (α2
j,k + β2

j,k) = 0
1, otherwise

(3.6)

where sgn(·) denotes the sign function. Due to channel noise, Ej,m is a random variable.
According to the GML rule, the decision is done in favor of the basis function, that is, symbol, which

subspace receives the greatest energy. In binary case, for example, the decision is done in favor of bit “1”
if

E1,m > E2,m . (3.7)

3.2 ENERGY DETECTOR FOR BINARY FM-DCSK

In FM-DCSK, the Walsh functions and FM modulation assure the orthogonality of basis functions and
the constant energy per bit, respectively [KKJK02]. In the binary case M=2, T denotes the bit duration
and two basis functions N=2 are required. Consequently, the first two Walsh functions are used. For
the sake of simplicity, we will develop the energy detector for the binary FM-DCSK in this section. The
generalization for the M -ary case is given in Sec. 3.3.

The application of GML decision rule to chaotic modulation schemes has been given in [KLS03] and it
may be summarized as follows. Consider a Hilbert space of real sinusoidal signals with dimension 2BT ,
i.e., the dimension of Hilbert space is determined by the RF bandwidth of channel filter and bit duration.
Each bit belongs to a basis function and each basis function defines a subspace in the Hilbert space. The
received signal is projected into the subspaces of all basis functions and the energies measured in the
different subspaces are determined. The decision is done in the favor of basis function and, consequently,
in favor of bit, that receives the greatest energy.

The milestones steps of development of energy detectors are: first the subspaces of basis functions g1(t)
and g2(t) are determined. Then from (3.5) the algorithm which determines the energy in the subspaces of
g1(t) and g2(t) is elaborated. Finally, using the decision rule (3.7), the block diagram of energy detector
is constructed.

3.2.1 Subspaces of basis functions

The basis functions of binary FM-DCSK are given by (2.10). The j th basis function (j = 1, 2) can be
expressed as

gj(t) =

{
wj,1

1√
Eb

y(t), 0 ≤ t < T/2

wj,2
1√
Eb

y(t− T/2), T/2 ≤ t < T
(3.8)

where y(t) is derived from a chaotic waveform by frequency modulation and the elements of the first two
Walsh functions are

w1,1 = 1, w1,2 = 1, w2,1 = 1, w2,2 = −1. (3.9)

Bits “1” and “0” are represented by s1(t) =
√

Ebg1(t) and s2(t) =
√

Ebg2(t), respectively. The subspaces
of g1(t) and g2(t) in the 2BT -dimensional Hilbert space are assigned by the constants Cj,k in (3.5).
Equation (3.6) shows that Cj,k are determined by the Fourier series coefficients αj,k and βj,k of (3.4).

Let TC = T/N = T/2 denote the chip duration. Then the Fourier series coefficients αj,k and βj,k of
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gT,j(t) have to be determined

αj,k =
2
T

∫ T

0

gT,j(t) cos(k
2π

T
t)dt

=
2

T
√

Eb

[∫ TC

0

wj,1y(t) cos(k
2π

T
t)dt +

∫ T

TC

wj,2y(t− TC) cos(k
2π

T
t)dt

]
.

(3.10)

Substituting T = 2TC in (3.10), introducing a new variable t̂ = t − TC and using the trigonometric
identity cos(α + β)= cos(α) cos(β)− sin(α) sin(β) we get

αj,k =
1

TC

√
Eb

[
wj,1

∫ TC

0

y(t) cos(
k

2
2π

TC
t)dt + cos(kπ)wj,2

∫ TC

0

y(t̂) cos(
k

2
2π

TC
t̂)dt̂

− sin(kπ)wj,2

∫ TC

0

y(t̂) sin(
k

2
2π

TC
t̂)dt̂

]
.

(3.11)

Since sin(kπ) = 0 and cos(kπ) = (−1)k, we conclude

αj,k =
1

TC

√
Eb

[wj,1 + wj,2(−1)k]
∫ TC

0

y(t) cos(
k

2
2π

TC
t)dt (3.12)

Similarly, βj,k is derived as

βj,k =
2
T

∫ T

0

gT,j(t) sin(k
2π

T
t)dt

=
2

T
√

Eb

[∫ TC

0

wj,1y(t) sin(k
2π

T
t)dt +

∫ T

TC

wj,2y(t− TC) sin(k
2π

T
t)dt

]

=
1

TC

√
Eb

[
wj,1

∫ TC

0

y(t) cos(
k

2
2π

TC
t)dt + cos(kπ)wj,2

∫ TC

0

y(t̂) sin(
k

2
2π

TC
t̂)dt̂

+ sin(kπ)wj,2

∫ TC

0

y(t̂) cos(
k

2
2π

TC
t̂)dt̂

]

=
1

TC

√
Eb

[wj,1 + wj,2(−1)k]
∫ TC

0

y(t) sin(
k

2
2π

TC
t)dt.

(3.13)

Substituting (3.12) and (3.13) into (3.6), the constants Cj,k defining the subspace of gj(t) are obtained
as

Cj,k =sgn(α2
j,k + β2

j,k) = sgn




(
1

TC

√
Eb

[wj,1 + wj,2(−1)k]
∫ TC

0

y(t) cos(
k

2
2π

TC
t)dt

)2

+

(
1

TC

√
Eb

[wj,1 + wj,2(−1)k]
∫ TC

0

y(t) sin(
k

2
2π

TC
t)dt

)2



=sgn([wj,1 + wj,2(−1)k]2)

(3.14)

Using the values of first two Walsh functions given by (3.9), C1,k and C2,k are obtained

C1,k =
{

1, for even k
0, for odd k

(3.15)

and

C2,k =
{

1, for odd k
0, for even k .

(3.16)
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3.2.2 Energy detector algorithm

To perform the detection, the energy of received signal rmf
(t) has to be measured in the subspaces of

g1(t) and g2(t).
Let k̂ = k/2. Since T = 2TC , substituting (3.15) into (3.5) we obtain for g1(t)

E1,m =
TC

4

BT∑

k̂=1




[
2

TC

∫ T

0

rmf
(t) cos(k̂

2π

TC
t)dt

]2

+

[
2

TC

∫ T

0

rmf
(t) sin(k̂

2π

TC
t)dt

]2



=
TC

4

BT∑

k̂=1

([
2

TC

∫ TC

0

rmf
(t) cos(k̂

2π

TC
t)dt +

2
TC

∫ T

TC

rmf
(t) cos(k̂

2π

TC
t)dt

]2

+

[
2

TC

∫ TC

0

rmf
(t) sin(k̂

2π

TC
t)dt +

2
TC

∫ T

TC

rmf
(t) sin(k̂

2π

TC
t)dt

]2

 .

(3.17)

Observe that the four terms in (3.17) give the Fourier series coefficients of a periodic signal with period
TC = T/2, instead of T .

The energy detector evaluates the received signal over the time interval TC ≤ t ≤ T . Consequently,
the limits of the first and third integrals in (3.17) have to be modified. Let a new variable t̂ = t + TC

be introduced in the first and third terms. Since cos(k̂ 2π
TC

t̂) and sin(k̂ 2π
TC

t̂) are periodic with period TC ,
(3.17) becomes

E1,m =
TC

4

BT∑

k̂=1




[
2

TC

∫ T

TC

rmf
(t̂− TC) cos(k̂

2π

TC
t̂)dt̂ +

2
TC

∫ T

TC

rmf
(t) cos(k̂

2π

TC
t)dt

]2

+


 2

TC

∫ T

TC

rmf
(t̂− TC) sin(k̂

2π

TC
t̂)dt̂ +

2
TC

∫ T

TC

rmf
(t) sin(k̂

2π

TC
t)dt

]2



=
TC

4

BT∑

k̂=1




(
2

TC

∫ T

TC

[rmf
(t− TC) + rmf

(t)] cos(k̂
2π

TC
t)dt

)2

+

(
2

TC

∫ T

TC

[rmf
(t− TC) + rmf

(t)] sin(k̂
2π

TC
t)dt

)2

 .

(3.18)

The first and second parts of FM-DCSK signal are referred to as the reference and information bearing
chips. Inspection of (3.18) shows that the terms are the Fourier series coefficients of the sum of reference
rmf

(t− TC) and information bearing rmf
(t) chips, where TC ≤ t ≤ T .

Let aR+I,k̂ and bR+I,k̂ denote the Fourier series coefficients of the sum of reference and information
bearing chips. Then from (3.18) we obtain

E1,m =
TC

4

BT∑

k̂=1

(
a2

R+I,k̂
+ b2

R+I,k̂

)
. (3.19)

Parseval’s theorem shows how the power of a periodic signal may be calculated from its Fourier series
coefficients [OWY83]. Using this relationship (3.19) may be rewritten as

E1,m =
TC

4

BT∑

k̂=1

(
a2

R+I,k̂
+ b2

R+I,k̂

)
=

TC

4
2

TC

∫ T

TC

[
rmf

(t− TC) + rmf
(t)

]2
dt. (3.20)

Equation (3.20) shows that E1,m gives the sum of energies of the reference and information bearing chips
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over TC ≤ t ≤ T . Thus

E1,m =
1
2

∫ T

TC

[
w1,1rmf

(t− TC) + w1,2rmf
(t)

]2
dt . (3.21)

For bit “1” and noise-free case E1,1 = Eb and E1,2 = 0.
The energy E2,m of received signal measured in the subspace of g2(t) is obtained in a similar manner.

Let us substitute (3.16) into (3.5) and use k̃ = (k − 1)/2. Thus

E2,m =
TC

4

BT∑

k̃=1

([
2

TC

∫ TC

0

rmf
(t) cos((k̃ − 1/2)

2π

TC
t)dt +

2
TC

∫ T

TC

rmf
(t) cos((k̃ − 1/2)

2π

TC
t)dt

]2

+

[
2

TC

∫ TC

0

rmf
(t) sin((k̃ − 1/2)

2π

TC
t)dt +

2
TC

∫ T

TC

rmf
(t) sin((k̃ − 1/2)

2π

TC
t)dt

]2

 .

(3.22)

Again, introducing a new variable t̂ = t + TC in the first and third terms, (3.22) may be rewritten as

E2,m =
TC

4

BT∑

k̃=1

([
2

TC

∫ T

TC

−rmf
(t̂− TC) cos((k̃ − 1/2)

2π

TC
t̂)dt̂ +

2
TC

∫ T

TC

rmf
(t) cos((k̃ − 1/2)

2π

TC
t)dt

]2

+

[
2

TC

∫ T

TC

−rmf
(t̂− TC) sin((k̃ − 1/2)

2π

TC
t̂)dt̂ +

2
TC

∫ T

TC

rmf
(t) sin((k̃ − 1/2)

2π

TC
t)dt

]2



=
TC

4

BT∑

k̃=1




[
2

TC

∫ T

TC

(−rmf
(t− TC) + rmf

(t)) cos((k̃ − 1/2)
2π

TC
t)dt

]2

+

[
2

TC

∫ T

TC

(−rmf
(t− TC) + rmf

(t)) sin((k̃ − 1/2)
2π

TC
t)dt

]2

 .

(3.23)

Equation (3.23) is similar to (3.18). One difference is that the Fourier components are placed at different
frequencies due to the separation of basis functions in the frequency domain. The other difference is
that the two terms are the Fourier series coefficients of −rmf

(t − TC) + rmf
(t). Denoting these Fourier

coefficients by aI−R,k̃ and bI−R,k̃, (3.23) may be rewritten. Then by means of Parseval’s relationship, the
energy received in the subspace of g2(t) is obtained as

E2,m =
TC

4

BT∑

k̂=1

(
a2

I−R,k̂
+ b2

I−R,k̂

)
=

TC

4
2

TC

∫ T

TC

[−rmf
(t− TC) + rmf

(t)
]2

dt. (3.24)

Finally using the Walsh functions E2,m is expressed as

E2,m =
1
2

∫ T

TC

[
w2,1rmf

(t− TC) + w2,2rmf
(t)

]2
dt . (3.25)

For bit “0” and noise-free case, E2,1 = 0 and E2,2 = Eb.
Substituting (3.21) and (3.25) into (3.7), the GML decision rule is obtained. The decision is done in

favor of bit “1” if
∫ T

TC

[
w1,1rmf

(t− TC) + w1,2rmf
(t)

]2
dt >

∫ T

TC

[
w2,1rmf

(t− TC) + w2,2rmf
(t)

]2
dt (3.26)

From (3.26) the energy detector for binary FM-DCSK can be constructed. The block diagram of
binary FM-DCSK energy detector is shown in Fig. 3.1.
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Fig. 3.1 Block diagram of binary FM-DCSK energy detector.

3.3 ENERGY DETECTOR FOR M-ARY FM-DCSK

The energy detector concept is generalized here for M -ary FM-DCSK systems. First, the generation of
orthogonal basis functions by means of Walsh functions is shown. Then the structure of energy detector
is extended for the reception of M -ary FM-DCSK signals. After that an expression for the observation
signal is derived. Finally an expression for the bit error rate is developed for AWGN channel.

3.3.1 Generation of orthogonal basis functions by Walsh functions

To show how the Walsh functions are combined with the FM modulated chaotic signal in M -ary FM-
DCSK to generate orthogonal basis functions assume that a signal set having M = 8 symbols has to be
developed.

Let y(t) denote an FM modulated chaotic waveform with duration TC . To obtain M = 8 orthogonal
basis functions, the symbol duration T is divided into M = 8 chips, each having a duration of TC . Then
the basis functions of duration T = MTC = 8TC are generated as a product of Walsh functions and y(t).
Since the number of symbols and basis functions are the same, N = M = 8.

The structure of basis functions are shown in Fig. 3.2. In the first chip, an FM modulated chaotic
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Fig. 3.2 Segmentation of the transmitted signals using Walsh functions for an 8-ary FM-DCSK system.
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signal y(t) is transmitted, which differs from zero for 0 ≤ t ≤ TC . Then this signal or its inverted copy is
sent in the next seven chips as shown in Fig. 3.2. Since Walsh functions form an orthogonal set, for two
arbitrarily chosen Walsh functions wj and wl

1
N

N∑

k=1

wm,kwl,k =
{

1, m = l
0, m 6= l

(3.27)

where the kth elements of wm and wl are given by wm,k and wl,k, respectively. The chaotic FM signal
y(t) is assumed to be normalized such that its energy is

∫ TC

0

y2(t)dt =
1
N

. (3.28)

The sign of the jth basis function segment transmitted in the kth chip is chosen according to the jth
Walsh function wj , as shown in Fig. 3.2. Let gj,k(t), k = 1, 2, . . . , N denote the segment of the jth basis
function transmitted in the kth chip. Then

gj,k(t) = wj,ky(t) (3.29)

Like y(t), gj,k(t) also differs from zero only for 0 ≤ t ≤ TC . In this way, we have developed eight
orthonormal basis functions: gj(t), j = 1, 2, . . . , 8. From (3.29), the basis functions of duration T are
obtained as

gj(t) =
N∑

k=1

gj,k(t− (k − 1)TC) =
N∑

k=1

wj,ky(t− (k − 1)TC) (3.30)

and the transmitted signal belonging to the mth symbol is

sm(t) =
√

Ebgm(t) =
√

Eb

N∑

k=1

gm,k(t− (k − 1)TC) =
√

Eb

N∑

k=1

wm,ky(t− (k − 1)TC). (3.31)

Note that each symbol is mapped into one basis function, consequently, N = M . The transmitted signal
can be also expressed as

sm(t) =
N∑

k=1

sm,k(t− (k − 1)TC) (3.32)

where
sm,k(t) =

√
Ebwm,ky(t) (3.33)

is the segment of sm(t) transmitted in the kth chip.
The block diagram of M -ary FM-DCSK transmitter is shown in Fig. 3.3. Based on the symbol m

to be transmitted the corresponding Walsh function is generated. The delayed copies of
√

Eby(t) are
multiplied by the elements of Walsh function wm. These products are used to construct the transmitted
signal sm(t) according to (3.32).
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Fig. 3.3 Block diagram of transmitter in M -ary FM-DCSK based on Walsh functions.
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Although 8-ary FM-DCSK (i.e., the first eight Walsh functions) is considered in this section, the
method presented here can be extended to an arbitrary, but limited number of levels. However, a large
number of message points degrades the spectral properties of the transmitted signal.

3.3.2 The energy detector

The detection of M -ary FM-DCSK signal is performed by the energy detector like in the binary case. The
energy detector concept discussed in Sec. 3.2 for the binary case may be generalized. The block diagram
of the M -ary energy detector is shown in Fig. 3.4. In an M -ary energy detector the received signal is
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Fig. 3.4 Block diagram of M -ary FM-DCSK detector.

multiplied with all the N Walsh functions, i.e., in the case of M = 8, eight Walsh function generators are
required. The received signal is fed into a tapped delay line having N − 1 delay elements with delay of
TC . The output signal of each delay is multiplied with the corresponding element of each Walsh function.
The products corresponding to one Walsh function are summarized. The sum values are used to calculate
the energies E1,m, E2,m, . . . EN,m received in the subspaces of the different basis functions. The decision
is done in favor of symbol, i.e., basis function, that subspace receives the largest amount of energy.

3.3.3 Noise performance

The theoretical noise performance, i.e., the bit error rate of M -ary FM-DCSK system with energy detector
is derived in this section. To do this, we exploit that the BER of binary FM-DCSK is known and is given
by (2.20). Since the bit error rate is determined by the observation signal, this signal is expressed for
M -ary FM-DCSK. Then the observation signal of M -ary FM-DCSK is compared to that of binary FM-
DCSK given in (2.19). It is shown that these observation signals consist of the same terms having different
coefficients. Based on this equivalence the BER of M -ary FM-DCSK is expressed by modifying (2.20).

To derive the observation signal, the output signals Ebm,m (m̂ = 1, . . . , N) of the integrators shown in
Fig. 3.4 are determined. Ebm,m gives the received energy measured in the subspace of m̂th basis function.
If the mth symbol was transmitted then in the noise-free case the output signal Ebm,m = Em,m of the mth
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integrator will be the largest. Let us denote one arbitrary integrator from the others by m′ (m′ 6= m).
This means that if the mth symbol was transmitted then in the noise-free case Ebm,m = Em′,m for any
m′. If same noise is added and any Em′,m is larger than Em,m then bit error occurs. Consequently, the
observation signal is obtained as

zm = Ebm,m

∣∣∣bm=m
− Ebm,m

∣∣∣bm=m′
= Em,m − Em′,m (3.34)

To derive zm first the energy at the output of m̂th integrator is expressed as

Ebm,m =
∫ T

T−TC

(
N∑

k=1

rm,k(t− (T − TC))wbm,k

)2

dt. (3.35)

Substituting (3.33) into (3.35), it is modified as

Ebm,m =
∫ T

T−TC

(
N∑

k=1

[√
Ebwm,ky(t− (T − TC)) + nk(t− (T − TC))

]
wbm,k

)2

dt

=
∫ T

T−TC

[√
Eby(t− (T − TC))

N∑

k=1

wm,kwbm,k +
N∑

k=1

wbm,knk(t− (T − TC))

]2

dt.

(3.36)

Exploiting the orthonormality of Walsh functions, Ebm,m is obtained as

Ebm,m =
∫ T

T−TC

[√
Eby(t− (T − TC))Nδm,bm +

N∑

k=1

wbm,knk(t− (T − TC))

]2

dt (3.37)

where δm,bm denotes the Kronecker delta [Wei98]. This equation gives the energy for all the branches of
the receiver. The energy at the mth correlator is

Em,m =
∫ T

T−TC

[
N

√
Eby(t− (T − TC))(1− δm′m) +

N∑

k=1

wm,knk(t− (T − TC))

]2

dt (3.38)

In a similar way, the energy Em′,m is large and small when the m′th and mth symbol was transmitted,
respectively. Consequently, Ebm,m = Em′,m is obtained as

Em′,m =
∫ T

T−TC

[
N

√
Eby(t− (T − TC))δm′m +

N∑

k=1

wm′,knk(t− (T − TC))

]2

dt (3.39)

In the decision device, all the energies are determined and the largest is selected. Substituting (3.38) and
(3.39) into (3.34) the observation signal is expressed as

zm =
∫ T

T−TC

[
N

√
Eby(t− (T − TC))(1− δm′m) +

N∑

k=1

wm,knk(t− (T − TC))

]2

dt

−
∫ T

T−TC

[
N

√
Eby(t− (T − TC))δm′m +

N∑

k=1

wm′,knk(t− (T − TC))

]2

dt

=
∫ T

T−TC

[
N

√
Eby(t− (T − TC))(1− 2δm′m) +

N∑

k=1

wm,knk(t− (T − TC))−
N∑

k=1

wm′,knk(t− (T − TC))

]

[
N

√
Eby(t− (T − TC)) +

N∑

k=1

wm,knk(t− (T − TC)) +
N∑

k=1

wm′,knk(t− (T − TC))

]
dt

(3.40)
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and

zm =
∫ T

T−TC

[
N

√
Eby(t− (T − TC))(1− 2δm′m) +

N∑

k=1

(wm,k − wm′,k)nk(t− (T − TC))

]

[
N

√
Eby(t− (T − TC)) +

N∑

k=1

(wm,k + wm′,k)nk(t− (T − TC))

]
dt

(3.41)

Let us examine the expressions wm,k + wm′,k and wm,k −wm′,k. Since an element of the Walsh functions
is equal to ±1, it follows that these two expressions are equal to 0 or ±2. Let N1 denote the set of k
values when wm,k + wm′,k = ±2, i.e.,

wm,k + wm′,k =
{ ±2, k ∈ N1

0, k 6∈ N1
(3.42)

Since
wm,k + wm′,k − (wm,k − wm′,k) = 2wm′,k = ±2

it follows that these two expressions cannot be equal to zero at the same time, i.e.,

wm,k − wm′,k =
{

0, k ∈ N1

±2, k 6∈ N1
(3.43)

Equations (3.42) and (3.43) show that there is a set N1 of k values when the first expression is nonzero
and the second one is equal to zero. For k 6∈ N1 values the opposite is valid. From the symmetry it
follows that the number of k values inside and outside N1 is N/2. Using this, (3.41) is modified as

zm =
∫ T

T−TC


N

√
Eby(t− (T − TC))(1− 2δm′m) + 2

N∑

k=1
k∈N1

±nk(t− (T − TC))





N

√
Eby(t− (T − TC)) + 2

N∑

k=1
k 6∈N1

±nk(t− (T − TC))


 dt

(3.44)

and exploiting that N = M , the normalized version of the observation signal of M -ary FM-DCSK is
given by

zm

M2
=

Eb

M
(1− 2δm′m) +

∫ T

T−TC

√
Eby(t− (T − TC))

2
M

M∑

k=1
k∈N1

±nk(t− (T − TC))dt

+
∫ T

T−TC

√
Eby(t− (T − TC))(1− 2δm′m)

2
M

M∑

k=1
k 6∈N1

±nk(t− (T − TC))dt

+
∫ T

T−TC

2
M

M∑

k=1
k∈N1

±nk(t− (T − TC))
2
M

M∑

k=1
k 6∈N1

±nk(t− (T − TC))dt

(3.45)

Inspecting (3.45) the bit error rate is determined here. The observation signal consists of four terms like
in (2.19) derived for the binary system. The first term contains the energy per bit, the second and third
terms are proportional to the cross-correlation of signal and noise, while the fourth term contains the
cross-correlation of noise components. This means that the observation signal of this M -ary FM-DCSK
system has similar terms as that of binary FM-DCSK [KKC98]. Our goal is to determine the BER of
M -ary FM-DCSK based on that of binary FM-DCSK exploiting the equivalence of observation signals.

The first term of observation signal in (2.19) gives the half of bit energy Eb/2 of transmitted signal.
The sign of this term depends on the transmitted bit. The first term in (3.45) is equal to ±Eb/M . The
time interval over which the signal is integrated is T/2 in (2.19) while it is equal to TC = T/M in (3.45).
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Table 3.1 Comparison of the terms of observation signals in binary and M -ary FM-DCSK.

Parameter Binary FM-DCSK M -ary FM-DCSK

Energy of signal Eb/2 Eb/M
Correlation time T/2 T/M
Power of noise Pn Pn/M
Bandwidth of noise 2B 2B

The second and third terms are the cross-correlations of signal and noise. The noise term is the average
of M/2 uncorrelated noise sample functions. Let us denote the power of noise n(t) by Pn. The power
this average is equal to Pn/(M/2), i.e., the average of the power of the M/2 components because they
are uncorrelated [RT89]. Recall that that the power of noise component in binary FM-DCSK system is
equal to Pn.

The fourth term contains the cross-correlation of two noise components. Each of these are the M/2
uncorrelated noise sample functions. As it has been proven above, there is no noise sample function
nk(t − (T − TC)) which is present in both components. This means that the two noise components are
uncorrelated. In binary FM-DCSK given in (2.19) the fourth term is the cross-correlation of nf (t) and
nf (t− T/2), which are also uncorrelated.

Observe that due to the multiplication by a Walsh function an averaging is performed in the energy
detector as shown in Fig. 3.4. Therefore we expect that for larger values of M the BER is lower.

To summarize these results, the comparison of observation signals in binary and M -ary FM-DCSK is
given in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 shows that the observation signal expressed in (3.45) is equal to that of a binary FM-DCSK
system, where the energy per bit is Eb/M , the integration time in the correlator is T/M , and the power
of additive noise is 2Pn/M . Using these results and the expression for BER of binary FM-DCSK system
the BER of M -ary FM-DCSK can be derived.

The bit error rate of binary FM-DCSK system has been derived by Kolumbán in [Kol00d] and is
repeated here for convenience:

BER =
1

2BT
exp

(
− Eb

2N0

) BT−1∑

i=0

(
Eb

2N0

)i

i!

BT−1∑

j=i

1
2j

(
j + BT − 1

j − i

)
. (3.46)

Equation (3.46) shows that the value of BER depends on the Eb/N0 ratio and BT , where N0 = Pn/(2B).
In M -ary FM-DCSK, as shown in Table 3.1, these terms are modified as

Eb/(M/2)
Pn/(M/2)/(2B)

=
Eb

Pn/(2B)
=

Eb

N0
, and B

T

M/2
=

2BT

M
. (3.47)

The Eb/N0 ratio remains unchanged while BT is multiplied by 2/M in M -ary FM-DCSK, as given in
(3.47). Therefore the bit error rate of M -ary FM-DCSK system is obtained as

BER =
1

22BT/M
exp

(
− Eb

2N0

) 2BT/M−1∑

i=0

(
Eb

2N0

)i

i!

2BT/M−1∑

j=i

1
2j

(
j + 2BT/M − 1

j − i

)
. (3.48)

The results derived in (3.48) are verified by simulations below.

3.3.4 Performance evaluation

The noise performance of M -ary FM-DCSK with energy detector is plotted in Fig. 3.5. The bit duration
and the total RF bandwidth are set to T = 2 µs and 2B=17 MHz, respectively. The BER is shown for
M = 2, 4, and 8 by solid, dashed, and dash-dot curves, respectively. The theoretical results are plotted
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Fig. 3.5 Noise performance of M -ary FM-DCSK modulation schemes implemented with energy detector for M = 2
(solid curve), 4 (dashed curve) and 8 (dash-dot curve).

by curves while the simulation results are given by ’+’ marks. The figure shows a very good agreement
between the analytical predictions and the results of simulations. The results show that the greater M ,
i.e., when the transmitted signal is segmented into more chips, the lower the BER. This confirms our
expectation described above.

The price of better noise performance is a slight degradation in the spectral properties of the radiated
FM-DCSK signal and a tighter specification for the clock recovery circuit. It means that all users must
be synchronized at symbol level.

3.4 SUMMARY

A multilevel modulation scheme has been developed using M orthonormal basis functions. The orthonor-
mality is ensured by the Walsh functions. The demodulation is performed by the energy detector, i.e.,
using the GML decision rule. The energy of received signal is measured in the subspaces of all the basis
functions. The largest energy is selected.

Based on the equivalence of observation signals of binary and M -ary FM-DCSK the BER of this
scheme was determined analytically. The results showed that the BER is lower for larger values of M .
This is the result of averaging performed in the energy detector. The price of this improvement is a small
degradation in the spectral properties of the transmitted signal.





4
Multiple access capability

Communications systems used in Wireless Local Area Networks are often expected to offer multiple access
capability. It is shown in this Section how the FM-DCSK technique can be used to develop a multiple
access communications system and evaluates its robustness in multiuser application.

The model which is used to analyze the FM-DCSK system in a multiuser environment is shown in
Fig. 4.1. For the sake of simplicity, the model shown in the figure contains two FM-DCSK transmitters
and two FM-DCSK receivers but in the general case U users are accommodated. The transmitted and
recovered bits of the uth user are denoted by bu and b̂u, respectively. The physical media that carry
the signal from the transmitters to the receivers are represented by Channelvu, where v ∈ 1, . . . , U and
u ∈ 1, . . . , U . The additive white Gaussian channel noise is modeled by nu(t).

b̂1

b̂2

modulator 1

b1

FM-DCSK

Channel21

Channel12

FM-DCSK

b2

+

Channel22

+

n1(t)

Channel11

modulator 2

n2(t)

demod 2

FM-DCSK

demod 1

FM-DCSK

s1(t)

s2(t)

+

+ +

+

+

+
r2(t)

r1(t)

Fig. 4.1 Block diagram of a two-user FM-DCSK system.

To develop FM-DCSK systems with multiple access capability, one solution is to apply either a con-
ventional Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) or Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) tech-
nique [Hay94, SHL95]. Another possibility is to modify the FM-DCSK communication system to get
multiple access capability directly. Two novel techniques based on this approach are described below.

In the first approach described in Sec. 4.1, we exploit that the cross-correlation between chaotic signals
started from different initial conditions is low and the correlation between chaotic signals decreases for
large values of delay [Kis98c, KKK97b, LYTH01]. Based on these facts, the FM-DCSK system is modified
to have multiple access capability and the noise performance of proposed system is determined for an
AWGN channel.

35
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The cross-correlation between different chaotic signals of finite duration is relatively low, but it is never
exactly zero. This means that finite-length chaotic signals are not orthogonal [JKK00, Kis00a]. Conse-
quently, a co-channel interference always exists. Therefore in the second type of multiuser FM-DCSK
system Walsh functions [Tza85, Sch94, GV91] are applied to construct an orthogonal set of transmit-
ted signals as shown in Sec. 4.2. Two different receiver configurations are proposed for this FM-DCSK
system. The first one is a noncoherent correlation receiver, where the basis functions are recovered and
used as reference in the correlator. The second technique is the energy detector approach which has
been developed for M -ary FM-DCSK systems in Sec. 3.3.2. The noise performance of both receivers is
evaluated. The bit error rate of the second scheme is determined analytically.

4.1 MULTIPLE ACCESS CAPABLE FM-DCSK USING CHAOTIC SIGNALS

For the sake of simplicity, only two transmitters and two receivers are considered in this section. However,
the method presented here may be extended to a limited number of users.

Two transmitted signals can be separated completely by the demodulator only if they are orthogonal.
It is a well-known property of chaotic signals that their autocorrelation function decays very rapidly and
becomes almost zero even for relatively short delays [KK98a]. This means that if we select two sample
functions from a chaotic signal with a certain delay then the two chaotic sample functions are almost
uncorrelated.

We exploit this characteristic of chaotic signals to generate FM-DCSK signals for two users as shown
in Fig. 4.2. In the figure, A and B denote the signals transmitted by User 1 and 2, respectively. The bit
period is divided into four time slots. The reference part of signal A is divided into two parts denoted by
AR1 and AR2. As shown in the figure, these segments are transmitted in the first and third time slots.
The information-bearing parts of signal A, denoted by AI1 and AI2, are sent in the second and fourth
time slots.

Signal B is also divided into four parts. In order to obtain uncorrelated signals, the order of transmis-
sion is changed for signal B. The reference part of signal B is transmitted in the first and second time
slots (see BR1 and BR2 in Fig. 4.2), while the information-bearing part of signal B is transmitted in the
third and fourth time slots (see BI1 and BI2 in Fig. 4.2). Observe that signal B has the same structure
as the FM-DCSK signal in a single-user environment.

AR1 AI1 AR2 AI2

BR1 BR2 BI1 BI2 User 2

User 1

T/4
T

Fig. 4.2 Segmentation of FM-DCSK signals in a two-user system.

Although two frequency-modulated chaotic signals are uncorrelated, the correlation of finite-length
signals A and B differs from zero due to the cross-correlation estimation problem discussed in Sec. 2.2.2.2
[Kol02]. The observation signals for receivers A and B are generated by correlators with different delays,
as shown in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4.

Because the autocorrelation of a frequency-modulated chaotic signal has a peak at zero and decreases
rapidly with time, AR1 and AR2, AI1 and AI2, BR1 and BR2, BI1 and BI2 are approximately uncorrelated.

To understand the operation of the receiver, let us consider first the output of the FM-DCSK demod-
ulator shown in Fig. 4.3. Note that the delay and integration time period of the correlator are T/4 in this
case. The correlator determines the correlation between AR1 and AI1, then the correlation between AR2

and AI2, and finally adds these values. As a result, the observation signal z1 is equal to the correlation
between the reference and information bearing parts of signal A. Because BR1 and BR2, and BI1 and
BI2 are uncorrelated, signal B theoretically has no effect on the observation signal of receiver 1.

Demodulation of the signal B is performed in a similar way by means of the correlator shown in
Fig. 4.4. The important difference is that in this case the delay and integration period of correlator are
T/2. Note that since signal B is a non-modified FM-DCSK signal, demodulator B is exactly the same
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Fig. 4.3 Generation of the observation signal at the FM-DCSK demodulator 1.

as the original FM-DCSK demodulator.
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Fig. 4.4 Generation of the observation signal at the FM-DCSK demodulator 2.

The decision in each demodulator is performed based on the sign of the observation signals z1 and
z2, using a comparator with a zero threshold level. Using the segmentation technique shown in Fig. 4.2
and the demodulators shown in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 we have developed a two-user FM-DCSK system where
receiver 1 is sensitive only to the signal of transmitter 1 and the output of demodulator 2 depends only
on the signal provided by modulator 2.

4.1.1 Theoretical noise performance of multiuser FM-DCSK systems

In a multiuser environment the transmitted signal is corrupted by both signals of other users and additive
channel noise as shown in Fig. 4.1. At the different transmitters, the chaotic signal generators are not
identical and the generated chaotic signals emerge from different initial conditions. Consequently, all the
transmitted signals are uncorrelated. Moreover, each transmitted signal is uncorrelated with the channel
noise. Based on these assumptions an analytical expression for the noise performance of multiuser FM-
DCSK introduce above is developed. The performance for a single-user FM-DCSK system in AWGN
channel was determined by Kolumbán in [Kol00d]. The expression for the bit error rate derived in that
work is repeated here for convenience:

BER =
1

2BT
exp

(
− Eb

2N0

) BT−1∑

i=0

(
Eb

2N0

)i

i!

BT−1∑

j=i

1
2j

(
j + BT − 1

j − i

)
. (4.1)

The energy per bit and bit duration of transmitted signal are denoted by Eb and T , respectively, while
the power spectral density and bandwidth of channel noise are given by N0 and 2B, respectively. Using
(4.1) and the assumptions made above, the BER for multiuser FM-DCSK system is determined below.
The Eb/N0 ratio in (4.1) is expressed as

Eb

N0
=

PsT

Pn/(2B)
=

Ps

Pn
2BT (4.2)

where the powers of RF signal and RF noise are given by Ps and Pn, respectively. In a multiuser
environment the signals of other users are added to the wanted one. All these signals are uncorrelated.
Therefore we assume that the interfering signals have the same effect on the BER as an additive noise
having same power and bandwidth. Furthermore, all the signals are uncorrelated with the channel noise;
therefore the powers of interfering signals and additive noise may be added to obtain the overall power
of signals and noise corrupting the transmitted signal. Using these results the BER is determined by
modifying the Eb/N0 ratio.

As given above, the total number of users is denoted by U . Let us denote the power of transmitted
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signal of uth user by Psu . Let us assume that the signal of first user is the desired one. Since all the
transmitted signals are uncorrelated, the overall power of signals interfering with that of the 1st user
is

∑U
u=2 Psu

. From (5.43) it follows that the power spectral density N0u
of the signal of uth user is

N0u = Psu/(2B). Therefore the modified Eb/N0 ratio is obtained as:

Eb

N0 +
U∑

u=2
N0u

=
Eb

N0 + 1
2B

U∑
u=2

Psu

(4.3)

The BER of FM-DCSK with multiple access capability is expressed by combining (4.1) and (4.3) as

BER =
1

2BT
exp




−Eb

2N0 + 1
B

U∑
u=2

Psu




BT−1∑

i=0

1
i!




Eb

2N0 + 1
B

U∑
u=2

Psu




i

BT−1∑

j=i

1
2j

(
j + BT − 1

j − i

)
(4.4)

Using the relationship given in (4.4) the bit error rate of multiuser FM-DCSK proposed here can be
determined for a given Eb/N0 and Psu . As described above, this theoretical result is valid if all the
transmitted signals and channel noise are uncorrelated. In order to determine the noise performance
of multiuser FM-DCSK scheme proposed here and to verify (4.4), the BER is determined for different
parameters in the next subsection.

4.1.2 Performance evaluation of multiuser FM-DCSK systems

To evaluate the overall system performance of the multiuser FM-DCSK system, several simulations have
been performed.

During the simulation we have assumed that the physical media that carry the signal from the trans-
mitters to the receivers are identical. This assumption is valid for a WLAN environment where the users
are situated relatively close to each other and the difference among the attenuations of the channels may
be neglected. Consequently, the power level of each received signal is almost identical.

A further assumption made during the simulations was that the transmitters are asynchronous, i.e.,
there is a randomly generated phase shift between the clock generators for different users. Our simulations
have shown that this constraint does not cause any degradation in performance.

4.1.2.1 Noise performance of the two-user FM-DCSK

The noise performance of the two-user FM-DCSK system is shown in Fig. 4.5. The bandwidth of the
FM-DCSK signal and the bit duration have a strong influence on the noise performance. The bandwidth
of transmitted signal was set to 17 MHz according to the bandwidth of built INSPECT radio; therefore
we modified the bit duration. The bit error rate is shown in Fig. 4.5 for T = 2, 4, and 8 µs by solid,
dashed, and dash-dot curves, respectively. The theoretical results based on (4.4) are denoted by ’◦’ marks
while the simulated results are given by ’+’ marks.

Figure 4.5 shows that an FM-DCSK system with two users has excellent noise performance if the bit
duration is long enough. However, the presence of two users in the same channel reduces the efficiency of
the system at high data rates. Thus, for T = 2 µs the BER has a lower bound about 10−4 and it remains
higher than this threshold, even in the noise-free case. The theoretical results given in (4.4) provide a
good approximation of the simulated ones. The corresponding theoretical and simulated values of BER
are relatively close to each other, but the theoretical results give lower BER. The reason for this error is
that during the derivation of (4.4) the chaotic signals transmitted by the different users were assumed to
be uncorrelated. However, the auto- and cross-correlation properties of chaotic signals are specific to the
particular parameter values of the chaos generator. Consequently, we expect that the theoretical results
give the performance bound for the multiuser FM-DCSK scheme proposed here. The difference between
the actual performance and the theoretical prediction depends on the properties of chaotic signal.
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Fig. 4.5 Noise performance of the two-user FM-DCSK system for different bit durations. The bandwidth of the
RF signal is 17 MHz. The bit durations are 2 µs (solid curve), 4 µs (dashed curve) and 8 µs (dash-dot curve). The
theoretical results are denoted by ’◦’ marks and the results of simulations are given by ’+’ marks.

4.1.2.2 Noise performance of the three-user FM-DCSK

By extending the segmentation technique proposed above, similar analysis can be performed for the
three-user FM-DCSK system. The noise performance of this system for different bit durations is shown
in Fig. 4.6. The types of curves and marks are the same as used in Fig. 4.5.
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Fig. 4.6 Noise performance of the three-user FM-DCSK system for different bit durations. The bandwidth of the
RF signal is 17 MHz. The bit durations are 2 µs (solid curve), 4 µs (dashed curve) and 8 µs (dash-dot curve). The
theoretical results are denoted by ’◦’ marks and the results of simulations are given by ’+’ marks.

Figure 4.6 shows that an FM-DCSK system with three users has an acceptable noise performance
if the bit duration is relatively long. In this case, a BER of 10−3 can be achieved if T ≥ 8µs and
Eb/N0 ≥ 22.5 dB. As in Fig. 4.5, the theoretical values of BER calculated by (4.4) are lower than those
of simulations. The theoretical predictions give a good approximation to the noise performance for this
case too.

4.1.3 Performance comparison of different FM-DCSK systems

The performance of the multiuser FM-DCSK systems for one, two, and three users are shown in Figs. 4.7,
4.8 and 4.9, for a bit duration of 2 µs, 4 µs and 8 µs, respectively.

From Figs. 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 we conclude that the threshold of the attainable bit error rate grows as
the number of users increases. More users result in worse attainable BER. Two users yields an excellent
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Fig. 4.7 Noise performance of the one- (solid curve), two- (dashed curve) and three-user (dash-dot curve) FM-DCSK
systems. The bandwidth of the RF signal is 17 MHz; the bit duration is 2 µs. The theoretical results are denoted
by ’◦’ marks and the results of simulations are given by ’+’ marks.
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Fig. 4.8 Noise performance of the one- (solid curve), two- (dashed curve) and three-user (dash-dot curve) FM-DCSK
systems. The bandwidth of the RF signal is 17 MHz; the bit duration is 4 µs. The theoretical results are denoted
by ’◦’ marks and the results of simulations are given by ’+’ marks.
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Fig. 4.9 Noise performance of the one- (solid curve), two- (dashed curve) and three-user (dash-dot curve) FM-DCSK
systems. The bandwidth of the RF signal is 17 MHz; the bit duration is 8 µs. The theoretical results are denoted
by ’◦’ marks and the results of simulations are given by ’+’ marks.
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BER. Additional users above this limit results in relatively poor system performance.
We have shown in this section how standard FM-DCSK can be extended to offer a limited multiple

access capability. Using the assumption that chaotic signals started from different initial conditions are
uncorrelated, an analytical expression for the BER has been derived. The theoretical results and results
of computer simulations have shown that the system performance is degraded as the number of users
increases. Therefore, this approach can be applied only for a limited number of users. In a typical WLAN
environment, the maximum number of users is three. The number of users cannot be increased above
this limit unless conventional TDMA technique is applied.

4.2 MULTIPLE ACCESS BASED ON WALSH FUNCTIONS

In the previous Section multiple access capable FM-DCSK system was developed by exploiting the low
cross-correlation of chaotic signals. However, simulations [JKK00] have shown that chaotic signals hav-
ing finite length are not orthogonal; this results in a high level of interference among radio channels
and it causes performance degradation when the number of users is increased. This interference allows
one to accommodate only a limited number of users and to implement a low quality multiple access
communications channel.

In this section multiple access capable FM-DCSK system is developed based on orthogonal basis
functions. In Section 3.3 multilevel FM-DCSK scheme was developed by making the basis functions
orthogonal using Walsh functions [Tza85]. Using the same set of orthonormal basis functions a multiple
access capable FM-DCSK system is developed below. We use the set of N basis functions to accommodate
N/2 binary communications systems in the same frequency band. Since orthogonality is ensured by
using Walsh functions, interference among the different users is zero provided that all Walsh functions
are synchronized.

Two different detector structures are proposed for demodulation. In the first approach the basis
functions are recovered at the receiver and the demodulation is performed by a coherent correlation
receiver. In the second case the demodulation is performed using the energy detector developed in
Sec. 3.3.2 for multilevel FM-DCSK.

In a multiuser system the received signal ru(t) of the uth user contains the sum of all the transmitted
signals and additive white Gaussian noise nu(t), as shown in Fig. 4.1. Let the signal radiated by the vth
user denoted by sv(t), where v = 1, 2, . . . , N/2. Then ru(t) is obtained as

ru(t) =
N/2∑
v=1

sv(t) + nu(t) =
N∑

k=1

ru,k(t− (k − 1)TC) (4.5)

The sample function in the kth time slot of ru(t) is

ru,k(t) =
N/2∑
v=1

sv,k(t) + nu,k(t) (4.6)

where nu,k(t) is the segment of nu(t) in the kth time slot. The additive noise is expressed by its segments
as

nu(t) =
N∑

k=1

nu,k(t− (k − 1)TC) (4.7)

The demodulation of received signal can be performed at least in two ways. In the first approach
a coherent correlation receiver is used, while in the second solution the energy detector developed in
Sec. 3.3.2 is applied.

4.2.1 Demodulation using coherent detector

In this approach the demodulation is performed by a coherent correlation receiver as shown in Fig. 4.10.
The demodulation at the uth receiver is based on the recovery of basis function g2u−bu(t) [KKJK02].
Recall that bu = 1 or 0 denotes the bit transmitted by the uth user. First the estimates ĝ2u−1(t) and
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ĝ2u(t) of the basis functions are determined using basis function recovery blocks. The estimate ĝ2u−1(t)
is determined by assuming that bit 1 was transmitted, while ĝ2u(t) is calculated using the assumption of
bu = 0. After that a coherent correlator receiver is used: both estimated basis functions are correlated
with the received signal and the decision is made in favor of the higher value of correlation. To compensate
the delay of basis function recovery block ru(t) is delayed by T−TC before the correlator. The observation
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Fig. 4.10 Block diagram of coherent demodulator at the uth receiver.

signal zu is obtained as

zu =
∫ 2T−TC

T−TC

ru(t− (T − TC))
√

Ebĝ2u−1(t)− ru(t− (T − TC))
√

Ebĝ2u(t)dt (4.8)

For positive value of zu the decision is done in favor of b̂u = 1, while for negative value of zu it is done
in favor of b̂u = 0.

4.2.1.1 Basis function recovery

The block diagram of basis function recovery block is shown in Fig. 4.11. As mentioned above, using
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Fig. 4.11 Block diagram of basis function recovery.

this block in the upper branch of the receiver shown in Fig. 4.10 b̂u = 1 is used and the estimate
ĝ2u−b̂(t) = ĝ2u−1(t) is generated. For the lower branch in Fig. 4.10 ĝ2u−b̂(t) = ĝ2u(t) is produced
assuming the transmission of b̂u = 0.

In the basis function recovery block shown in Fig. 4.11, first the estimate ŷ2u−b̂(t) of yu(t) is determined.
Then the estimate of the basis function is generated from ŷ2u−b̂(t) in by means of the Walsh function,
exactly the same way as the basis function is produced from yu(t) at the transmitter.

The received signal is fed into a tapped delay line and its segments are multiplied with the elements of
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the Walsh function w2u−b̂u
, assigned to this particular basis function recovery block. Then the outputs

of delays are added. This block performs averaging, which reduces the noise level. The larger N , the
lower the noise power. Therefore, we expect that the bit error rate is improved by increasing N . The
estimate of yu(t) is given by

√
Ebŷ2u−b̂u

(t) =
N∑

k=1

w2u−b̂u,kru,k(t− (T − TC)) (4.9)

Using (4.6) the expression in (4.9) is rewritten as

√
Ebŷ2u−b̂u

(t) =
N∑

k=1

w2u−b̂u,k




N/2∑
v=1

sv,k(t− (T − TC)) + nu,k(t− (T − TC))




=
N∑

k=1

w2u−b̂u,k




N/2∑
v=1

√
Ebw2v−bv,kyv(t− (T − TC)) + nu,k(t− (T − TC))




=
√

Eb

N∑

k=1

N/2∑
v=1

w2u−b̂u,kw2v−bv,kyv(t− (T − TC)) +
N∑

k=1

w2u−b̂u,knu,k(t− (T − TC))

=
√

Eb

N/2∑
v=1

yv(t− (T − TC))
N∑

k=1

w2u−b̂u,kw2v−bv,k +
N∑

k=1

w2u−b̂u,knu,k(t− (T − TC)).

(4.10)

The Walsh functions are orthogonal:

1
N

N∑

k=1

w2u−b̂u,kw2v−bv,k =
{

1, u = v and b̂u = bv

0, otherwise.
(4.11)

Equation (4.11) shows that the two Walsh functions are identical only if u = v and b̂u = bv. This can be
expressed by using Kronecker delta function as

1
N

N∑

k=1

w2u−b̂u,kw2v−bv,k = δuvδb̂ubv
. (4.12)

The expression of
√

Ebŷ2u−b̂u
(t) is simplified by substituting (4.12) into (4.10)

√
Ebŷ2u−b̂u

(t) = N
√

Eb

N/2∑
v=1

yv(t− (T − TC))δuvδb̂ubv
+

N∑

k=1

w2u−b̂u,knu,k(t− (T − TC))

= N
√

Ebyu(t− (T − TC))δb̂ubu
+

N∑

k=1

w2u−b̂u,knu,k(t− (T − TC)).

(4.13)

Using this signal the estimate ĝ2u−b̂u
(t) of basis function is determined. The estimate of basis function

in the kth time slot is
√

Ebĝ2u−b̂u,k(t) =
√

Ebw2u−b̂u,kŷ2u−b̂u
(t)

= w2u−b̂u,k

[
N

√
Ebyu(t− (T − TC))δb̂ubu

+
N∑

i=1

w2u−b̂u,inu,i(t− (T − TC))
] (4.14)
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and the estimate of basis function is obtained as

√
Ebĝ2u−b̂u

(t) =
√

Eb

N∑

k=1

ĝ2u−b̂u,k(t− (k − 1)TC)

=
N∑

k=1

w2u−b̂u,k

[
N

√
Ebyu(t− T − (k − 2)TC)δb̂ubu

+
N∑

i=1

w2u−b̂u,inu,i(t− T − (k − 2)TC)
]

(4.15)

This equation gives the estimates of basis function for both the upper and lower branches in Fig. 4.10.
The recovered basis function in the upper branch is obtained by substituting b̂u = 1 into (4.15) and
exploiting δ1bu

= bu as

√
Ebĝ2u−1(t) =

N∑

k=1

w2u−1,k

[
N

√
Ebyu(t− T − (k − 2)TC)bu +

N∑

i=1

w2u−1,inu,i(t− T − (k − 2)TC)
]

=N
√

Ebbug2u−1(t− (T − TC)) +
N∑

k=1

w2u−1,k

N∑

i=1

w2u−1,inu,i(t− T − (k − 2)TC).

(4.16)

In noise-free case this estimate becomes
√

Ebĝ2u−1(t) = N
√

Ebbug2u−1(t− (T − TC)) (4.17)

Equation 4.17 shows that for bu = 1, apart from the constant N , the estimate is equal to the delayed
version of the basis function, as expected. For bu = 0 this estimate is zero. This means that in each
receiver the basis function recovery block in the upper branch is sensitive only to bit “1”. The recovered
basis function ĝ2u(t) in the lower branch is obtained from (4.15) substituting b̂u = 0

√
Ebĝ2u(t) =

N∑

k=1

w2u,k

[
N

√
Ebyu(t− T − (k − 2)TC)(1− bu) +

N∑

i=1

w2u,inu,i(t− T − (k − 2)TC)
]

=N
√

Eb(1− bu)g2u(t− (T − TC)) +
N∑

k=1

w2u,k

N∑

i=1

w2u,inu,i(t− T − (k − 2)TC)

(4.18)

and in noise-free case
√

Ebĝ2u(t) = N
√

Eb(1− bu)g2u(t− (T − TC)) (4.19)

i.e., for bu = 0 and disregarding N the estimate gives the basis function. For bu = 1 this estimate is zero.
Consequently, this branch is sensitive only to bit “0”.

4.2.1.2 Determination of observation signal

The expression of observation signal in the presence of channel noise is derived below. Based on the
observation signal, some important conclusions on the noise performance of this scheme are given. Equa-
tions (4.16) and (4.18) give the the recovered basis functions. Using the recovered basis functions the
observation signal is obtained as

zu =
∫ 2T−TC

T−TC

ru(t− (T − TC))
[√

Ebĝ2u−1(t)−
√

Ebĝ2u(t)
]
dt

.

(4.20)

Due to the orthogonality of basis functions the co-channel interference is zero. Therefore we assume here
that only the wanted signal is present and no interference occurs. In this case the observation signal is
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obtained from (4.20) as

zu =
∫ 2T−TC

T−TC

[
su(t− (T − TC)) + nu(t− (T − TC))

][√
Ebĝ2u−1(t)−

√
Ebĝ2u(t)

]
dt

=
∫ 2T−TC

T−TC

[
su(t− (T − TC)) + nu(t− (T − TC))

]

·
(
N

√
Eb

[
bug2u−1(t− (T − TC))− (1− bu)g2u(t− (T − TC))

]

+
N∑

k=1

N∑

i=1

[
w2u−1,kw2u−1,i − w2u,kw2u,i

]
nu,i(t− T − (k − 2)TC)

)
dt.

(4.21)

Exploiting the following properties of Walsh functions

w2u−1,kw2u−1,i − w2u,kw2u,i =





±2, k ≤ N/2 and i ≤ N/2
0, k ≤ N/2 and i > N/2
0, k > N/2 and i ≤ N/2

±2, k > N/2 and i > N/2

(4.22)

and
√

Eb

[
bug2u−1(t− (T − TC))− (1− bu)g2u(t− (T − TC))

]
= (2bu − 1)su(t− (T − TC)) (4.23)

the expression in (4.21) is modified as

zu

N
=

∫ 2T−TC

T−TC

[
su(t− (T − TC)) + nu(t− (T − TC))

]

·
(
(2bu − 1)su(t− (T − TC))

+
2
N

N/2∑

k=1

N/2∑

i=1

±nu,i(t− T − (k − 2)TC) +
2
N

N∑

k= N
2 +1

N∑

i= N
2 +1

±nu,i(t− T − (k − 2)TC)
)
dt.

(4.24)

The inspection of (4.24) shows that the normalized observation signal is equal to the sum of four terms.
The first term, which gives the value of observation signal in the noise-free case, is obtained as

∫ 2T−TC

T−TC

su(t− (T − TC))(2bu − 1)su(t− (T − TC))dt = Eb(2bu − 1) (4.25)

this means that the first term is equal to ±Eb depending on the bit transmitted. The second term is
equal to

∫ 2T−TC

T−TC

su(t− (T − TC))

·
[ 2
N

N/2∑

k=1

N/2∑

i=1

±nu,i(t− T − (k − 2)TC) +
2
N

N∑

k= N
2 +1

N∑

i= N
2 +1

±nu,i(t− T − (k − 2)TC)
]
dt.

(4.26)

This term gives the cross-correlation of a signal and noise component. The energy of signal is equal to Eb.
Since the noise component is the average of N/2 uncorrelated noise sample functions having T length,
its power is equal to Pn/(N/2). The third term is also a cross-correlation of signal and noise:

(2bu − 1)
∫ 2T−TC

T−TC

nu(t− (T − TC))su(t− (T − TC))dt. (4.27)
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Here the energy of signal is Eb while the power of noise is equal to Pn. The fourth term gives the
cross-correlation of noise components:

∫ 2T−TC

T−TC

nu(t− (T − TC))

·
[ 2
N

N/2∑

k=1

N/2∑

i=1

±nu,i(t− T − (k − 2)TC) +
2
N

N∑

k= N
2 +1

N∑

i= N
2 +1

±nu,i(t− T − (k − 2)TC)
]
dt.

(4.28)

As explained above, the power of first and second noise components in (4.28) is equal to Pn and Pn/(N/2),
respectively.

The comparison of these terms in (4.25)-(4.28) and the four terms of single-user FM-DCSK given in
(2.19) shows that

• the correlation time is changed: it is equal to T/2 and T in the single-user and multiuser cases,
respectively,

• similarly, the observation signal in the noise-free case is equal to ±Eb/2 and ±Eb, respectively,
• the power of channel noise is equal to Pn in each term in (2.19). In the multiuser case there are

two noise components having powers Pn and Pn/(N/2).

Since there are two noise components having unequal powers in the multiuser case, the observation signal
is not equivalent to that of single-user FM-DCSK. Consequently, the BER of multiple access FM-DCSK
cannot be derived using this relationship. In the basis function recovery block shown in Fig. 4.11 the
channel noise is decreased by averaging. This is why one noise component in the observation signal has
the power of Pn/(N/2). Since the power of noise scales as 1/N , we expect that the bit error rate of this
multiuser FM-DCSK scheme can be improved by increasing N .

Two important conclusions concerning this multiple access FM-DCSK system can be drawn:

• due to the orthogonality of the Walsh functions there is no interference between different users, i.e.,
the observation signal does not depend on signals arriving from other users,

• the effect of channel noise is reduced due to averaging. This averaging improves the noise perfor-
mance of each FM-DCSK radio channel.

4.2.1.3 Performance evaluation

The noise performance of multiuser FM-DCSK system introduced above is evaluated here by simulations.
The BER is plotted for different values of N in Fig. 4.12. The bit duration and the total RF bandwidth
for each user are set to T = 2 µs and 2B=17 MHz, respectively.
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Fig. 4.12 Noise performance of a multiuser-capable FM-DCSK system for one (N = 2) (solid curve), two (N = 4)
(dashed curve) and four (N = 8) (dotted curve) users.
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The BER is plotted for N = 2, 4, and 8 by solid, dashed, and dotted curves, respectively. For larger
values of N the noise performance becomes better, as expected. The improved BER is a result of the
averaging technique used in the basis function recovery block of the receiver.

Recall that the same effect has been observed in M -ary FM-DCSK system in Sec. 3.3, where also the
Walsh functions have been used to get a large signal set. The large number of segments have resulted
in better noise performance. The comparison of Figs. 3.5 and 4.12 shows that the noise performances of
these systems for a given N are approximately the same.

4.2.2 Demodulation using energy detector

It has been shown above that in a multiuser FM-DCSK the demodulation can be performed by a coherent
receiver. However, one disadvantage of this solution is that the receiver becomes relatively complicated.
An alternative solution is the use of the energy detector structure developed in Sec. 3.3.2 for M -ary
FM-DCSK. The block diagram of demodulator at the uth receiver is shown in Fig. 4.13.
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Fig. 4.13 Block diagram of demodulator at the uth receiver.

In this case we use the same set of basis functions and the same detector as in M -ary FM-DCSK.
This means that the two systems are equivalent and their noise performances are exactly the same, and
is given by (3.46). Therefore the bit error rate of this multiple access FM-DCSK scheme is obtained for
U = N/2 users as

BER =
1

22BT/N
exp

(
− Eb

2N0

) 2BT/N−1∑

i=0

(
Eb

2N0

)i

i!

2BT/N−1∑

j=i

1
2j

(
j + 2BT/N − 1

j − i

)
. (4.29)

This result is compared with those of simulations below.

4.2.2.1 Performance evaluation

To verify (4.29) the bit error rate values of multiple access FM-DCSK are plotted in Fig. 4.14 for different
number of users.

The bit error rate is shown for N = 2, 4, and 8 by solid, dashed, and dash-dot curves, respectively.
For larger number of segments more users can be accommodated, i.e., for N segments U = N/2 is the
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Fig. 4.14 Noise performance of a multiuser-capable FM-DCSK system for when one (N = 2) (solid curve), two
(N = 4) (dashed curve) and four (N = 8) (dash-dot curve) users. The theoretical results are plotted by curves and
the results of simulations are given by ’+’ marks.

maximum number of users who may share the channel. The results plotted in Fig. 4.14 show that the
larger N , i.e., when more users can communicate in the band, the better the bit error rate.

Note that as shown in (4.29), the BER depends only on the number of segments N used to construct
the transmitted signal. Due to the orthogonality of Walsh functions, the co-channel interference is zero.
This means that if N = 8 then the bit error rate remains the same when one, two, three, or four users
are communicating simultaneously over the channel.

It has been shown above that the BER of this system is equal to that of M -ary FM-DCSK with energy
detector. Moreover, the simulated results in Fig. 4.12 for the coherent multiuser scheme show very good
agreement with the results in Fig. 4.14.

4.3 SUMMARY

In order to provide multiple access capability, a modified version of the FM-DCSK modulation scheme has
been proposed in this Section. Since chaotic signals having finite length are not orthogonal, the multiple
access capability is achieved by using Walsh functions. Exploiting the orthogonality of Walsh functions,
a multiple access capable FM-DCSK system has been developed, where the co-channel interference is
zero. Two different detector structures have been proposed: a noncoherent method based on the recovery
of basis functions and the energy detector developed in Sec. 3.3.2 for multilevel FM-DCSK. The bit
error rate of the latter multiple access capable FM-DCSK has been determined in closed form. We have
shown both theoretically and by simulations, that the proposed communications system has excellent
performance in a multiuser environment.



5
Computer simulation of chaotic

radio systems

5.1 LOW-PASS EQUIVALENT MODEL OF CHAOTIC MODULATION SCHEMES

The direct simulation of an RF communication system requires a very high sampling rate since the
sampling frequency depends on both the carrier frequency and the bandwidth of the transmitted signal.
The high carrier frequency requires a high sampling rate and, consequently a long simulation time. If
the carrier frequency may be removed from the simulation, then the sampling frequency can be reduced
considerably.

It is well-known from the theory of conventional communications systems that a low-pass equivalent
can be derived for every band-pass signal and system [Hay94]. In this approach, the carrier frequency is
removed from the model and all the RF signals and systems are replaced by their low-pass equivalent.
Consequently, the sampling frequency of the simulation is determined by slowly-varying signals, called
complex envelopes [Ric82], and therefore the simulation time is reduced significantly.

The chaotic signal at the transmitter and the output signal of digital demodulator are low-pass signals.
The development of a low-pass equivalent for the transmitter and receiver requires the determination of
the low-pass equivalent of all the RF signals and blocks at the transmitter and receiver. In the low-pass
equivalent of a communication system, the RF signals are represented by their complex envelopes and the
RF blocks are represented by their low-pass equivalent. In this section the low-pass equivalent models of
chaotic communications systems described in Chapter 2.2 are developed.

The theoretical background of the concept of low-pass equivalent model is surveyed in Section 5.1.1.
Based on the mathematical tools discussed in Sec. 5.1.1, the low-pass equivalents for the modulators

and demodulators of CSK+AM/DSB-SC, COOK+AM/DSB-SC, DCSK+AM/DSB-SC, DCSK+FM and
FM-DCSK systems are derived in Secs. 5.1.2 and 5.1.3, respectively.

In Section 5.1.4 the low-pass equivalent model is derived for the multipath communications channel
which is used to model the propagation conditions in wireless local area networks and indoor radio
applications.

5.1.1 Theoretical background

5.1.1.1 Hilbert transform

Using the so-called analytic signal concept, the low-pass equivalent of every band-pass signal can be
derived. In order to introduce this approach, first the basics of Hilbert transform [Wei98] have to be
summarized.

Let us consider a signal x(t) with its Fourier transform X(f). The Hilbert transform of x(t) is defined
by

49
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x̂(t) =
1
π

∫ ∞

−∞

x(τ)
t− τ

dτ. (5.1)

In the frequency domain, the Fourier transform of x̂(t) is given by:

X̂(f) = −jsgn(f)X(f) (5.2)

where sgn(f) is the sign function.

5.1.1.2 Pre-envelope

To find the relationship between the complex envelope x̃(t) and original band-pass signal x(t) first the
pre-envelope has to be defined.

The pre-envelope [Hay94] of x(t) is defined by

x+(t) = x(t) + jx̂(t) (5.3)

where x̂(t) denotes the Hilbert transform of x(t). Instead of the term “pre-envelope”, the term “analytic
signal” is also used [Ric82]. The importance of pre-envelope can be shown by calculating its Fourier
transform X+(f)

X+(f) = X(f) + j[−jsgn(f)]X(f) = X(f)[1 + sgn(f)] (5.4)

where the Fourier transform of x̂(t) was expressed by (5.2). Applying the definition of the sign function,
we obtain

X+(f) =





2X(f) f > 0
X(f) f = 0

0 f < 0.
(5.5)

The main importance of (5.5) is that the Fourier transform X+(f) of pre-envelope has no spectral
components at negative frequencies. Consequently, by multiplying the pre-envelope by exp(jωct), its
spectrum can be shifted into the low-pass frequency domain.

5.1.1.3 Representation of band-pass signals

Let us assume that x(t) is a band-pass signal with a total bandwidth of 2B, B < fc, centered about a
carrier frequency ±fc. It follows from (5.5) that its pre-envelope is also a band-pass signal. The Fourier
transform X+(f) of the pre-envelope is centered about fc, and therefore X+(f) can be shifted to zero
frequency as

x̃(t) = x+(t) exp(−jωct). (5.6)

The complex-valued signal x̃(t) is referred to as the complex envelope of x(t) [Hay94]. Equation 5.6 shows
the importance of the introduction of pre-envelope; its Fourier-transform can be shifted to zero frequency.
Note that applying the frequency shifting property of Fourier transform the spectrum of complex envelope
is limited to the frequency band −B ≤ f ≤ B, i.e., the complex envelope x̃(t) is a low-pass signal. This
is illustrated graphically in Fig. 5.1, where the amplitude spectra are plotted to represent the (a) original
band-pass signal, (b) its pre-envelope, and (c) its complex envelope in the frequency domain.

The main importance of this result is that the complex envelope x̃(t) is a low-pass signal. Furthermore,
it follows from (5.3) and (5.6) that every band-pass signal x(t) can be expressed in terms of the complex
envelope and the carrier as

x(t) = Re [x+(t)] = Re [x̃(t) exp(jωct)] . (5.7)

The Fourier transform of x̃(t) is obtained from (5.4) and (5.6) as

X̃(f) = X+(f + fc) = X(f + fc)[1 + sgn(f + fc)]. (5.8)
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Fig. 5.1 Amplitude spectra of the (a) original band-pass signal x(t), (b) its pre-envelope x+(t) and (c) its complex
envelope x̃(t).

Generally, the signal x̃(t) is a complex-valued quantity; therefore it can be described by means of its real
and imaginary parts:

x̃(t) = xI(t) + jxQ(t) (5.9)

where xI(t) and xQ(t) are referred to as the in-phase and quadrature components of x(t) respectively
[Pro83]. Note that both xI(t) and xQ(t) are real-valued low-pass signals limited to the frequency band
−B ≤ f ≤ B. The slowly-varying xI(t) and xQ(t) signals together are called quadrature components
[Hay94].

Note that although the complex envelope is a low-pass signal, it contains all the information about
the original band-pass signal except the carrier frequency. This means that if we know the value of the
carrier frequency then the band-pass signal x(t) can be reconstructed from the complex envelope x̃(t).

In Sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3 the low-pass equivalent models will be developed for the different chaotic
communications systems. This is why the relationship required to generate the complex envelope for an
arbitrary band-pass signal x(t) centered about a carrier has to be found.

Using simple identities x(t) can be expressed by its complex envelope as

x(t) = Re [x̃(t) exp(jωct)] =
1
2

[x̃(t) exp(jωct) + x̃∗(t) exp(−jωct)]

=
1
2

exp(jωct) [x̃(t) + x̃∗(t) exp(−j2ωct)]
(5.10)

where x̃∗(t) denotes the complex conjugate of x̃(t). Rearranging (5.10) we obtain

2x(t) exp(−jωct) = x̃(t) + x̃∗(t) exp(−j2ωct) (5.11)

Note that the right-hand side of (5.11) contains the complex envelope x̃(t) and a band-pass signal centered
about −2fc. This band-pass component can be suppressed by an ideal low-pass filter. Therefore the
complex envelope can be generated from x(t) as shown in Fig. 5.2.

2x(t)

exp(−jωct)

x̃(t)

Fig. 5.2 Generation of complex envelope from the band-pass signal.

Since the total bandwidth of x(t) and x̃(t) is equal to 2B, the bandwidth of the ideal low-pass filter is
set to B.

From (5.7) it follows that the band-pass signal x(t) can be reconstructed from x̃(t) using the scheme
shown in Fig. 5.3.
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x̃(t)

exp(jωct)

Re
� · � x(t)

Fig. 5.3 Reconstruction of band-pass signal from its complex envelope.

The in-phase component xI(t) of the band-pass signal is obtained by taking the real parts of both
sides of (5.11):

2x(t) cos(ωct) = xI(t) + xI(t) cos(2ωct)− xQ(t) sin(2ωct). (5.12)

By analogy, the quadrature component xQ(t) is given by taking the imaginary parts of both sides of
(5.11):

−2x(t) sin(ωct) = xQ(t)− xI(t) sin(2ωct)− xQ(t) cos(2ωct). (5.13)

The high-frequency components in (5.12) and (5.13) can be eliminated by an ideal low-pass filter. Con-
sequently, the in-phase and quadrature components of a band-pass signal can be generated using the
scheme shown in Fig. 5.4. Note that the ideal low-pass filters are identical, each having a bandwidth of
B.

From (5.7) and (5.9) we obtain x(t) in canonical form [Hay94]:

x(t) = Re [x+(t)] = Re [x̃(t) exp(jωct)] = xI(t) cos(ωct)− xQ(t) sin(ωct). (5.14)

-2

2

xQ(t)

xI(t)

sin(ωct)

cos(ωct)x(t)

Fig. 5.4 Generation of in-phase and quadrature components from the band-pass signal.

Equation (5.14) shows how the band-pass signal x(t) can be reconstructed from its in-phase and
quadrature components. This scheme is plotted in Fig. 5.5.

x(t)

−

+

cos(ωct)

sin(ωct)

xQ(t)

xI(t)

Fig. 5.5 Reconstruction of band-pass signal from its in-phase and quadrature components.

The complex envelope can be expressed in polar form [Hay94]:

x̃(t) = a(t) exp[jφ(t)] (5.15)

where a(t) and φ(t) are both real-valued slowly-varying signals and they are referred to as the envelope
and the phase of the band-pass signal.
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Substituting (5.15) into (5.7), the original band-pass signal is obtained as:

x(t) = a(t) cos[ωct + φ(t)]. (5.16)

Note that (5.16) is a general expression of a modulated RF signal; it includes both amplitude a(t) and
phase φ(t) modulation. Using the equations (5.9) and (5.15) the in-phase and quadrature components of
x(t) can be expressed in terms of a(t) and φ(t):

xI(t) = Re[x̃(t)] = Re[a(t) exp(jφ(t))] = a(t) cos[φ(t)] (5.17)

and
xQ(t) = Im[x̃(t)] = Im[a(t) exp(jφ(t))] = a(t) sin[φ(t)]. (5.18)

Conversely, the envelope a(t) and phase φ(t) is obtained from (5.15) as

a(t) = |x̃(t)| (5.19)

and
φ(t) = Im(ln[x̃(t)]). (5.20)

It follows from (5.17) and (5.18) that the envelope and phase can also be expressed as a function of xI(t)
and xQ(t):

a(t) =
√

x2
I(t) + x2

Q(t) (5.21)

and

φ(t) = arctan
[
xQ(t)
xI(t)

]
. (5.22)

Using (5.15)-(5.22), the complex envelope of a modulated RF signal can be determined.
Another important question is the relationship between the power Px of band-pass signal and the

power Px̃ of its complex envelope. Px̃ is obtained from (5.19) and (5.21) as a function of the powers PxI

and PxQ of the in-phase and quadrature components, respectively

Px̃ = E[|x̃(t)|2] = E[x2
I(t) + x2

Q(t)] = PxI
+ PxQ (5.23)

where E[·] denotes the time averaging operation. The power of band-pass signal is derived by combining
(5.14) and (5.23) as follows

Px = E[|x(t)|2] = E[|Re[x̃(t) exp(jωct)]|2] = E[(Re[x̃(t) exp(jωct)])2]

=
1
4
E

[
x̃2(t) exp(j2ωct) + 2x̃(t)x̃∗(t) + x̃∗

2
(t) exp(−j2ωct)

]
.

(5.24)

Note that the complex envelope given in (5.24) is a low-pass signal. Therefore this signal is slowly-varying
compared to the carrier. The x̃2(t) exp(j2ωct) component shown in (5.24) is a bandpass signal, i.e., it has
zero mean: E[x̃2(t) exp(j2ωct)] = 0. Similarly, E[x̃∗

2
(t) exp(−j2ωct)] = 0. Thus, (5.24) may be written

as

Px =
1
2
E [x̃(t)x̃∗(t)] =

1
2
E

[|x̃(t)|2] =
Px̃

2
=

PxI
+ PxQ

2
. (5.25)

Equations (5.23) and (5.25) show that there is a direct relationship between the power of band-pass signal
and that of its complex envelope. Namely, the power of complex envelope can be calculated as the sum
of powers of in-phase and quadrature components and it is the double of that of the band-pass signal.

By analogy, the autocorrelation function of complex envelope can be expressed as a function of those
of in-phase and quadrature components and the autocorrelation function of band-pass signal can be
expressed by that of the complex envelope.

By definition [DR58, Wei98], the autocorrelation function Rx̃(τ) of the complex envelope is given by

Rx̃(τ) = E [x̃∗(t)x̃(t + τ)] . (5.26)
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The autocorrelation function can be expressed by substituting (5.9) into (5.26):

Rx̃(τ) = E [(xI(t)− jxQ(t))(xI(t + τ) + jxQ(t + τ))] = RxI
(τ) + RxQ

(τ) + jRxIxQ
(τ)− jRxQxI

(τ)
(5.27)

where the autocorrelation functions of the in-phase and quadrature components are denoted by RxI (τ)
and RxQ

(τ), respectively, and their cross-correlation functions are given by RxIxQ
(τ) and RxQxI

(τ).
Equation (5.27) shows that the autocorrelation function of complex envelope depends on both the auto-
correlation and cross-correlation functions of in-phase and quadrature components.

The autocorrelation function of band-pass signal is derived as a function of Rx̃(τ) as follows

Rx(τ) =E [x(t)x(t + τ)] = E [Re[x̃(t) exp(jωct)]Re[x̃(t + τ) exp(jωc(t + τ))]]

=
1
4
E [x̃(t)x̃(t + τ) exp(jωc(2t + τ)) + x̃(t)x̃∗(t + τ) exp(−jωcτ)

+x̃∗(t)x̃(t + τ) exp(jωcτ) + x̃∗(t)x̃∗(t + τ) exp(−jωc(2t + τ))] .

(5.28)

As it has been exploited above in the development of (5.24) and (5.25), note that the product of a slowly-
varying signal and the carrier component has zero mean. Therefore, x̃(t)x̃(t + τ) exp(jωc(2t + τ)) and
x̃∗(t)x̃∗(t + τ) exp(−jωc(2t + τ)) have also zero mean. This means that (5.28) is simplified as

Rx(τ) =
1
4
E [x̃∗(t)x̃(t + τ) exp(jωcτ) + x̃(t)x̃∗(t + τ) exp(−jωcτ)] =

1
2
Re [Rx̃(τ) exp(jωcτ)] . (5.29)

Observe that except the factor 1
2 , the relationship (5.29) between the two autocorrelation functions is

the same as (5.7) that gives the relationship between a band-pass signal and its complex envelope. The
autocorrelation function Rx(τ) is obtained as a function of those of in-phase and quadrature components
by substituting (5.27) into (5.29):

Rx(τ) =
1
2
[RxI

(τ) + RxQ
(τ)] cos(ωct) +

1
2
[RxQxI

(τ)−RxIxQ
(τ)] sin(ωct). (5.30)

Equation (5.30) shows that the autocorrelation function of band-pass signal can be calculated using the
autocorrelation and cross-correlation functions of in-phase and quadrature components.

In this section we have derived a number of relationships between the band-pass signal and its low-pass
equivalent. These relationships are used in Chapters 5 and 6 to develop the low-pass equivalent model
of chaotic communications systems.

5.1.1.4 Representation of band-pass systems

Let the signal x(t) be the input of a band-pass system characterized by its impulse response h(t) or its
frequency response H(f) = F [h(t)]. The frequency response of the system is assumed to be limited to
the frequency band 2B centered about ±fc. By analogy to the representation of band-pass signals, h(t)
can be expressed by means of the complex impulse response h̃(t) and the carrier frequency [Hay94]:

h(t) = Re
[
h̃(t) exp(jωct)

]
. (5.31)

Like the complex envelope, the complex impulse response can also be given by its in-phase and quadrature
components hI(t) and hQ(t) as

h̃(t) = hI(t) + jhQ(t). (5.32)

Note that h̃(t), hI(t) and hQ(t) are all slowly-varying low-pass functions limited to the frequency band
−B ≤ f ≤ B in the frequency domain.

If a band-pass signal x(t) is applied to the band-pass system h(t), then the output signal y(t) is also
a band-pass signal which is given by the well-known convolution integral. Using the equations (5.7) and
(5.9) it can be shown [Hay94] that the complex envelope ỹ(t) of the output signal is obtained by

ỹ(t) =
1
2

∫ ∞

−∞
h̃(τ)x̃(t− τ) dτ. (5.33)
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Equation (5.33) shows that, except for the scaling factor 1
2 , the complex envelope of y(t) is also obtained

by the convolution of the complex impulse response h̃(t) and the complex envelope x̃(t) of the input
signal.

Note that in general h̃(t) and x̃(t) are complex valued quantities. This means that generally four
real-valued convolutions must be calculated in order to evaluate (5.33).

5.1.1.5 Representation of band-pass Gaussian noise

During the development of a low-pass equivalent model, every band-pass signal is replaced by its complex
envelope. Since a channel filter is always used at the receiver, the additive channel noise n(t) which
corrupts the received signal is also a band-pass signal. The channel noise n(t) is a band-pass random
process; the main properties of its complex envelope will be summarized in this paragraph.

Let n(t) be a band-pass Gaussian noise and let the spectrum of n(t) be limited to the frequency band
2B centered about the carrier frequency ±fc. Like every band-pass signal, n(t) can be also represented
by its complex envelope ñ(t)

n(t) = Re [ñ(t) exp(jωct)] . (5.34)

As described in (5.14), n(t) can be expressed by its in-phase and quadrature components. The channel
noise can be also expressed in canonical form

n(t) = nI(t) cos(ωct)− nQ(t) sin(ωct). (5.35)

Our goal is to develop a simulation model which contains only low-pass signals and systems. This means
that nI(t) and nQ(t) have to be generated directly in the low-frequency band. To do this, the basic
properties of nI(t) and nQ(t) have to be summarized [Hay94]. Assume that n(t) is Gaussian with zero
mean. Then

• Both nI(t) and nQ(t) are Gaussian random processes;
• Both nI(t) and nQ(t) have zero mean values;
• The in-phase and quadrature components have the same variance as n(t);
• The in-phase nI(t) and quadrature nQ(t) components have the same autocorrelation function RnI

(τ)
and RnQ

(τ):

RnI (τ) = RnQ(τ).
(5.36)

• If the power spectral density (PSD) SN (f) of n(t) is locally symmetric about the carrier fre-
quency ±fc, then nI(t) and nQ(t) are statistically independent, i.e., their cross-correlation functions
RnInQ

(τ) and RnQnI
(τ) are both equal to zero:

RnInQ(τ) = −RnQnI (τ) = 0.
(5.37)

• Both the in-phase and quadrature components of the noise have the same power spectral density
which is related to SN (f) as

SNI
(f) = SNQ

(f) =
{

SN (f − fc) + SN (f + fc), |f | ≤ B
0, elsewhere (5.38)

where SN (f) occupies the frequency band fc −B ≤ |f | ≤ fc + B and fc > B.
• It has been shown in (5.27) that the autocorrelation function of complex envelope can be expressed

by means of the in-phase and quadrature components. Let us apply this formula to the complex
envelope ñ(t) of Gaussian noise:

Rñ(τ) = RnI
(τ) + RnQ

(τ) + jRnInQ
(τ)− jRnQnI

(τ). (5.39)

• For SN (f) which is locally symmetric about ±fc the in-phase and quadrature components are
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uncorrelated. Furthermore, RnI
(τ) = RnQ

(τ), see (5.36). Therefore

Rñ(τ) = RnI
(τ) + RnQ

(τ) = 2RnI
(τ) = 2RnQ

(τ). (5.40)

• Note that under the assumptions made above the autocorrelation function of ñ(t) is a real-valued
quantity. The autocorrelation function Rn(τ) of band-pass noise is obtained by substituting (5.40)
into (5.29):

Rn(τ) =
1
2
Re [Rñ(τ) exp(jωcτ)] = RnI

(τ) cos(ωcτ) = RnQ
(τ) cos(ωcτ). (5.41)

• Exploiting the fact that the power spectral density is the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation
function, the PSD of ñ(t) is obtained from (5.40) as a function of that of nI(t) and nQ(t) as:

SÑ (f) = 2SNI
(f) = 2SNQ

(f). (5.42)

• Let us assume that the power spectral density of Gaussian noise n(t) is uniform; then it follows
from (5.38) and (5.42) that the PSDs of its complex envelope and its in-phase and quadrature
components are also uniform. This means that their power spectral densities are constant in the
occupied frequency band. In conventional communications systems, the bit error rate is determined
as a function of Eb/N0, where the power spectral density SN (f) of RF noise is equal to N0/2:

SN (f) =
{

N0/2, fc −B ≤ |f | ≤ fc + B
0, elsewhere. (5.43)

• From (5.38) and (5.43) it follows that the power spectral density of in-phase and quadrature com-
ponents is

SNI
(f) = SNQ

(f) =
{

N0, |f | ≤ B
0, elsewhere. (5.44)

• Finally, the PSD SÑ (f) of complex envelope of Gaussian noise is obtained from (5.42) and (5.44)
as

SÑ (f) =
{

2N0, |f | ≤ B
0, elsewhere. (5.45)

Based on these properties of the quadrature components, nI(t) and nQ(t) can be generated directly in
the low-frequency domain as it will be shown in Sec. 5.2.4.5.

5.1.2 Low-pass equivalent of modulators used in chaotic communications systems

Using the analytical signal concept the low-pass equivalent model of every band-pass communica-
tions system can be derived. In this section, the low-pass equivalent model for the modulators used
in chaotic communications systems (CSK+AM/DSB-SC, COOK+AM/DSB-SC, DCSK+AM/DSB-SC,
DCSK+FM and FM-DCSK) will be developed. The main goals are:

• Carrier frequency has to be removed
• RF signals have to be replaced by their complex envelopes, and
• Low-pass equivalent models for each block of communications system have to be developed.

Except the FM-DCSK an auxiliary modulator has to be applied because the output of the digital mod-
ulator is a low-pass signal. Based on the type of auxiliary modulator we distinguish linear (AM) and
nonlinear (FM) modulation schemes.

5.1.2.1 Modulators in linear modulation schemes

The generalized RF model of modulators used in linear modulation schemes is shown in Fig. 5.6. As
it was described in Chapter 2.2, the digital information bi is mapped to the low-pass chaotic signal
m(t) and the low-pass output signal s(t) of the digital modulator is transposed into the RF band by
an auxiliary AM/DSB-SC modulator, i.e., by an analog multiplier. Depending on the type of digital
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modulator used, this scheme can be applied to generate either CSK+AM/DSB-SC, COOK+AM/DSB-
SC or DCSK+AM/DSB-SC signals.

Chaos

generator

m(t) s(t) st(t)

cos(ωct)

bi

Digital

modulator

Fig. 5.6 RF block diagram of the linear modulation schemes.

To develop the low-pass equivalent for the linear modulation scheme shown in Fig. 5.6, we determine
the complex envelope of the transmitted band-pass RF signal st(t).

Equations (5.16) and (5.15) show the general expression for a modulated RF signal and its complex
envelope, respectively. It follows from these equations that a(t) = s(t) and φ(t) = 0, furthermore from
(5.17) and (5.18) we obtain

s̃t(t) = s(t) (5.46)

Note that s̃t(t) is a real-valued signal for the linear modulation schemes. The result given in (5.46)
is illustrated graphically in Fig. 5.7, where the block diagram of the low-pass equivalent of the linear
modulation scheme is shown.

Chaos

generator

m(t)

bi

s̃t(t) = s(t)

Digital

modulator

Fig. 5.7 Low-pass equivalent of the linear modulation schemes.

Note that this low-pass equivalent model is valid for CSK+AM/DSB-SC, COOK+AM/DSB-SC and
DCSK+AM/DSB-SC modulation schemes.

5.1.2.2 Modulators in nonlinear modulation schemes

In a DCSK+FM transmitter shown in Fig. 5.8, the low-pass output signal s(t) of the digital DCSK
modulator is used as the input to an auxiliary FM modulator to generate the transmitted band-pass RF
signal st(t).

Chaos

generator
DCSK

modulator

Digital

m(t)

modulator

FM

s(t) st(t)

Fig. 5.8 Block diagram of a DCSK+FM transmitter.

The band-pass FM signal to be replaced by its low-pass equivalent is given by

st(t) = Ac cos
[
ωct + 2πkf

∫ t

0

s(τ) dτ

]
(5.47)

where Ac and kf denote the carrier amplitude and the gain of FM modulator, respectively. By comparing
(5.15), (5.16) and (5.47) we obtain the complex envelope of st(t) as
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s̃t(t) = Ac exp
[
j2πkf

∫ t

0

s(τ) dτ

]
. (5.48)

The block diagram of the derived low-pass equivalent model of DCSK+FM modulator is shown in Fig. 5.9.
In contrast with the AM-based schemes shown above, the complex envelope s̃t(t) of the transmitted signal
is a complex signal in this case.

Chaos

generator
DCSK

modulator

Digital

m(t) s(t)

Ac exp(j2πkf

R t
0 · dτ) s̃t(t)

Fig. 5.9 Low-pass equivalent model of the DCSK+FM transmitter.

5.1.2.3 FM-DCSK

In the modulators discussed above the digital information was mapped to a low-pass chaotic signal and
this modulated signal was converted into the RF band using an auxiliary AM or FM modulator. The
FM-DCSK scheme is completely different: in an FM-DCSK transmitter the low-pass chaotic signal m(t)
is converted first into the RF band using an FM modulator and then the band-pass FM signal y(t) is
modulated again according to the DCSK technique. The RF block diagram of an FM-DCSK modulator
is shown in Fig. 5.10.

-1

to be transmitted
Digital information

bi

generator

Chaos

T/2

FM Delay

modulator T/2

m(t)
y(t)

s(t)

Fig. 5.10 Block diagram of an FM-DCSK modulator.

The low-pass equivalent of FM-DCSK modulator is derived in two steps: first the complex envelope
of the FM modulator output y(t) is determined and then low-pass equivalent of the DCSK modulator
operating in the RF band is determined.

During the development of low-pass equivalent model for the DCSK+FM modulator the complex
envelope of an FM signal was determined, see (5.48). The same expression is valid for the complex
envelope of y(t)

ỹ(t) = Ac exp
[
j2πkf

∫ t

0

m(τ) dτ

]
. (5.49)

The output signal y(t) of the FM modulator is the input to the RF DCSK modulator. The FM-DCSK
signal s(t) is given by:

s(t) =
{

y(t), ti ≤ t < ti + T/2
−(−1)biy(t− T/2), ti + T/2 ≤ t < ti + T.

(5.50)

To derive the low-pass equivalent model for the RF DCSK modulator, the delay line and the multiplier
have to be transformed into the low-frequency domain. From (5.7) the complex envelope of the output
signal of an RF delay line can be obtained as
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y(t− T/2) = Re [ỹ(t− T/2) exp(jωc(t− T/2))] = Re [ỹ(t− T/2) exp(−jωcT/2) exp(jωct)] . (5.51)

By comparing (5.7) and (5.51) we conclude that the complex envelope of y(t − T/2) is equal to ỹ(t −
T/2) exp(−jωcT/2). Note that the complex envelope of y(t − T/2) is not simply the delayed version of
ỹ(t), but it is scaled by a complex number which depends on the carrier frequency and the delay.

In the second half of each bit, the delayed value of y(t) is multiplied by a constant −(−1)bi to provide
the DCSK output signal s(t). Since −(−1)bi is a scalar multiplier, the complex envelope of s(t) is obtained
by

s(t) = −(−1)biy(t− T/2) = −(−1)biRe [ỹ(t− T/2) exp(−jωcT/2) exp(jωct)]

= Re
[−(−1)bi ỹ(t− T/2) exp(−jωcT/2) exp(jωct)

] (5.52)

and s̃(t) has the form

s̃(t) = −(−1)bi ỹ(t− T/2) exp(−jωcT/2). (5.53)

Equation (5.53) shows that the complex envelope of the FM modulator output has to be multiplied
directly by −(−1)bi . Using (5.49) and (5.53), the low-pass equivalent model of the FM-DCSK modulator
can be constructed as shown in Fig. 5.11. Note that in the equivalent model, all the real-valued RF

-1

Ac exp(j2πkf

R t
0 · dτ)

Chaos

generator

m(t)
ỹ(t)

Delay

T/2

exp(−jωcT/2)
T/2

s̃(t)

bi

Fig. 5.11 Low-pass equivalent model of FM-DCSK modulator.

signals are replaced by their slowly-varying complex envelopes.

5.1.3 Low-pass equivalent of demodulators used in chaotic communications systems

The low-pass equivalent of modulators used in chaotic communications systems were determined in
Sec. 5.1.2. In this section the complex envelope of the received signal is derived and the low-pass equivalent
of the demodulators are developed for the receivers shown in Figs. 2.16 (a) and (b).

5.1.3.1 Demodulators in linear modulation schemes

The operation principle of demodulators of linear modulation schemes (CSK+AM/DSB-SC,
COOK+AM/DSB-SC and DCSK+AM/DSB-SC) was summarized in Chapter 2.2. In CSK+AM/DSB-
SC and COOK+AM/DSB-SC schemes the energy of the received sample function is determined while in
DCSK+AM/DSB-SC the correlation between the reference and information-bearing sample functions is
evaluated. At the receivers of linear modulation schemes an RF correlator is used to perform the demod-
ulation. Figure 2.16 (b) shows that each demodulator in the linear modulation schemes can be modeled
by the demodulator shown in Fig. 5.12, the only difference among the different receivers is the way how
the reference signal r2(t) is generated. To get the equivalent models, first the low-pass equivalent of the
RF correlator shown in Fig. 5.12 is derived.

To describe the operation of each demodulator, we assume that the RF correlator has two arbitrary
RF input signals r1(t) and r2(t). The output signal z(t) is given as the correlation of r1(t) and r2(t)

z(t) =
∫ t

t−Tw

r1(τ)r2(τ) dτ. (5.54)
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Fig. 5.12 RF block diagram of the RF correlator.

Equation (5.10) gives an RF signal from its complex envelope. Using that equation the output of correlator
is obtained as

z(t) =
1
4

∫ t

t−Tw

r̃1(τ)r̃2(τ) exp(j2ωcτ) dτ +
1
4

∫ t

t−Tw

r̃1(τ)r̃∗2(τ) dτ

+
1
4

∫ t

t−Tw

r̃∗1(τ)r̃2(τ) dτ +
1
4

∫ t

t−Tw

r̃∗1(τ)r̃∗2(τ) exp(−j2ωcτ) dτ.

(5.55)

In the next step we show that the first and last terms in (5.55) are equal to zero. To prove it, let us rewrite
the first integral as follows: the integral from t − Tw to t can be considered as the sum of N = Tw/Tc

different integrals each performed from t + (i−N − 1)Tc to t + (i−N)Tc, where i = 1, . . . , N . After the
decomposition of the first integral into the sum of N integrals we get:

∫ t

t−Tw

r̃1(τ)r̃2(τ) exp(j2ωcτ) dτ =
N∑

i=1

∫ t+(i−N)Tc

t+(i−N−1)Tc

r̃1(τ)r̃2(τ) exp(j2ωcτ) dτ. (5.56)

The complex envelopes r̃1(τ) and r̃2(τ) are slowly-varying signals compared to the carrier. Therefore
r̃1(τ) and r̃2(τ) can be considered as constant for the carrier period Tc. Consequently, (5.56) can be
rewritten as

N∑

i=1

∫ t+(i−N)Tc

t+(i−N−1)Tc

r̃1(τ)r̃2(τ) exp(j2ωcτ) dτ

=
N∑

i=1

r̃1(t + (i−N)Tc)r̃2(t + (i−N)Tc)
∫ t+(i−N)Tc

t+(i−N−1)Tc

exp(j2ωcτ) dτ.

(5.57)

However, the integral of complex exponential over Tc is equal to zero:

∫ t+(i−N)Tc

t+(i−N−1)Tc

exp(j2ωcτ) dτ = 0. (5.58)

Following the same approach, it can be shown that the fourth term in (5.55) is also equal to zero

∫ t+(i−N)Tc

t+(i−N−1)Tc

r̃∗1(τ)r̃∗2(τ) exp(−j2ωcτ) dτ = 0 (5.59)

Consequently, (5.55) can be simplified to

z(t) =
1
4

∫ t

t−Tw

[r̃1(τ)r̃∗2(τ) + r̃∗1(τ)r̃2(τ)] dτ. (5.60)

Using simple identities, the correlator output is obtained as

z(t) =
1
2
Re

[∫ t

t−Tw

r̃1(τ)r̃∗2(τ) dτ

]
. (5.61)
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Note that (5.61) is valid only if Tw = 2πn/fc, n = 1, 2, . . . as assumed above. The low-pass equivalent of
the RF correlator is shown in Fig. 5.13.
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Fig. 5.13 Low-pass equivalent model of linear demodulator.

Using this low-pass equivalent, the low-pass model for the receivers of the linear modulation schemes
can be developed.

CSK+AM/DSB-SC and COOK+AM/DSB-SC

In CSK+AM/DSB-SC and COOK+AM/DSB-SC modulation schemes the energy per bit of the noisy
RF signal is determined to perform the demodulation as shown in Chapter 2.2. Therefore the correlator
inputs in Fig. 5.12 are the same, i.e.,

r1(t) = r(t)
r2(t) = r(t)

Tw = T.

(5.62)

Thus, (5.61) is simplified to

z(t) =
1
2
Re

[∫ t

t−T

r̃(τ)r̃∗(τ) dτ

]
=

1
2

∫ t

t−T

|r̃(τ)|2 dτ (5.63)

The low-pass equivalent model of CSK+AM/DSB-SC and COOK+AM/DSB-SC is shown in Fig. 5.14.
Note that the observation signal is proportional to the energy of complex envelope, and that only low-pass
signals appear in the equivalent model.
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Fig. 5.14 Low-pass equivalent model of the CSK+AM/DSB-SC and COOK+AM/DSB-SC demodulators.

DCSK+AM/DSB-SC

The received RF signal r(t) and its delayed version are correlated in the DCSK+AM/DSB-SC receiver.
The input signals of the RF model shown in Fig. 5.12 are given by

r1(t) = r(t)
r2(t) = r(t− T/2)

Tw = T/2
(5.64)
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Using the equivalent model of delay given by (5.51) and substituting (5.64) into (5.61) the expression of
z(t) is obtained as

z(t) =
1
2
Re

[∫ t

t−T/2

r̃(τ)r̃∗(τ − T/2) exp(jωcT/2) dτ

]
(5.65)

The block diagram of low-pass equivalent model of DCSK+AM/DSB-SC demodulator is shown in
Fig. 5.15. In this model the correlation between complex-valued quantities is evaluated and the real
part of this correlation gives z(t).
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Fig. 5.15 Low-pass equivalent model of the DCSK+AM/DSB-SC demodulator.

5.1.3.2 Demodulators in nonlinear modulation schemes

In a DCSK+FM communications system, the DCSK modulator output is converted into the RF band by
means of an FM modulator, as it was described in Sec. 2.2.6. Consequently, the DCSK modulated signal
has to be recovered first by an FM demodulator at the receiver as shown in Fig. 5.16.
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Fig. 5.16 RF model of DCSK+FM demodulator.

The output of an FM demodulator is proportional to the instantaneous frequency of the incoming
signal, i.e., the derivative of the instantaneous phase. In order to develop the low-pass equivalent model for
the FM demodulator, first the instantaneous phase φr(t) of the received signal rr(t) has to be determined

φr(t) = Im(ln[r̃r(t)]). (5.66)

The output signal r(t) of the FM demodulator is proportional to the instantaneous frequency

r(t) =
1

2πkf

d

dt
φr(t) =

1
2πkf

d

dt
[Im(ln[r̃r(t)])]. (5.67)

Equation (5.67) gives the mathematical relationship between the recovered low-pass modulated chaotic
signal r(t) and the complex envelope r̃r(t) of the received signal. From Equation (5.67), the low-pass
equivalent of the DCSK+FM demodulator can be constructed as shown in Fig. 5.17.
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Fig. 5.17 Low-pass equivalent model of DCSK+FM demodulator.

5.1.3.3 FM-DCSK

Figure 2.16 shows that the same receiver configuration is used to demodulate the DCSK+AM/DSB-SC
and FM-DCSK signals. Consequently, the low-pass equivalent model shown in Fig. 5.15 is also valid for
the FM-DCSK receiver.

In Sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3, the low-pass equivalent models were developed for the modulators and de-
modulators used in chaotic communications systems. Following the same approach, i.e., using the Hilbert
transform and the analytic signal concept we derive the low-pass equivalent model for the communications
channel in the next section.

5.1.4 Low-pass equivalent of communications channel

5.1.4.1 Multipath channel

In mobile communications systems or in indoor radio environments the transmitted signal travels along
multiple propagation paths from the transmitter to the receiver.

The multipath radio channel can be modeled in different ways [Par92]; the model recommended by
the Joint Technical Committee (JTC) of Personal Communication Services (PCS) is the tapped delay
line model [PL95]. Its block diagram is shown in Fig. 5.18.

P
k2

str(t)

srec(t)

Delay
T2

Delay
T1

k1 kN

Delay
TN

Fig. 5.18 Tapped delay line model of multipath channel.

In this model the transmitted signal travels along N paths, the ith path is characterized by its delay
Ti and its attenuation, i.e., a scalar coefficient ki. The output signal srec(t) of this model is obtained as:

srec(t) =
N∑

i=1

kistr(t− Ti), where
N∑

i=1

ki = 1. (5.68)

To get the low-pass equivalent model of tapped delay line we have to express the output of the ith path.
Each path contains a delay line and a scalar weighting factor. The low-pass equivalent of such a circuit
configuration was given by (5.52) and (5.53). Using these results we get

kistr(t− Ti) = Re [kis̃tr(t− Ti) exp(−jωcTi) exp(jωct)] (5.69)
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and the output signal of the tapped delay line model is obtained as

srec(t) =
N∑

i=1

kistr(t− Ti) = Re

[
N∑

i=1

kis̃tr(t− Ti) exp(−jωcTi) exp(jωct)

]
. (5.70)

Consequently, the complex envelope s̃rec(t) of the output signal is given by

s̃rec(t) =
N∑

i=1

kis̃tr(t− Ti) exp(−jωcTi). (5.71)

The block diagram of the low-pass equivalent model of the multipath channel is shown in Fig. 5.19. The
low-pass equivalent model is very similar to the original RF block diagram except the extra multiplications
by exp(−jωcTi).

P
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Delay
T2

exp(−jωcT2)

kN

Delay
TN

exp(−jωcTN )

s̃rec(t)

k1

Delay
T1

exp(−jωcT1)

s̃tr(t)

Fig. 5.19 Low-pass equivalent model of multipath channel.

5.1.4.2 Low-pass equivalent of channel filter

The low-pass equivalent model of a band-pass system was derived in Sec. 5.1.1.4. It was shown that the
complex envelope ỹ(t) of the output signal is given by the convolution of complex impulse response h̃(t)
of the system with the complex envelope x̃(t) of the input signal:

ỹ(t) =
1
2

∫ ∞

−∞
h̃(τ)x̃(t− τ) dτ =

1
2
h̃(t) ? x̃(t) (5.72)

where ? denotes the convolution. If the low-pass equivalent signals are represented by their quadrature
components then four real-valued convolution integrals have to be evaluated

yI(t) = Re [ỹ(t)] =
1
2
Re

[
h̃(t) ? x̃(t)

]
=

1
2

[hI(t) ? xI(t)− hQ(t) ? xQ(t)]

yQ(t) = Im [ỹ(t)] =
1
2
Im

[
h̃(t) ? x̃(t)

]
=

1
2

[hI(t) ? xQ(t) + hQ(t) ? xI(t)] .
(5.73)

The block diagram illustrating (5.73) is shown in Fig. 5.20. This model can be simplified if we assume
that the phase response of the channel filter is zero [KB99a]. Although a zero-phase filter cannot be
implemented in the analog domain, the operation of such a filter can be simulated [OWY83]. Since we
are interested only in the bandlimiting property of the channel filter and not in its delay, we may use a
zero-phase filter in the simulations.

Let us assume that the phase response of the channel filter is zero and its frequency response H(f) is
locally symmetric about the carrier frequency ±fc. Then the elements of complex impulse response are
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Fig. 5.20 Low-pass equivalent model of channel filter.

[OWY83]:

F [hI(t)] =
H̃(f) + H̃∗(−f)

2
= H̃(f) = H+(f + fc)

F [hQ(t)] =
H̃(f)− H̃∗(−f)

2j
= 0.

(5.74)

where the Fourier transform of the pre-envelope of h(t) is

H+(f) =





2H(f) f > 0
H(f) f = 0

0 f < 0.
(5.75)

This means that hQ(t) is equal to zero. Consequently, the complex impulse response h̃(t) of channel
filter is equal to hI(t) and the block diagram shown in Fig. 5.20 can be simplified as shown in Fig. 5.21.
Note that this simplification halves the simulation time of channel filter without losing any information.

hI(t) 1
2

hI(t) 1
2

yQ(t)

xQ(t)

yI(t)

xI(t)

Fig. 5.21 Simplified low-pass equivalent of the channel filter.

5.1.5 Conclusions

In Section 5.1.1 we summarized the mathematical background of the analytic signal concept: starting
from the Hilbert transform the main ideas of pre-envelope and complex envelope were surveyed.

The low-pass equivalent models of modulators and demodulators for the chaotic communication sys-
tems studied in the thesis have been derived in Secs. 5.1.2.1-5.1.3.3. To summarize our results, the block
diagrams of the RF and low-pass equivalent models are shown below. In the low-pass equivalent models
a direct relationship have been established between the low-pass chaotic signal m(t) and the low-pass
output signal z(t) of the correlator.

In the low-pass equivalent models developed, the channel noise is also substituted by its complex
envelope. Consequently, only slowly-varying signals appear in the equivalent models and the sampling
frequency of simulation is determined by the half of RF bandwidth of transmitted signal.

The block diagrams of the RF CSK+AM/DSB-SC modulation scheme and its low-pass equivalent are
shown in Fig. 5.22(a) and (b), respectively. Note that the low-pass equivalent of modulator has a much
lower complexity than that of the RF modulator. Depending on the phase properties of channel filter two
or four real-valued convolutions have to be evaluated in the low-pass model instead of one RF convolution
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as shown in Sec. 5.1.4.2. The structure of low-pass demodulator is similar to that of the RF one; in both
cases a real-valued correlator is used to calculate the bit energy of the incoming signal.
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Fig. 5.22 Block diagrams of (a) the RF CSK+AM/DSB-SC system and (b) its low-pass equivalent.

The block diagrams of the RF DCSK+AM/DSB-SC modulation scheme and its low-pass equiva-
lent are plotted in Figs. 5.23 (a) and (b), respectively. The low-pass equivalent of modulator in the
DCSK+AM/DSB-SC scheme is similar to that of the CSK+AM/DSB-SC scheme as shown in Fig. 5.23.
At the receiver, a complex-valued low-pass correlator is used instead of the real-valued RF correlator.

For the DCSK+FM modulation scheme, the block diagrams of the RF system and its low-pass equiva-
lent are shown in Figs. 5.24 (a) and (b), respectively. In contrast with the modulation schemes discussed
above, in the low-pass equivalent of DCSK+FM the complex envelope s̃t(t) of transmitted signal is a
complex-valued quantity. At the receiver r(t) is recovered by the low-pass equivalent of FM demodulator
and its output is fed into the correlator as shown in Fig. 5.24.

The block diagrams of RF system and its low-pass equivalent are shown in Fig. 5.25(a) and (b),
respectively, for the FM-DCSK modulation scheme. Note that the low-pass equivalent of the DCSK
modulator depends on the carrier frequency. As in DCSK+AM/DSB-SC scheme, the demodulation is
performed by an RF correlator. Therefore the low-pass equivalent of these receivers are the same.

Note that the main advantage of low-pass equivalent models is that the RF signals are replaced by their
complex envelopes and therefore the sampling frequency of the simulation is reduced considerably. In
addition, comparing the block diagrams of RF and low-pass models shown in Figs. 5.22-5.25 we conclude
that the complexity of low-pass equivalent model is almost always simpler than that of the RF model.

5.2 CHAOTIC RADIO SIMULATION PACKAGE

In order to support system design and analysis, an FM-DCSK radio system simulator has been developed
in the framework of the INSPECT Esprit Project. Since FM-DCSK is a new modulation scheme, the
simulators developed for conventional communications systems cannot be used directly because a number
of blocks used exclusively in FM-DCSK are not available in those simulators. Moreover, during the
elaboration of the system specification and the development of the block diagram of the FM-DCSK
radio to be built, an analytical expression for its theoretical noise performance was not available. The
evaluation of multipath performance also required an extensive simulation of the telecommunication
system. Consequently, the development of a very fast and efficient simulator was an essential contribution
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Fig. 5.23 Block diagrams of (a) the RF DCSK+AM/DSB-SC modulation scheme and (b) its low-pass equivalent.
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Fig. 5.24 Block diagrams of (a) the RF DCSK+FM communications system and (b) its low-pass equivalent.
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Fig. 5.25 Block diagrams of (a) the RF FM-DCSK modulation scheme and (b) its low-pass equivalent.

to the success of the INSPECT Esprit Project.
To satisfy these demands a simulator based on the low-pass equivalent models has been developed. In

the FM-DCSK simulator, a system level model is used because simulations performed using circuit level
models (which are used in e.g. Spice [Vla94], Cadence Spectre [Cad01], and Harmonica [Ans00]) results in
extremely long runs. One of the widely used system level simulation environments is Matlab produced by
Mathworks [Mat92, Mat02a]. The partners collaborating in the INSPECT project had expertise in using
Matlab. This is why the FM-DCSK radio system simulator was implemented in the Matlab environment.
The details of implementation are discussed in this section.

5.2.1 Simulator operating in Matlab environment

Matlab provides a computing environment for high-performance numeric computation and visualization.
Matlab is a discrete-time simulator. The Simulink Toolbox of Matlab offers a simulator based on the
numerical integration of differential equations describing the behavior of analog circuits [Mat02b]. A
Telecommunications Toolbox is also available in Matlab, in which the system-level models of a few sim-
plified blocks such as analog and digital modulators and demodulators, VCO, etc. are given and their
inputs and outputs are characterized by real-valued RF signals. However, the Simulink and Telecommuni-
cations Toolbox are extremely inefficient when tens of millions of bits (and the corresponding nonperiodic
FM-DCSK waveforms) have to be transmitted in order to determine the noise performance of the system
under test.

The FM-DCSK simulator consists of subroutines, each of which describes the operation of one cir-
cuit block. These subroutines appear as built-in functions and are called by a conventional m-file. To
minimize the simulation time required, the simulator uses low-pass equivalent models. Every analog sig-
nal is represented by its discrete-time in-phase and quadrature components. The circuit blocks are also
represented by their low-pass equivalent models according to the results of Sec. 5.1 and these low-pass
equivalent models are transformed into the discrete-time domain. In particular, the bilinear transforma-
tion [OWY83] is used to obtain the discrete-time equivalent of the channel filter. Uniform sampling is
applied; the sampling frequency is determined by the spectra of the low-pass signals and the oversam-
pling requirement of the bilinear transformation. As a result, the simulator operates exclusively in the
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discrete-time domain.
Subroutines which have to be performed many times and which contain many calls to other subroutines

make Matlab extremely slow. These subroutines have been written in C, compiled, and linked into Matlab.
Because the Matlab data structure is always used, post processing and visualization of the results is

straightforward. Comparative simulations performed in Matlab without any modification and with the
FM-DCSK simulator have demonstrated that the simulation time can be reduced by a factor which varies
from 100 to 1000, depending on the simulation task performed.

5.2.2 Operation principle of the simulator

The operation of the implemented FM-DCSK simulator is illustrated in Figs. 5.26 and 5.27. After starting
the simulator either a new chaotic signal sequence can be generated or a stored one can be used. In order
to create a new signal sequence, first the chaos generator has to be initialized which means that the clock
frequency of chaos generator fch, the bit duration T and the number of bits Nb to be transmitted in
one block have to be entered. For more details on Nb, see the following paragraph. Then we run the
chaotic signal generator, e.g., the Bernoulli shift map [DRRV99] (for details, see Sec. 5.2.4.1), to generate
a chaotic signal of a specified length. The frequency modulated version of this signal is stored in a Matlab
data file.

After storing the chaotic FM signal, the main parameters of simulator are initialized. The simulator
contains two loops. The value of BER for each specified value of Eb/N0 is calculated in the main loop.
During the initialization the user has to provide the list of Eb/N0 values to be processed. The desired
number of wrong bits for each Eb/N0 also has to be given. The calculation of BER may require the
transmission of extremely large number of bits.

Since Matlab stores and processes the data in matrix form, the shortest computation time can be
achieved if it operates on vectors. Unfortunately, the huge number of bits which has to be transmitted in
one simulation cannot be processed simultaneously by Matlab. Therefore the bit stream is split up into
Nb-bit-long blocks and Nb bits are transmitted in one iteration. These blocks are processed in the inner
loop embedded in the main loop. If the number of wrong bits reaches a specified number then the BER
for next value of Eb/N0 is calculated.

In the FM-DCSK transmitter, the frequency modulated chaotic signal is modulated according to DCSK
technique as it was shown in Sec. 2.2.6. The reference signal is provided by the FM modulator output
and the information-bearing part is either the inverted or non-inverted copy of the reference. This means
that in order to produce an FM-DCSK signal having a length of NbT , a frequency modulated chaotic
signal of NbT/2 length is required. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.28, where the blocks of chaotic, FM, and
FM-DCSK signals are plotted.

The chaotic signal with length of NbT/2 is divided into Nb segments. The chaotic sample function
transmitted in the ith bit is denoted by mi, while the corresponding FM signal is denoted by yi, i =
0, 1, 2, . . . Nb. The sample function yi and its copy are used to construct the FM-DCSK signal as shown
in Fig. 5.28. Since the same sample function is used twice to construct each bit, the length of FM-DCSK
signal block is doubled, i.e., it is NbT .

The generation of a chaotic sequence is a time consuming process. To speed up the simulation, the
same stored chaotic sequence is used for the BER calculation in each iteration as shown in Fig. 5.28.
This means that the chaotic signal and FM waveforms are the same, but the FM-DCSK signal is different
depending on the bit stream to be transmitted.

The same chaotic signal can be used in each iteration only if the finite length chaotic orbit visits the
entire state space. This means that the chaotic sequence transmitted in one iteration has to be long
enough to substitute correctly an infinitely long chaotic sequence. This problem is discussed in detail
and the minimum value of Nb is determined in Sec. 5.2.3.

The frequency modulated chaotic signal is loaded from a Matlab data file before calling the “FM-DCSK
unit” as shown in Fig. 5.27.

After initialization, the subroutines describing the operation of each block of the FM-DCSK system
are called by the main file. First the DCSK modulation subroutine is executed, i.e., the FM-DCSK signal
carrying the digital information is generated. Then the effect of multipath channel is evaluated.

Next, the random sequences representing the in-phase and quadrature components of Gaussian channel
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Fig. 5.26 Flowchart to illustrate the operation of the FM-DCSK simulator.
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Fig. 5.27 Detailed flowchart of “FM-DCSK unit” of the simulator.
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noise are generated and added to the samples of the received signal. The received noisy signal is filtered
by the channel filter, i.e., by the filtering subroutine. Then, the correlation between the reference and
information bearing parts of FM-DCSK signal is calculated to perform the demodulation and finally
the decision routine is called to recover the transmitted bit stream. By comparing the recovered and
transmitted bit streams the value of BER is determined.

Since the “FM-DCSK unit” is called many times inside the inner loop, the value of the BER is
calculated in a cumulative way.

When the number of wrong bits reaches the user-defined limit, the BER corresponding to that value
of Eb/N0 is determined. After completing the inner loop, the calculation of BER corresponding to the
next value of Eb/N0 is started in the main loop; if no more values of Eb/N0 are required, the execution
of the FM-DCSK simulator is terminated.

5.2.3 Determination of block length transmitted in one iteration

As described above, the simulation operates in an iterative way, i.e., an Nb-bit-long block is sent through
the system and the overall bit error rate is calculated by averaging the BERs belonging to these blocks.
To speed up the simulation, the chaotic signal is not generated for each time again because the chaotic
signal generator subroutine is relatively slow. Instead, the frequency modulated chaotic signal is loaded
from a Matlab data file i.e., the same chaotic FM signal with a length of Nb is used in every iteration in
the inner loop shown in Fig. 5.29. This means that the chaotic signal sequence has to be long enough,
otherwise an error in calculation of BER appears.

5.2.3.1 Estimation of power spectral density

The transmitted sequence is long enough if its power spectral density (PSD) is sufficiently close to the
theoretical one. In this case the PSD of transmitted signal sequence represents that of an infinitely long
sequence.

This issue has to be considered as an estimation problem, where the power spectral density of chaotic
signal is estimated using a finite length estimate. The variance of estimation depends on the length of
estimate, i.e., on Nb. The larger Nb, the lower the variance. The estimation time is obtained as

Te = Nb
T

2
, (5.76)

i.e., Nb has to be chosen large enough to keep the variance of PSD estimation below a specified limit.
The block diagram illustrating this approach is shown in Fig. 5.29. The power spectral density of a

band-pass signal x(t) is estimated using a tunable narrow-band filter having a bandwidth of ∆f centered
about the frequency f . The frequency response H(f, ∆f) of this filter is shown in Fig. 5.30(a). The
center frequency f is varied over the frequency range of interest, as shown in Fig. 5.30(b).

ŜX(f)

x(t) (·)2

x(t, f, ∆f)

band filter

Tunable narrow-

H(f, ∆f)

P̂x(f, ∆f)

1
Te

R Te
0 · dt

1
2∆f

Fig. 5.29 Block diagram for power spectral density estimation.

The parameters of the filter output x(t, f, ∆f) depend on both the center frequency f and the band-
width ∆f of the filter. The output signal of the filter is squared and its average is calculated over the
estimation time period Te. This average gives a power estimate P̂x(f, ∆f) of the filtered signal x(t, f, ∆f).

The power of x(t) within the bandwidth ∆f and centered about f is estimated as:

P̂x(f, ∆f) =
1
Te

∫ Te

0

x2(t, f, ∆f)dt (5.77)
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ff−f

(a) (b)

ff

SX(f)

−f

∆f ∆f

H(f, ∆f)

Fig. 5.30 (a) Transfer function of tunable narrow-band filter and (b) estimation of power spectral density using this
filter.

The theoretical value of power spectral density about f is obtained by definition [Kol94] as

SX(f) = lim
∆f→0

Px(f, ∆f)
2∆f

= lim
Te→∞
∆f→0

1
2∆fTe

∫ Te

0

x2(t, f, ∆f)dt (5.78)

The estimate of power spectral density is obtained as [BP66]

ŜX(f) =
1

2∆fTe

∫ Te

0

x2(t, f, ∆f)dt =
P̂x(f, ∆f)

2∆f
(5.79)

The mean square error of estimation is obtained as the sum of variance and square of bias:

E[(ŜX(f)− SX(f))2] = Var[ŜX(f)] + b2[ŜX(f)] (5.80)

where the variance and bias of estimation are defined by:

Var[ŜX(f)] = E
[
(ŜX(f)− E[ŜX(f)])2

]

b[ŜX(f)] = E[ŜX(f)− SX(f)]
(5.81)

Our goal is to express the mean square error of estimation as a function of estimation time Te in order
to determine the minimum allowable value of Nb.

5.2.3.2 Variance of power spectral density estimation

Let us assume that x(t) is a stationary Gaussian process. In this case the output signal x(t, f, ∆f) of
the tunable filter is also a Gaussian process [Vet98]. The variance of power estimation for a stationary
band-pass Gaussian random process x(t, f, ∆f) for sufficiently large estimation time Te is approximated
as [Kol93]:

Var[P̂x(f, ∆f)] ≈ 2
Te

∫ ∞

−∞
C2

x(τ, f, ∆f)dτ (5.82)

where the autocovariance function of x(t, f, ∆f) is denoted by Cx(τ, f, ∆f). Note that the Gaussian
assumption for x(t) is needed to derive the approximation in (5.82). The transmitted signal in the
FM-DCSK system is approximated by a Gaussian process since

• the shape of power spectral density of transmitted signal in FM-DCSK system is very similar to
that of thermal noise [Kis00c],

• as it is shown below the theoretical results derived for Gaussian approximation is in a good agree-
ment with the simulated results generated using FM-DCSK signals.

Since the bandwidth of SX(f) is much wider than that of the tunable filter, we assume that the power
spectral density of x(t, f, ∆f) is constant over the bandwidth ∆f . Since the bandwidth of tunable filter
determines the resolution of spectral analysis, in practical cases ∆f is sufficiently small to satisfy this
assumption. Assuming that SX(f) is constant over ∆f , the autocovariance function of x(t, f, ∆f) is
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obtained as [Hay94]

Cx(τ, f, ∆f) = Px(f, ∆f)
sin(π∆fτ)

π∆fτ
cos(2πfτ). (5.83)

Substituting (5.83) into (5.82) we obtain that the variance of power estimation is

Var[P̂x(f, ∆f)] ≈ 2
Te

∫ ∞

−∞
P 2

x (f, ∆f)
sin2(π∆fτ)
(π∆fτ)2

cos2(2πfτ)dτ

=
2P 2

x (f, ∆f)
Te

∫ ∞

−∞

sin2(π∆fτ)
(π∆fτ)2

cos2(2πfτ)dτ =
P 2

x (f, ∆f)
∆fTe

.

(5.84)

The value of integral in (5.84) was calculated using Maple software [Wat02]. Using the result of power
estimation, the variance of power spectral density estimation is derived. Rearranging (5.79) we get

2∆fŜX(f) = P̂x(f, ∆f). (5.85)

The variance of (5.85) using (5.84) is

Var[2∆fŜX(f)] = Var[P̂x(f, ∆f)] ≈ P 2
x (f, ∆f)
∆fTe

. (5.86)

As we assumed above, SX(f) is constant over ∆f , because ∆f is sufficiently small. Therefore the
theoretical value Px(f, ∆f) of the power within ∆f is equal to Px(f, ∆f) = 2∆fSX(f). Hence

Var[2∆fŜX(f)] ≈ 4∆f2S2
X(f)

∆fTe
. (5.87)

Since ∆f is a constant,
Var[2∆fŜX(f)] = 4∆f2Var[ŜX(f)]. (5.88)

The variance of power spectral density is obtained from (5.87) and (5.88) as shown in [BP66]

Var[ŜX(f)] ≈ S2
X(f)

∆fTe
. (5.89)

Equation (5.89) gives the variance of power spectral density estimation at a given frequency. The estima-
tion of overall power spectral density, is characterized by the normalized variance ε2v which is independent
of f :

ε2v =
Var[ŜX(f)]

S2
X(f)

≈ 1
∆fTe

. (5.90)

5.2.3.3 Bias of power spectral density estimation

The expected value of estimation is obtained from (5.79) as

E[ŜX(f)] = E

[
P̂x(f, ∆f)

2∆f

]
=

1
2∆f

E[P̂x(f, ∆f)]. (5.91)

As shown in [Kol93], P̂x(f, ∆f) expressed in (5.77) is an unbiased estimate of Px(f, ∆f):

E[P̂x(f, ∆f)] = Px(f, ∆f). (5.92)

Therefore, the expected value of estimation is

E[ŜX(f)] =
Px(f, ∆f)

2∆f
. (5.93)
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The comparison of (5.78) and (5.93) shows that generally E[ŜX(f)] 6= SX(f), i.e., the ŜX(f) is a biased
estimate of SX(f). The bias of estimate is defined by

b[ŜX(f)] = E[ŜX(f)]− SX(f) (5.94)

and is equal to

b[ŜX(f)] =
Px(f, ∆f)

2∆f
− lim

∆f→0

Px(f, ∆f)
2∆f

. (5.95)

Equation (5.95) shows that the bias approximates zero when ∆f → 0. An approximation of bias term is
obtained by approximating ŜX(f) with its Taylor series [BP66]. Considering only the first three terms,
the bias is approximated as

b[ŜX(f)] ≈ ∆f2

24
d2SX(f)

df2
. (5.96)

The normalized bias is obtained as

εb =
b[ŜX(f)]
SX(f)

≈ ∆f2

24
d2SX(f)

df2

1
SX(f)

. (5.97)

Note that although the normalized variance given in (5.90), is independent of frequency, the normalized
bias obtained in (5.97) is a frequency dependent quantity. Consequently, the total mean square error of
estimation shown below also depends on the frequency.

5.2.3.4 Mean square error of power spectral density estimation

The mean square error of power spectral density estimation is defined in (5.80). Its normalized version
is obtained by substituting (5.90) and (5.97) into (5.80):

ε =
E[(ŜX(f)− SX(f))2]

S2
X(f)

= ε2v + ε2b =
Var[ŜX(f)]

S2
X(f)

+
b2[ŜX(f)]

S2
X(f)

≈ 1
∆fTe

+
∆f4

576

(
d2SX(f)

df2

1
SX(f)

)2

.

(5.98)

As we concluded above, the bias of power spectral density estimation depends on the frequency. The
frequency dependent term in (5.98) is called spectral bandwidth [BP66] and is defined by

λ(f) =

√∣∣∣∣
SX(f)

d2SX(f)/df2

∣∣∣∣. (5.99)

Note that λ(f) has units of frequency. Then the normalized mean square error is expressed as a function
of spectral bandwidth as

ε ≈ 1
∆fTe

+
1

576

(
∆f

λ(f)

)4

. (5.100)

To calculate the total mean square error λ(f) has to be determined. The determination of minimum
length of transmitted sequence can be simplified by deriving a frequency independent upper bound for
the mean square error. Therefore, a frequency independent lower bound for λ(f) is determined below,
which gives us a frequency independent approximation of total mean square error.

5.2.3.5 Determination of spectral bandwidth

Since the simulator is based on the in-phase and quadrature components of RF signal, an approximation
for the spectral bandwidth of these components is derived in this section.

Although much research effort has been done to study the spectral properties of frequency modulated
chaotic signals in the past years [MRS00b, GFPKJ01], an analytical expression for the power spectral
density of frequency-modulated chaotic signal has not yet been found. Therefore λ(f) cannot be deter-
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mined in closed form. Consequently, an approximation of the power spectral density of the in-phase and
quadrature components of chaotic FM signal has to be found.

Here the power spectral density of these signals is approximated by that of a low-pass filtered white
noise. The low-pass filter is assumed to be a second-order Butterworth filter having a 3-dB bandwidth B.
The normalized power spectral density of filtered noise is obtained as the square of magnitude response
of the filter [HZV92]:

SX(f) ≈ 1∣∣1 +
√

2jf/B + (jf/B)2
∣∣2 =

1
1 + (f/B)4

. (5.101)

The power spectral densities of filtered noise and those of the in-phase and quadrature components of a
chaotic FM signal are plotted in Fig. 5.31 by solid, dashed and dash-dot curves, respectively. The clock
frequency of Bernoulli shift chaos generator was set to fch = 20 MHz, the gain of FM modulator was
kf = 7.8 MHz/V. The cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter is B = 5 MHz. Although the approximation
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Fig. 5.31 Power spectral density of in-phase (dashed curve) and quadrature (dash-dot curve) components of a chaotic
FM signal and that of a low-pass filtered white noise (solid curve).

does not provide exactly the same spectrum, it is accurate enough to provide a good approximation for
λ(f) in closed form.

The approximation of second derivative of SX(f) is obtained from (5.101) as

d2SX(f)
df2

≈ 4B4f2(5f4 − 3B4)
(f4 + B4)3

. (5.102)

Substituting (5.102) into (5.99) we get the spectral bandwidth

λ(f) ≈ f4 + B4

2f
√
|5f4 − 3B4| . (5.103)

Equation (5.103) shows how the value of spectral bandwidth depends on the frequency. As it has been
described above, in order to derive an expression for the mean square error which is independent of f ,
an approximation of λ(f) has to be found. The minimum of λ(f) gives the maximum of 1/λ(f) and
therefore the maximum of bias and mean square error. Consequently, the maximum of relative bias and
mean square error are obtained as

ε2b,max ≈
1

576

(
∆f

λmin

)4

εmax = ε2v + ε2b,max ≈
1

∆fTe
+

1
576

(
∆f

λmin

)4
(5.104)

where λmin is determined by calculating the minimum of (5.103) with respect to f . The minima of
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(5.103) is

f =
4
√

2.4 + 0.2
√

129B (5.105)

and the value of minimum is obtained as

λmin ≈ 0.43B. (5.106)

Equation (5.106) gives an approximation for the minimum of spectral bandwidth of in-phase and quadra-
ture components of chaotic FM signal. Note that λmin is proportional to the bandwidth B of signal.
Substituting (5.106) into (5.104) the maximum of mean square error is obtained as

εmax = ε2v + ε2b,max ≈
1

∆fTe
+

1
576

(
∆f

0.43B

)4

=
1

∆fTe
+ 0.052

(
∆f

B

)4

. (5.107)

Equation (5.107) gives an approximation for the maximum of total mean square error. As expected, the
mean square error can be reduced by increasing the estimation time Te. The other important parameter
which has a strong influence on the mean square error is the bandwidth ∆f of tunable narrow-band filter
used in the estimation. In our case ∆f depends on the frequency response of the multipath channel.
Based on the multipath channel models introduced in Sec. 5.4 the value of ∆f is determined below. The
value of mean square error also depends on the bandwidth of x(t). The larger B, the lower the bias and
the mean square error, i.e., for signals having larger bandwidth compared to ∆f the estimation of power
spectral density is more accurate.

5.2.3.6 Determination of sequence length

As shown above, the mean square error of power spectral density estimation depends on ∆f . The value
of this bandwidth is determined here based on the frequency response of the channel.

We assumed above that the power spectral density of chaotic FM signal is constant over ∆f . Therefore
∆f depends on the characteristics of the channel and this bandwidth is determined by the frequency
response of the channel. When the frequency response of the channel is almost constant or slowly-
varying then ∆f can be chosen relatively large. However, for fast-varying frequency response ∆f has to
be small. This is valid for a WLAN environment, when multipath propagation occurs. The problems
related to multipath propagation in WLAN environments will be discussed in detail in Sec. 5.4.

The multipath channel can be characterized by the tapped delay line model [PL95]. When the trans-
mitted signal passes through the multipath channel, some frequency components of the spectrum are
suppressed. The attenuation of the channel may become infinitely large at certain frequencies. These are
called multipath-related nulls. The changes in the frequency response are the fastest at the multipath-
related nulls. This means that ∆f must be kept at least as narrow as the bandwidth ∆fnull of multipath-
related nulls is, i.e., ∆f ≤ ∆fnull is required.

The bandwidth of a multipath-related null in a two-ray channel is approximated by [KKKJ00]

∆fnull ≈ 0.2
∆τ

(5.108)

where the delay between the two paths is denoted by ∆τ . Since the tapped delay line models of multipath
channel may contain more than two paths, this expression has to be extended to these channel models
too. Channel models having more than two paths may contain multipath-related nulls with different
bandwidths. In this case we consider the maximum excess delay, i.e., the delay measured between the
first and last paths; this delay is denoted by ∆τmax. The maximum delay gives the smallest possible
∆fnull that can belong to the channel model, i.e,

min{∆fnull} ≈ 0.2
∆τmax

. (5.109)

As explained above, the value of ∆f has to be smaller than the minimum of ∆fnull. This means that

∆f ≤ min{∆fnull} ≈ 0.2
∆τmax

(5.110)
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The value of ∆τmax is determined from the tapped delay line models used in WLAN applications [PL95].
Its value is the largest when ∆τmax = 2, 675 ns. Therefore the maximum value of ∆f in WLAN environ-
ments is

∆f ≤ 0.2
∆τmax

≈ 74.77 kHz. (5.111)

Equation (5.111) gives an upper limit for ∆f derived from the properties of the multipath channel.
However, there are other constraints on the value of ∆f because we wish to keep the mean square error
of PSD estimation (see (5.107)) below a certain limit.

As given in (5.98), the mean square error is equal to the sum of the variance and the square of the
bias. Let us keep both ε2b,max and ε2v below 0.001 to get an accurate estimate of the PSD. Consequently,
for the relative bias

ε2b,max ≈ 0.052
(

∆f

B

)4

≤ 0.001 (5.112)

and considering that B = 5 MHz here (see Fig. 5.31), it follows that

∆f ≤ 0.37B ≈ 1.86 MHz. (5.113)

Equation (5.113) shows that the upper limit on the bias gives another upper limit for the bandwidth ∆f .
However, the limit derived from the characteristics of the multipath channel in (5.111) is lower than that
one determined by (5.113). Therefore the upper limit is ∆f ≤ 74.77 kHz.

Let the relative variance of estimation be also limited to 0.001:

ε2v ≈
1

∆fTe
≤ 0.001 (5.114)

and therefore

Te ≥ 103

∆f
. (5.115)

From equations (5.111) and (5.115), the minimum estimation time is obtained as

Te ≥ 5 · 103∆τmax = 13.375 ms. (5.116)

Equation (5.116) gives the minimum estimation time, i.e., the length of chaotic sequence to be generated
for one iteration. From (5.76) it follows that if the bit duration is set to 2 µs then this is equivalent to

Nb =
2Te

T
≥ 104 ∆τmax

T
= 13375 bits. (5.117)

The minimum number of bits to be generated in one iteration is given by (5.117). Note that Nb depends
strongly on the characteristics of the multipath channel. Nb is determined above by taking the maximum
excess delay that may occur in WLAN environments. This means that the value of Nb is calculated
in (5.117) for the worst-case situation. In many cases smaller number of bits could be used but Nb =
13375 bits ensures the correct results for all WLAN channels.

To verify the theoretical results derived here several simulations have been performed.

5.2.3.7 Comparison of theoretical and simulated results

The minimum number of bits generated for one iteration was determined by (5.117).
First the expression of mean square error given by (5.107) is verified. Therefore εmax has been calcu-

lated both analytically and determined by simulations. The theoretical and simulated results are plotted
as a function of ∆f in Fig. 5.32 by solid curve and ’+’ marks, respectively. The theoretical results were
calculated for Te = 13.375 ms and B = 5 MHz. The simulated results were generated using the in-phase
component of chaotic FM signal. The chaotic signal generator and the parameters are the same as those
used to generate the PSD shown in Fig. 5.31.

Figure 5.32 shows that for ∆f < 1 MHz the variance is much larger than the square of the bias,
while above 1 MHz the mean square error is approximated by ε2b,max. Note that the theoretical results
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Fig. 5.32 Maximum of normalized mean square error of power spectral density estimation. Theoretical and simulated
results are shown by solid curve and ’+’ marks, respectively.

are derived for a low-pass filtered Gaussian noise and the simulations were performed using the in-phase
component of chaotic FM signal. Moreover, both the expressions derived for variance (5.90) and bias
(5.97) of estimation have been derived using approximations. Note that the theoretical and simulated
results shown in Fig. 5.32 are in a very good agreement.

5.2.3.8 Conclusions

The bit error rate in the FM-DCSK simulator is calculated in an iterative way. An Nb-bit-long block is
transmitted simultaneously in one iteration. The most important question is the length of block to be
transmitted. Since the chaotic signal is the same in each iteration, it has to be long enough to represent
an infinitely long block. The block is assumed to be long enough if its PSD approximates the theoretical
one with a small mean square error. An analytical expression for the mean square error has been derived
and using this result a minimum value for Nb has been determined. These results have been verified by
simulations.

The structure and operation of FM-DCSK simulator was described in Sec. 5.2.2. The detailed descrip-
tion of simulator blocks is given below.

5.2.4 Description of simulator blocks

To identify the signals in the FM-DCSK system, its RF block diagram is shown in Fig. 5.33. The main
blocks of the FM-DCSK system are as follows:

– chaotic signal generator,
– FM modulator,
– DCSK modulator,
– telecommunications channel,
– channel noise generator,
– channel selection filter,
– a correlator which implements the FM-DCSK demodulator, and
– decision circuit.

To provide flexibility, the simulator contains many subroutines, each of which represents a block of
the low-pass equivalent model, repeated for convenience in Fig. 5.34. The following notation is used: a
lower case letter such as c(t) denotes an RF band-pass signal, while cI(t) and cQ(t) are the in-phase and
quadrature components of its complex envelope, respectively.

In this section the simulation models for each block shown in Fig 5.34 are developed, i.e., the discrete-
time equivalent of each block is determined. The discrete-time equivalents of continuous-time signals are
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Fig. 5.34 FM-DCSK low-pass equivalent model developed for simulation.

generated by uniform sampling. The sampling time and frequency are denoted by Ts and fs, respectively.
For example, the discrete-time version of m(t) is denoted by m[k], where m[k] = m(kTs). Since the data
structure of Matlab is based on vectors and matrices, the discrete-time signals in the simulator are stored
in vectors denoted by m, yI , yQ, . . . , etc.

5.2.4.1 Chaotic signal generator

In the FM-DCSK system to be built in the framework of the INSPECT project, the chaotic signal is
generated by a four-segment “Bernoulli shift” map. The difference equation of this map is given by (2.1)
and is repeated here for convenience:

v[k + 1] = 2v[k]− sgn(v[k])− 1
2

[
sgn

(
v[k]− 1

2

)
+ sgn

(
v[k] +

1
2

)]
(5.118)

where sgn(·) denotes the sign function.
The iteration given by (5.118) requires an initial condition v[0], which is given as an input to the signal

generator subroutine. The length tf of generated chaotic signal also has to be specified.
The signal v[k] of the Bernoulli shift map is converted into the output signal m[k] by the readout map:

m[k] = 2v[k]− sgn(v[k]). (5.119)

The clock frequency fch of the chaos generator may differ from the sampling frequency fs of simulator. If
so, then the output signal m[k] is held constant for fs/fch samples. Since the output signal is quantized
in amplitude, the resolution R1 of quantization also has to be specified.

Synopsis of the subroutine is
m = bern4(fch, fs, tf , v[0], R1) (5.120)

where

– the parameters of chaos generator subroutine are: fch, fs, v[0], tf , R1

– the vector of generated chaotic sequence is: m.
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5.2.4.2 Low-pass FM modulator

The complex low-pass equivalent model of FM modulator has been determined in Sec. 5.1.2.3. The in-
phase yI(t) and quadrature yQ(t) components of the FM modulator output can be derived from (5.49)
as follows

yI(t) = Ac cos[2πkfu(t) + φ0] = Ac cos[2πkf

∫ t

0

m(τ)dτ + φ0] (5.121)

and

yQ(t) = Ac sin[2πkfu(t) + φ0] = Ac sin[2πkf

∫ t

0

m(τ)dτ + φ0] (5.122)

where the output signal of the integrator is denoted by u(t) and the initial phase of the carrier is given
by φ0.

The discrete-time equivalents of yI(t) and yQ(t) are expressed as a function of the output signal u[k]
of the discrete-time integrator as

yI [k] = Ac cos(2πkfu[k] + φ0) (5.123)

and
yQ[k] = Ac sin(2πkfu[k] + φ0) (5.124)

Many different methods can be used to perform the discrete-time integration. In the FM-DCSK simulator
the trapezoidal rule is used to calculate the value of integral instead of the rectangular rule offered by
Matlab. The trapezoidal rule is also simple and gives a more accurate approximation for the integral
than the rectangular rule [Kre99]. The integrator output u[k] is obtained as

u[k] =
1

2fs

k∑

i=1

(m[i− 1] + m[i]) (5.125)

where the sampled version of the input signal m(t) is denoted by m[k].
Synopsis of the subroutine is

[yI , yQ] = FMMod(m, kf , fs, Ac, φ0) (5.126)

where

– the input signal of the low-pass FM modulator subroutine is: m
– the parameters are: kf , fs, Ac, φ0

– the vectors of in-phase and quadrature components of FM signal are: yI , yQ.

5.2.4.3 Low-pass DCSK modulator

In the FM-DCSK system the output of the FM modulator is modulated according to the DCSK technique,
as summarized in Sec. 2.2.6. To get the reference part of the FM-DCSK signal, the DCSK modulator first
passes the FM chaotic signal from the input to the output. The FM chaotic sample function is delayed
by half a bit period and then depending on the bit to be transmitted, the delayed sample function is
either inverted for bit “0” or passed unchanged for bit “1”. The delayed sample function constitutes the
information bearing part of the FM-DCSK signal.

The low-pass equivalent of RF FM-DCSK modulator has been derived in Sec. 5.1.2.3 and is given by
(5.53). However, the low-pass equivalent can be simplified considerably if we assume that the delay T/2
is an entire multiple of the carrier period, i.e., ωcT/2 = 2lπ, l = 0,±1,±2, . . .. In this case we obtain

y(t− T/2) = Re [ỹ(t− T/2) exp(−jωcT/2) exp(jωct)] = Re [ỹ(t− T/2) exp(jωct)] (5.127)

This means that if the assumption of ωcT/2 = 2lπ is valid, then the low-pass equivalent model of the RF
delay line becomes simply a low-pass delay line. The reason why we can do this simplification is that
the assumption made above has no influence on the noise performance of a telecommunication system.
This question is addressed in detail in [Ják01], where the effect of ωcT/2 6= 2lπ is discussed for the DCSK
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system.
The delayed value of y(t) is multiplied by −(−1)bi to perform the modulation. Therefore, the infor-

mation bearing part of the DCSK signal takes the form

s(t) = −(−1)biy(t− T/2) = −(−1)biRe
[
ỹ(t− T/2)ejωct

]
= Re

[−(−1)bi ỹ(t− T/2)ejωct
]
. (5.128)

Consequently, the complex envelope s̃(t) of FM-DCSK modulator output is obtained as:

s̃(t) = −(−1)bi ỹ(t− T/2). (5.129)

Equation (5.129) shows that the complex envelope is multiplied directly by −(−1)bi ; this means that the
low-pass equivalent of the RF FM-DCSK modulator is a low-pass FM-DCSK modulator.

The discrete-time equivalent of a low-pass FM-DCSK modulator is obtained by combining (2.10) and
(5.129). The components sI [k], sQ[k] of the output complex envelope are expressed as

sI,Q[k] =
{

yI,Q[k], iNs ≤ k < (i + 1/2)Ns

−(−1)biyI,Q[k −Ns/2], (i + 1/2)Ns ≤ k < (i + 1)Ns
(5.130)

where the number of samples per bit is denoted by Ns = fsT and iNs denotes the beginning time instant
of the ith bit. The bits bi to be transmitted are stored in a vector b.

Synopsis of the subroutine is

[sI , sQ] = DCSKMod(yI , yQ, b) (5.131)

where

– the input vectors of low-pass FM-DCSK modulator subroutine are: yI , yQ
– the parameter vector is: b
– the vectors of in-phase and quadrature components of FM-DCSK signal are: sI , sQ.

5.2.4.4 Low-pass equivalent of multipath channel

The low-pass equivalent of a multipath channel has been derived in Sec. 5.1.4.1. The output signal c̃(t) of
the low-pass equivalent channel is given by (5.71). From (5.71), the output signal c̃[k] of the discrete-time
equivalent is obtained as

c̃[k] =
N∑

i=1

kis̃[k − fsTi] exp(−jωcTi) (5.132)

where s̃[k] is the input signal of the channel; ki and Ti, respectively, denote the coefficient and delay of
the ith path.

Synopsis of the subroutine is

[cI , cQ] = Multipath(sI , sQ,T ,k, fs, fc) (5.133)

where

– the in-phase and quadrature components of input signal to the low-pass multipath subroutine are: sI ,
sQ

– the parameters are: T= [T1, T2, . . . TN ], k= [k1, k2, . . . kN ], fs, fc

– the vectors of in-phase and quadrature components of output complex envelope are: cI , cQ.

5.2.4.5 Generation of Gaussian noise

In the FM-DCSK simulator, we assume that the received signal is corrupted by Additive White Gaussian
Noise (AWGN). In a real telecommunications system, the noise is neither white nor Gaussian. The
reasons for assuming AWGN are that

• it makes calculations tractable,
• thermal noise, which is of this form, is dominant in many practical communications systems, and
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• experience has shown that the relative performance of different modulation schemes determined
using the AWGN channel model remains valid under real channel conditions, i.e., a scheme showing
better results than another for the AWGN model also performs better under real conditions [Hay94,
Pro83].

The simulator uses the complex low-pass equivalent models. The channel noise is modeled by an
additive white Gaussian noise in the continuous-time domain [LM93, Hay94, SHL95]. However, only
discrete-time pseudorandom Gaussian generator is available in Matlab. Our goal is to determine the
relationship between the continuous-time white Gaussian noise and the pseudorandom sequence. Then
this relationship is applied to set the parameters of the pseudorandom generator such that its output
signal can be used as a low-pass equivalent of the channel noise.

The power spectral densities of RF channel noise and discrete-time pseudorandom sequence are shown
in Figs. 5.35 (a) and (b), respectively. As it was described in Sec. 5.1.1.5, the power spectral density
SN (ω) of channel noise n(t) is equal to N0/2. Since the pseudorandom sequence is a discrete-time signal,
its PSD Sp is plotted as a function of discrete angular frequency Ω; the value of Sp(Ω) is equal to Pp.
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Fig. 5.35 Power spectral density of (a) RF channel noise, (b) and discrete-time pseudorandom sequence.

The equivalence of RF channel noise and discrete-time pseudorandom sequence is determined as shown
in Fig. 5.36. First a bandlimited version of the RF noise is generated. Then the in-phase and quadra-
ture components of filtered RF noise are derived. Then these signals are discretized using fs sampling
frequency. Thus, we obtained two discrete-time low-pass random signals. The shape of their power
spectral density is the same as that of the pseudorandom sequence. These signals are equivalent to the
pseudorandom sequence if certain conditions are met. These conditions are derived below.

First the bandwidth of the filter used to bandlimit the RF noise is determined. To do this we exploit
that

• since the simulator operates in discrete-time domain, the sampling frequency has to be large enough
to avoid aliasing: fs/2 > B;

• the low-pass equivalent model is valid only if B < fc/2;
• the channel noise is bandlimited and its bandwidth Bn is

B < Bn ≤ min{fc/2, fs/2} = fs/2

• since the PSD of pseudorandom sequence is uniform, it follows that

Bn = fs/2

this is the first condition of the equivalence of channel noise and pseudorandom sequence.

The power spectral densities of the noise components are shown in Fig. 5.36.
The power spectral density of RF noise shown in Fig. 5.35(a) is plotted again in Fig. 5.36(a) for

convenience. First the power spectral density SNf
(ω) of filtered RF noise nf (t) is obtained from SN (ω)

as shown in Fig. 5.36(b). It was shown above that the noise is bandlimited by a filter having 2Bn = fs

bandwidth. Therefore SNf
(ω) is limited to the band ωs about ±ωc. The PSDs SNfI

(ω) and SNfQ
(ω)

of the in-phase and quadrature components are shown in Fig. 5.36(c). As given in (5.44), both PSDs
are equal to N0. Finally, the in-phase and quadrature components are sampled, i.e., converted into
the discrete-time domain. After sampling the power spectral densities the in-phase and quadrature
components are equal to N0fs as shown in Fig. 5.36(d).
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Fig. 5.36 Power spectral density of (a) RF channel noise, (b) filtered RF noise, (c) in-phase and quadrature com-
ponents of filtered RF noise, and (d) sampled in-phase and quadrature components.

Figures 5.35(b) and 5.36(d) show the relationship between the channel noise and the pseudorandom
sequences. If Pp is set to N0fs, then the PSDs are identical: Sp(Ω) = SNfI

(Ω) = SNfQ
(Ω). This means

that the discrete-time in-phase and quadrature components of channel noise can be generated by the
built-in pseudorandom Gaussian generator of Matlab. The power of signal to be generated is

Pp = N0fs. (5.134)

This is the other condition of the equivalence of RF channel noise and discrete-time pseudorandom
sequence. This means that the input parameters of pseudorandom generator are the desired power
spectral density N0 and bandwidth fs. The length of sequences to be generated is given by the input
parameter Nsamp.

From (5.37) it follows that two uncorrelated pseudorandom sequences are required to represent the
discrete-time in-phase and quadrature components nI [k] and nQ[k] of channel noise. Note that these
signals are generated directly in the discrete-time low-frequency band, i.e., no RF noise is generated in
the simulator. Uncorrelated sequences are generated by initializing the built-in Matlab random number
generator with a different seed each time.

Synopsis of the subroutine is

[nI ,nQ] = GenNoise(N0, fs, Nsamp, Seed) (5.135)

where

– the parameters of noise generator subroutine are: N0, fs, Nsamp, Seed

– the vectors of generated pseudorandom sequences are: nI , nQ.

5.2.4.6 Signal-to-Noise Ratio and Eb/N0 meter

The SNR and Eb/N0 can be determined at any point of the communications system under test by means
of this subroutine.

The average power S of an arbitrary signal s(t) is estimated from Nb bits as follows

S = lim
Nb→∞

1
NbT

∫ NbT

0

s2(t)dt ≈ 1
NbT

∫ NbT

0

s2(t)dt. (5.136)

In the simulator, the RF signal s(t) is represented by its in-phase and quadrature components. The
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average power is calculated directly from sI(t) and sQ(t)

S = lim
Nb→∞

1
NbT

∫ NbT

0

s2(t)dt = lim
Nb→∞

1
NbT

∫ NbT

0

[sI(t) cos(ωct)− sQ(t) sin(ωct)]
2
dt

= lim
Nb→∞

1
NbT

∫ NbT

0

[
s2

I(t)
1 + cos(2ωct)

2
− sI(t)sQ(t) sin(2ωct) + s2

Q(t)
1− cos(2ωct)

2

]
dt

= lim
Nb→∞

1
NbT

∫ NbT

0

1
2

[
s2

I(t) + s2
Q(t)

]
dt ≈ 1

2NbT

∫ NbT

0

[s2
I(t) + s2

Q(t)]dt.

(5.137)

In the discrete-time domain, the average power is estimated from samples of the in-phase and quadrature
components sI [k] and sQ[k]:

S ≈ 1
2NbT

∫ NbT

0

[s2
I(t) + s2

Q(t)]dt ≈ 1
2NbTfs

NbTfs∑

k=1

(
s2

I [k] + s2
Q[k]

)
=

1
2NbNs

NbNs∑

k=1

(
s2

I [k] + s2
Q[k]

)

(5.138)

where Ns = fsT denotes the number of samples per bit.
By analogy, the average power N of the additive noise n(t) is calculated from the discrete-time in-phase

and quadrature components nI [k] and nQ[k] as

N ≈ 1
2NbNs

NbNs∑

k=1

.
(
n2

I [k] + n2
Q[k]

)
(5.139)

The value of SNR and Eb/N0 are obtained as follows

SNR =
S

N
,

Eb

N0
=

ST

N/(2B)
=

S

N
2BT (5.140)

where the total RF bandwidth of the noise is equal to 2B.
Synopsis of the subroutine is

[SNR, Eb N0] = SNRmeter(sI , sQ, nI , nQ, B, T ) (5.141)

where

– the input vectors of SNR meter subroutine are: sI , sQ, nI , nQ
– the parameters are: B, T
– the measured SNR and Eb/N0 values are: SNR, Eb N0.

5.2.4.7 Channel filter

The channel filter is used to select the desired frequency band and suppress the unwanted input signals
that are always present at the input of a radio receiver and that cause interference. The bandwidth of
additive channel noise is also limited by the channel filter. In differentially coherent and noncoherent
receivers the bit error rate depends on the channel bandwidth [SHL95], [Kol00d]. Therefore, in these
systems, the bandwidth of channel filter has a strong influence on the noise performance.

It has been shown in Sec. 5.1.4.2 that if the phase shift of a channel filter is zero, then the simulation
model of the filter becomes very simple and the shortest simulation time is achieved. Because the channel
filter is used only to limit the spectrum of the received signal, the application of a zero-phase filter does
not restrict the validity of the model to be simulated.

The low-pass equivalent of a zero-phase RF channel filter is also a zero-phase filter. This means that
the discrete-time low-pass equivalent filter must have zero phase response. This requirement can be met
in discrete-time simulations by means of the following technique:

• First the input signal is filtered in forward direction;
• Then the filtered sequence is reversed;
• The reversed sequence is run through the filter again.
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It is well-known from the literature [OWY83] that the result of this filtering technique is equivalent to a
filter, which has zero phase response and the amplitude response is equal to the square of the amplitude
response of the original filter. This effect has to be taken into account during the design of the channel
filter.

The FM-DCSK simulator operates in the discrete-time domain. Therefore the transfer function of the
continuous-time low-pass equivalent filter has to be mapped to the transfer function of a discrete-time
filter. In the FM-DCSK simulator, the low-pass equivalent filter is transformed to the discrete-time do-
main by means of the bilinear transformation [OS75]. Aliasing does not occur in bilinear transformation,
however, the frequency axis becomes distorted at higher frequencies. The error introduced by this dis-
tortion depends on the ratio of the actual and the sampling frequencies. The approximation error can be
reduced by increasing the sampling frequency.

Synopsis of the subroutine is

[rI , rQ] = ChannelFilter(wI , wQ, B, fs) (5.142)

where

– the input vectors of low-pass channel filter subroutine are: wI , wQ
– the parameters are: B, fs

– the vectors of filtered sequences are: rI , rQ.

5.2.4.8 Analog-to-digital converter

As it will be shown in Sec. 6.2, the demodulation is performed by two digital baseband correlators in the
implemented FM-DCSK system. Therefore the rI and rQ vectors are converted to digital domain before
the correlators. The parameters of this subroutine are the sampling frequency fcorr and the resolution
Rr. The quantizers are uniform. The input signals rI [k] and rQ[k] both are zero mean. Therefore the
full-scale range of quantization is symmetric to zero voltage; let us denote it by (−L,L). The input
signal is limited into this range by a hard limiter. This full-scale range is divided into 2Rr steps. This
corresponds to a quantization step of 2L/2Rr .

The parameters fcorr and Rr have a strong effect on the noise performance as it is shown in Sec. 6.3.
It is shown in Secs. 6.3.2 and 6.3.3 that how the sampling frequency and the amplitude resolution has
been selected for the implemented INSPECT FM-DCSK system.

Synopsis of the subroutine is

[rIq , rQq ] = Quant(rI , rQ, fcorr, Rr, L) (5.143)

where

– the input signals of the quantization subroutine are: rI , rQ,
– the parameters are: fcorr, Rr,
– the vectors of quantized output signals are: rIq , rQq .

5.2.4.9 Correlator

In the FM-DCSK telecommunications system the demodulation is performed by a correlator. The low-
pass equivalent model of the FM-DCSK demodulator has been derived in Sec. 5.1.3.1. As it will be shown
later in (6.4) in Sec. 6.2, based on the complex low-pass equivalent model of FM-DCSK demodulator the
observation signal can be calculated using the digitized versions of quadrature components of received
signal:

z[k] =
1
2

k∑

l=k−Ns
2 +1

(
rIq [l]rIq [l −Ns/2] + rQq [l]rQq [l −Ns/2]

)
(5.144)

where rIq [l] and rQq [l] are the output signals of the A/D converters. Equation (5.144) shows that two
correlators are required in the simulator and their outputs are added to produce the input signal for the
decision circuit.

Synopsis of the subroutine is
z = Corr(rIq , rQq , fs, T ) (5.145)
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where

– the input vectors of the low-pass correlator subroutine are: rI , rQ
– the parameters are: fs, T
– the vector of correlator output is: z.

5.2.4.10 Decision device

The output signal z[k] of the correlator is sampled at the end of the bit duration to get the observation
signal z[i] = z[kNs]. The decision circuit of the FM-DCSK system is a level comparator with zero
threshold. The decision circuit produces the recovered bit stream b̂i at its output.

Synopsis of the subroutine is
b̂ = Decision(z) (5.146)

where

– the input vector of the decision subroutine is: z
– the recovered bit vector is: b̂.

The goal of the following Sections is to provide a detailed performance evaluation of the FM-DCSK
system in WLAN and indoor environments. In particular, first the noise performance of FM-DCSK
telecommunication system is determined in presence of additive white Gaussian noise in Sec. 5.3.

One of the most important potential applications of FM-DCSK is in data communications over mul-
tipath channels. A tapped delay line model of a multipath channel is introduced and the qualitative and
quantitative behavior of FM-DCSK in multipath channels is determined in Sec. 5.4. The data of the
multipath channel used in our simulations correspond to a typical Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN)
application.

The PCS Joint Technical Committee has developed comprehensive channel models for simulating the
multipath performance of radio systems indoor applications; models are available for typical indoor office,
residential, and commercial environments [PL95]. In Section 5.4 we also present results for the multipath
performance of FM-DCSK in these propagation environments.

In this chapter we focus on the FM-DCSK system which was developed in the framework of the
INSPECT Esprit Project sponsored by the European Commission. The parameters of FM-DCSK system
under analysis correspond to the parameters of the INSPECT FM-DCSK radio system.

5.3 NOISE PERFORMANCE IN AWGN CHANNEL

An analytical expression for the noise performance of the continuous-time FM-DCSK modulation scheme
in a linear AWGN channel and assuming an ideal band-pass channel filter has been derived recently by
Kolumbán [Kol00d]. Due to the nonideal band-pass frequency response if a real channel filter is used, then
the noise performance in the AWGN channel model becomes slightly worse, as shown in Fig. 5.37, where
the BER is plotted as a function of Eb/N0 for the following system parameters: bit duration T = 2 µs and
RF channel bandwidth 2B = 17 MHz. These parameters have been selected for the FM-DCSK system
implemented in the INSPECT Project as will be shown in detail in Sec. 6.1.

For a given Eb/N0, the required SNR at the demodulator input can be calculated from (5.140).
For comparison, the noise performance of the noncoherent Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) [Hay94] and
Gaussian FSK [And97] modulation schemes are also plotted in Fig. 5.37.

Note that the noise performance of these modulation schemes is much worse than that of coherent
Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) or coherent FSK modulation (see [Hay94], for example). However,
recall that FM-DCSK is suitable for special applications such as WLAN and industrial applications, indoor
radio, and mobile communications, where the synchronization requirements of coherent demodulators
cannot be satisfied, where the transmitted power spectral density must be low to avoid interfering with
other telecommunications systems, and where multipath propagation and industrial disturbances limit
the performance of a telecommunications system. In these applications, the noise performance is an
important, but by no means the most important, system parameter. Other properties of the modulation
scheme, such as robustness to channel nonidealities, are more important.
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Fig. 5.37 Noise performance of noncoherent FSK (dashed curve), FM-DCSK and GFSK modulation schemes. For
FM-DCSK both the theoretical (solid curve) and simulated (’+’ marks) results are plotted. For GFSK the perfor-
mance is given for two modulation indices: β = 0.31 (dash-dot curve) and β = 0.22 (dotted curve).

In these applications, FM-DCSK has many advantages:

• The demodulation is performed without carrier synchronization;
• It is not sensitive to the particular waveform transmitted, so there is no need for complicated control

circuitry in the chaotic signal generator to keep the parameters of the chaotic signal constant in the
presence of temperature variations, aging, etc.;

• Because both the reference and information-bearing parts of the FM-DCSK signal pass through the
same telecommunication channel, it is not sensitive to channel distortion;

• It can operate over a time-varying channel if the variations in the channel parameters are small
over half the bit duration;

• It can transmit pure “0” and “1” sequences, i.e., there is no need for a scrambler circuit.

5.4 MULTIPATH PERFORMANCE IN WLAN AND INDOOR APPLICATIONS

In many applications such as WLAN, mobile communications, and indoor radio, the received signal
contains components which have traveled from the transmitter to the receiver via multiple propagation
paths with differing delays and attenuation; this is called multipath propagation [Hay94, Dix94].

The components arriving via different propagation paths may add destructively, resulting in deep
frequency-selective fading. Conventional narrow-band systems fail catastrophically if a multipath-related
null, defined below, coincides with the carrier frequency.

In the applications mentioned above, the distance between the transmitter and receiver is relatively
short, i.e., the attenuation of the telecommunications channel is moderate. The effect which limits the
performance of communications in such an environment is not the additive channel (thermal) noise,
but deep frequency-selective fading caused by multipath propagation. In these applications, the most
important system parameter is the sensitivity to multipath.

Figure 5.37 shows that the noise performance of FM-DCSK in a single-path AWGN channel is better
than that of GFSK, but it is much worse than that of coherent modulation schemes. However, FM-DCSK
has potentially lower sensitivity to multipath, because the transmitted signal is a wide-band signal which
cannot be canceled completely by a multipath-related null.

In order to obtain a transmitted signal having 17 MHz bandwidth, the gain of FM modulator at the
transmitter is set to kf = 7.8 MHz/V, as shown in [Ják01]. It is also shown in that work that the clock
frequency fch of chaos generator has a strong influence on the spectral shape of transmitted signal. The
different shape of power spectral density results in different multipath performance. Namely, for higher
values of fch the worst-case performance degradation in the BER is smaller than that for lower values
[KKK99b]. The system is referred to as “slow” FM-DCSK when the clock frequency is relatively small
while it is called “fast” FM-DCSK when fch is large [KKK00b]. Since the multipath performance of fast
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FM-DCSK is superior to that of slow FM-DCSK, this section focuses on the analysis of fast FM-DCSK
in multipath environments. Therefore the clock frequency of chaos generator is set to a relatively high
value, namely, to 20 MHz [KKK00a].

This section first evaluates the performance degradation of the FM-DCSK modulation scheme by
computer simulation for the simplest case where two propagation paths are present with an excess delay
of 75 ns. This excess delay, i.e., the difference between the propagation times along the two paths, is
typical for office buildings in WLAN applications [RHH+97, And97].

A more sophisticated and comprehensive model for the simulation of radio propagation in different mo-
bile applications has been recommended by the Personal Communication Services (PCS) Joint Technical
Committee (JTC) [PL95]. In the second part of this section, the multipath performance of FM-DCSK
is evaluated for the most important indoor applications including office, residential, and commercial
environments.

5.4.1 Model of multipath channel

The tapped delay line model of a time-invariant multipath radio channel was introduced in Sec. 5.1.4.1
and is repeated in Fig. 5.38 for convenience [KKKB99]. In this model the radiated power is split and
travels along the N paths, each of which is characterized by its delay Tl and gain kl, where l = 1, 2, . . . , N .

P
k2

str(t)

srec(t)

Delay
T2

Delay
T1

k1 kN

Delay
TN

Fig. 5.38 Tapped delay line model of an RF multipath radio channel.

If a narrow-band telecommunications system is considered, then in the worst case two paths exist and
the two received signals cancel each other completely at the carrier frequency ωc, i.e.,

∆τωc = (2n + 1)π, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .

where ∆τ = T2 − T1 denotes the excess delay of the second path.
Let the two-ray multipath channel be characterized by its frequency response shown in Fig. 5.39. The

multipath-related nulls, where the attenuation becomes infinitely large, appear at

fnull =
2n + 1
2∆τ

, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . (5.147)

It follows from (5.147) that the distance between two adjacent multipath-related nulls is equal to 1/∆τ .
Let the bandwidth of fading be defined as the frequency range over which the attenuation of the multipath
channel is greater than 10 dB [KKKJ00]. Then the bandwidth of multipath fading can be expressed as

∆fnull ≈ 0.2
∆τ

. (5.148)

Equations (5.147) and (5.148) show that the center frequencies of the multipath-related nulls, the
distances between them, and their bandwidths are determined by ∆τ ; a shorter excess delay results in a
larger bandwidth and therefore accentuates the problem.

In WLAN applications, the typical values of ∆τ are 91 ns for large warehouses and 75 ns for office
buildings [And97]. If ∆τ = 75 ns, then the distance between two adjacent multipath-related nulls is
13.33 MHz. As shown in Sec. 6.2, if off-the-shelf channel selection filters are used, then the RF bandwidth
of the FM-DCSK signal should be 17 MHz. As given in [And97], if the bandwidth is set to 17 MHz, then
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Fig. 5.39 Magnitude of frequency response of a two-ray multipath channel.

three IEEE 802.11-compliant telecommunications channels can operate simultaneously in the 2.4 GHz
ISM band. This means that at most two multipath-related nulls may appear in any of the three channels.

Equation (5.147) shows that the frequencies of the multipath-related nulls are determined by the excess
delay ∆τ of the second path. The number of multipath-related nulls appearing in a WLAN channel and
their positions relative to the FM-DCSK center frequency also depend on the exact value of ∆τ . In a real
application, the excess delays and gains may vary, thus changing the frequencies of the multipath-related
nulls. To quantify this effect in the following, but using the same multipath channel for every simulation,
the parameters of model are kept constant but the center frequency of the FM-DCSK signal is varied.

5.4.2 Qualitative behavior of FM-DCSK in a two-ray multipath channel

To illustrate the effect of the two-ray multipath channel on the received signal, Fig. 5.40 shows the
spectra of the transmitted and received signals of the FM-DCSK system for T = 2 µs and RF bandwidth
2B = 17 MHz, when ∆τ = 75 ns [Kol00c].
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Fig. 5.40 The transmitted (solid curve) and received (dashed curve) spectra of an FM-DCSK system (a) when the
center frequency of the FM-DCSK signal coincides with a multipath-related null and (b) when two nulls appear
symmetrically about the center frequency.

The two possible extreme cases are shown in the figure; in the first case, the multipath-related null
coincides with the center frequency of the FM-DCSK signal, while in the second case the two nulls appear
symmetrically about the center frequency. Due to the rounded shape of the FM-DCSK spectrum, the
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loss in the received energy per bit Eb is almost the same in both cases [Ják00b]. We expect, therefore,
that the multipath performance of FM-DCSK experiences low sensitivity to the relative positions of the
center frequency and the multipath-related nulls.

It follows from the frequency response of the two-ray multipath channel shown in Fig. 5.39 that the
required RF bandwidth of an FM-DCSK transmission depends on the worst case excess delay ∆τ to be
considered in a given application. A shorter delay requires larger transmission bandwidth. This effect
can be seen clearly in Fig. 5.41, where ∆τ has been reduced from 75 ns to 25 ns. In this case, if the
multipath-related null coincides with the center frequency of the FM-DCSK system then almost the entire
energy per bit is lost, resulting in a very poor BER [KKK99a].
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Fig. 5.41 The transmitted (solid curve) and received (dashed curve) spectra of an FM-DCSK system if the excess
delay of the second path is 25 ns.

5.4.3 Quantitative behavior of FM-DCSK in a two-ray multipath channel

Figure 5.39 shows qualitatively why conventional narrow-band systems can fail catastrophically to operate
over a multipath channel. Due to high attenuation appearing about the multipath-related nulls, the SNR
becomes extremely low at the input of the receiver. Consequently, the demodulator cannot operate. The
situation becomes even worse if a carrier recovery circuit is used because a typical carrier recovery circuit
such as a phase-locked loop cannot synchronize with the carrier unless the input signal level exceeds a
certain threshold [Gar79, Lin72].

In the FM-DCSK system, the power of the radiated signal is spread over a wide frequency range. The
appearance of a multipath-related null means that part of the transmitted power is lost but the system
still operates. Of course, the lower SNR at the input of the demodulator results in a worse BER. The
special feature of FM-DCSK that it does not use carrier synchronization to perform the demodulation
makes it even more robust against multipath.

5.4.3.1 Degradation due to multipath with equal attenuations

The performance degradation of the FM-DCSK system due to multipath propagation is shown in Fig. 5.42,
where ∆τ = 75 ns. The solid curve marked with ×’s shows the noise performance without multipath
propagation. To determine the multipath performance in this example, we assumed that the transmitted
signal can propagate via two paths, the gain of each path being equal to 0.5.

The relative positions of the multipath-related nulls and the center frequency of the FM-DCSK signal
might influence the multipath performance [Kol99b]. This effect is apparent in Fig. 5.42, where the model
of the multipath channel was fixed, as shown in Fig. 5.38, but the center frequency of the FM-DCSK
signal was varied from 2.4 GHz to 2.412 GHz in steps of 2 MHz.

If a bit error rate of 10−3 is required then the average loss due to multipath is only 4.8 dB and the
variation in the loss is less than 1.2 dB. These results confirm the conjectures in 1997 [KKC97] and
1998 [KKC98] that the FM-DCSK modulation scheme could offer a good system performance under poor
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Fig. 5.42 Curves on the right side show the performance degradation caused by two-ray multipath propagation in an
FM-DCSK system. To change the relative positions of multipath-related nulls, the center frequency of the FM-DCSK
transmission was varied from 2.4 GHz to 2.412 GHz in steps of 2 MHz. For comparison, the noise performance of
FM-DCSK without multipath (solid curve with ‘×’ marks) is also shown.

propagation conditions.

5.4.3.2 Degradation due to multipath with unequal attenuations

Figure 5.42 shows the system performance achieved when two propagation paths exist and both of them
suffer equal attenuation. The degradation in system performance is less if the attenuations of the two
paths are different [KK00g]; this is illustrated in Fig. 5.43, where the difference between the attenuations
of the two paths is 10 dB. The performance degradation has been determined for different FM-DCSK
center frequencies; the dashed and dotted curves correspond to the best and worst cases, respectively.
Under these propagation conditions the average performance loss is only 2.5 dB at BER=10−3.
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Fig. 5.43 Performance degradation of FM-DCSK due to multipath propagation when the attenuation of one propa-
gation path is 10 dB higher than that of the other. The dashed and dotted curves correspond to the best and worst
cases, respectively. For comparison, the noise performance of FM-DCSK without multipath (solid curve with ‘×’
marks) is also shown.

5.4.3.3 Performance degradation in terms of bandwidth

The bandwidth of the transmitted FM-DCSK signal has the strongest influence on the multipath perfor-
mance of the system [Kis99]. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 5.44, which shows the worst-case performance
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degradation in the FM-DCSK system when the RF bandwidth is reduced to 8 MHz. The attenuations
along the two propagation paths are the same, the multipath-related nulls coincide with the center fre-
quency of the FM-DCSK signal, and ∆τ=75 ns. The performance degradation is about 13.5 dB at
BER=10−3. Recall that it was only 4.8 dB when the bandwidth of the FM-DCSK signal was set to
17 MHz. As expected, the reduced bandwidth results in poorer system performance.
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Fig. 5.44 Worst-case performance degradation caused by two-ray multipath propagation in an FM-DCSK system
when the RF bandwidth is reduced to 8 MHz (dashed curve with ‘+’ marks). For comparison, the noise performance
of FM-DCSK with 8 MHz RF bandwidth and without multipath propagation is also shown (solid curve with ‘×’
marks).

The two-ray model is a very simple way of modeling multipath channels and even this model is used
widely to analyze wireless telecommunications systems [AB00, HW01]. More accurate and relatively
complicated channel model is the PCS JTC set of models described below.

5.4.4 Quantitative behavior of the FM-DCSK in PCS JTC channels

The PCS Joint Technical Committee has recommended a comprehensive multipath channel model to
check and compare the performance of personal communications and mobile telecommunications systems
in both indoor and outdoor applications [PL95]. In indoor applications, considered here, channel models
have been developed for office, residential and commercial environments.

Each channel profile is given by the tapped delay line model shown in Fig. 5.38. To describe the various
propagation conditions, three different channel profiles, denoted by channels A, B and C, are given for
each area. The JTC model assumes that the channel profile and the channel attenuation are correlated
and it provides a statistical procedure for selecting the channel profiles as a function of attenuation.

Let the probabilities of selecting channel profiles A, B and C be denoted by P (A), P (B) and P (C),
respectively. In the JTC recommendation, these probabilities are given as a function of channel attenu-
ation.

The piecewise-linear curves that relate the probability of selecting a particular channel profile to the
channel attenuation are shown in Fig. 5.45. In addition to the probabilities P (A), P (B) and P (C), the
curves are characterized by two parameters PL1 and PL2 which correspond to the channel attenuation
at the two discontinuities of the piecewise-linear curves. Note that the probabilities P (A), P (B) and
P (C) for a given attenuation are given by the distances measured between the bounding curves.

Figure 5.45 shows, in a qualitative manner, the selection of channel profile probabilities. The exact
values of the five parameters P (A), P (B), P (C), PL1 and PL2 are given in Table 5.1 for the indoor
office, residential and commercial areas. More details on the JTC multipath channel model are given in
[PL95].
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Fig. 5.45 Probabilities of selecting channel profiles A, B and C as a function of channel attenuation in the JTC
multipath channel model.

Table 5.1 Parameters of the JTC multipath channel models for indoor office, residential and commercial areas.

Area P (A) P (B) P (C) PL1 PL2

(%) (%) (%) (dB) (dB)

Office 50 45 5 60 100
Residential 60 35 5 50 75
Commercial 50 45 5 60 100

5.4.4.1 Performance degradation in office area

FM-DCSK communications systems are potentially suitable for applications in indoor office areas, for
example, to implement wireless local area networks [KK02]. The excess delays and attenuations of each
tap in channel profiles A, B and C are given in Table 5.2.

If the attenuation of the radio channel is less than 60 dB (see Table 5.1) then only channel profile A,
i.e., a three-ray multipath channel has to be considered. The magnitude of frequency response of this
channel is shown in Fig. 5.46 (a). The performance degradation of FM-DCSK in this channel is shown
in Figure 5.47. The dashed and dash-dot curves show the best and worst results, respectively, as the
FM-DCSK center frequency is varied. The average loss in system performance is 5.8 dB at BER=10−3.
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Fig. 5.46 Magnitude of the frequency response of channel profiles A, B, and C defined by the JTC recommendation
for an indoor office area.

The propagation conditions in channels B and C are much worse. To illustrate this effect, the magni-
tude of frequency response of these channel profiles are shown in Figs. 5.46 (b) and (c). Note that due to
its many propagation paths with widespread excess delays and high attenuation, the channel has a large
attenuation over the whole FM-DCSK frequency band; it also suffers from many multipath-related nulls.
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Table 5.2 Excess delays and attenuations of the taps in the three channel profiles recommended for the indoor office
area by the PCS Joint Technical Committee.

Channel A Channel B Channel C
Excess Relative Excess Relative Excess Relative

Tap Delay Attenuation Delay Attenuation Delay Attenuation
(nsec) (dB) (nsec) (dB) (nsec) (dB)

1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 50 -3.6 50 -1.6 100 -0.9
3 100 -7.2 150 -4.7 150 -1.4
4 325 -10.1 500 -2.6
5 550 -17.1 550 -5.0
6 700 -21.7 1,125 -1.2
7 1,650 -10.0
8 2,375 -21.7
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Fig. 5.47 Performance degradation in an FM-DCSK system caused by channel profile A in the indoor office appli-
cation. The dashed and dash-dot curves show the best and worst results when the FM-DCSK center frequency is
varied. For comparison, the noise performance without multipath (solid curve with ‘×’ marks) is also plotted.
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Table 5.3 Excess delays and attenuations of the taps in the three channel profiles recommended for the indoor
residential area by the PCS Joint Technical Committee.

Channel A Channel B Channel C
Excess Relative Excess Relative Excess Relative

Tap Delay Attenuation Delay Attenuation Delay Attenuation
(nsec) (dB) (nsec) (dB) (nsec) (dB)

1 0 0 0 0 0 -4.6
2 50 -9.4 50 -2.9 50 0
3 100 -18.9 100 -5.8 150 -4.3
4 150 -8.7 225 -6.5
5 200 -11.6 400 -3.0
6 250 -14.5 525 -15.2
7 300 -17.4 750 -21.7
8 350 -20.3

In the worst case, the attenuation of the radio channel is greater than 100 dB and channel profiles A,
B and C have to be considered with probabilities of 50%, 45% and 5%, respectively, in the simulations, as
shown in Table 5.1. The performance degradation of an FM-DCSK system in this environment is shown in
Fig. 5.48. The dashed, dash-dot, and dotted curves correspond to different FM-DCSK center frequencies:
2.4 GHz, 2.41 GHz and 2.42 GHz, respectively. Note that the average loss in system performance is only
11.2 dB at BER=10−3, even in this worst-case situation.
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Fig. 5.48 Worst-case performance degradation in an FM-DCSK system when the channel attenuation exceeds 100 dB
in the indoor office application. For comparison, the noise performance without multipath (solid curve with ‘×’ marks)
is also plotted.

5.4.4.2 Performance degradation in residential area

The indoor residential area is another possible application environment for FM-DCSK communications
systems [KK00b, KK00d]. The excess delays and attenuations for the taps in channel profiles A, B and
C are given in Table 5.3. The channel profiles in the frequency domain, i.e., the magnitude of their
frequency response, are shown in Fig. 5.49.

Table 5.1 shows that, in the worst case, the channel attenuation becomes greater than 75 dB and
channel profiles A, B and C have to be considered with probabilities of 60%, 35% and 5%, respectively.
The performance degradation of an FM-DCSK system in this environment is shown in Figure 5.50. The
dashed and dash-dot curves give the best and worst noise performance as the FM-DCSK center frequency
is varied. The average loss in system performance is only 9.5 dB at BER=10−3, even in this worst-case
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Fig. 5.49 Magnitude of the frequency response of channel profiles A, B and C defined by the JTC recommendation
for an indoor residential area.

situation.
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Fig. 5.50 Best- (dashed) and worst-case (dash-dot) performance degradation in an FM-DCSK system when the
channel attenuation exceeds 75 dB in the indoor residential application. For comparison, the noise performance
without multipath (solid curve with ‘×’ marks) is also plotted.

5.4.4.3 Performance degradation in commercial area

The third potential application environment for FM-DCSK for which a JTC channel model has been
developed is the indoor commercial area [KKJK02]. The excess delays and attenuations for each tap are
given in Table 5.4.

In the worst case, the attenuation of the radio channel exceeds 100 dB. Usage of channel profiles A, B
and C have to be considered with probabilities of 50%, 45% and 5%, respectively, as given in Table 5.1.
The magnitude of frequency response of channel profiles to be used in the case of indoor commercial area
are shown in Fig. 5.51. The performance degradation of an FM-DCSK system in this environment is
shown in Figure 5.52. The dashed and dash-dot curves show the best and worst result as the FM-DCSK
center frequency is varied. The average loss in system performance is 11.0 dB at BER=10−3 in this
worst-case situation.

5.4.5 Summary

In this Section the performance of the FM-DCSK modulation scheme under different propagation con-
ditions was evaluated. Due to the wide-band property of transmitted signal, FM-DCSK offers excellent
multipath performance. We have determined the performance of an FM-DCSK radio system which has
been designed for a WLAN application and which operates in the 2.4 GHz ISM frequency band with
an IEEE 802.11-compliant channel spacing. Our simulation results show that FM-DCSK performs ex-
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Table 5.4 Excess delays and attenuations of the taps in the three channel profiles recommended for the indoor
commercial area by the PCS Joint Technical Committee.

Channel A Channel B Channel C
Excess Relative Excess Relative Excess Relative

Tap Delay Attenuation Delay Attenuation Delay Attenuation
(nsec) (dB) (nsec) (dB) (nsec) (dB)

1 0 0 0 -4.6 0 0
2 50 -2.9 50 0 50 -0.4
3 100 -5.8 150 -4.3 250 -6.0
4 150 -8.7 225 -6.5 300 -2.5
5 200 -11.6 400 -3.0 550 -4.5
6 525 -15.2 800 -1.2
7 750 -21.7 2,050 -17.0
8 2,675 -10.0
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Fig. 5.51 Magnitude of the frequency response of channel profiles A, B and C defined by the JTC recommendation
for an indoor commercial area.
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Fig. 5.52 Best- (dashed) and worst-case (dash-dot) performance degradation in an FM-DCSK system when the
channel attenuation exceeds 100 dB in the indoor commercial application. For comparison, the noise performance
without multipath (solid curve with ‘×’ marks) is also plotted.
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tremely well over a radio channel suffering from multipath attenuation. If two propagation paths with
equal attenuation are present, ∆τ ≥ 75 ns and the bandwidth of the FM-DCSK signal is 17 MHz then
the average performance loss is less than 5 dB for FM-DCSK.

The INSPECT FM-DCSK system has also been analyzed in indoor environments using channel models
developed by PCS Joint Technical Committee. We have quantified the multipath performance of FM-
DCSK in indoor office, residential and commercial environments. The average loss in FM-DCSK system
performance varies from 5.8 dB to 11.2 dB in these applications.





6
Implementation of FM-DCSK
receiver using Intersil chipset

One of the main goals of the INSPECT Esprit Project was the design and implementation of a digital
telecommunication system using chaotic carrier. A detailed description of INSPECT Project is given in
[inn01].

The INSPECT telecommunication system operates in the 2400–2483.5 MHz Industrial Scientific and
Medical (ISM) band reserved for unlicensed radio systems. To provide interoperability among the WLAN
systems offered by the different vendors, the IEEE 802.11 WLAN standard has been developed [And01,
Zyr01, ZP01]. This standard covers both Direct Sequence (DS) and Frequency Hopping (FH) Spread
Spectrum (SS) techniques for WLAN radio communications [And97]. The standard provides rules for
both the Media Access Control (MAC) and Physical (PHY) layers of the network [Fak98]. The goal
of INSPECT Project was the implementation of a chaotic communication system which follows the
recommendations of IEEE 802.11 standard.

The duties of Chaotic Systems Team of BUTE-DMIS in the INSPECT Project were:

• Elaboration of modulation scheme to be used;
• Development of a fast system-level simulator for the telecommunication system;
• System-level design of transmitter and receiver of the prototype system using the simulator;
• Detailed analysis of the telecommunication system, i.e., determination of its noise performance in

various propagation conditions (noisy, bandlimited, and multipath channels).

As described in Sec. 2.2.6, the FM-DCSK modulation scheme provides a robust solution to chaotic
communications. In particular, as shown in Sec. 5.4, a wide-band FM-DCSK system offers a good noise
performance in multipath channels. Therefore in the prototype chaotic telecommunication system the
FM-DCSK modulation scheme has been used to transmit the information. The FM-DCSK simulator
that was used for both system design and analysis was described in detail in Chapter 5. In this Chapter
one of the main duties of Chaotic Systems Team, namely, the design of FM-DCSK receiver, is discussed
in detail. The design of transmitter part is described in [Ják01].

Based on the system-level design, the implementation of FM-DCSK transmitter and receiver was
carried out by the research groups of Centro Nacional de Microelectrónica (CNM, Seville) and Electronic
Circuit Design Laboratory at Helsinki University of Technology (HUT-ECDL).

In Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 two main system parameters, the bit duration and total RF bandwidth of
transmitted signal, used in the implemented system are determined. After that, in Section 6.2, the receiver
architecture proposed for implementation in the INSPECT FM-DCSK system is presented. In particular,
it is discussed in detail how the FM-DCSK receiver can be built using PRISM1 II chipset manufactured
by Intersil Corporation. This implementation requires the transformation of block diagram of FM-DCSK

1PRISM is a registered trademark of Intersil Corporation.
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receiver in such a way that the demodulation is performed using the digitized in-phase and quadrature
components of the received signal.

The oscillators used at both the transmitter and receiver introduce both phase- and frequency error
which may degrade the noise performance of the system. The effect of these errors on the noise perfor-
mance is determined in Sec. 6.3.1. The transmitted bit is recovered by means of a digital demodulator,
the input signals of demodulator are converted to digital domain. In Sections 6.3.2 and 6.3.3 the effect of
sampling frequency and resolution of A/D converters on the noise performance of FM-DCSK system is
determined and the values of these system parameters used in the built system are determined. Finally,
the parameters of implemented FM-DCSK system are summarized in Sec. 6.3.4.

6.1 EFFECT OF MAIN PARAMETERS ON THE PERFORMANCE OF FM-DCSK SYSTEM

The main system parameters of FM-DCSK radio, namely the bit duration and RF bandwidth were
determined in [Ják01]; here we give a short summary of these results. The effect of these parameters on
the noise performance is determined and the values which were used in the built system are given below.
The bit error rate was determined for different values of T and B. The BER was evaluated by simulation
because the theoretical results [Kol00d] about the BER of FM-DCSK system were not available when
the system was designed.

6.1.1 Bit duration

Figure 6.1 shows the effect of bit duration on the noise performance of FM-DCSK. The BER for RF
bandwidth of 17 MHz and bit durations of 1, 2, 4, and 8 µs is shown by solid, dashed, dash-dot, and
dotted curves, respectively. The curves show the analytical predictions of (2.20) (see [Kol00d]), while the
results of simulations are by given ’+’ marks.
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Fig. 6.1 Effect of bit duration on the noise performance of FM-DCSK. The BER for bit durations 1, 2, 4, and 8 µs
is shown by solid, dashed, dash-dot, and dotted curves, respectively.

Observe that there is a perfect agreement between theoretical results and those of simulations in
Fig. 6.1. As suggested by the theoretical results given in (2.20), the bit duration has a strong influence on
noise performance [Kol00d]. For constant bandwidth, the BER measured as a function of Eb/N0 becomes
worse for longer T . This means that shorter bit duration results not only in higher data rate, but also in a
lower bit error rate. Moreover, as shown in Sec. 6.3.1, the performance degradation caused by frequency
error in FM-DCSK system can be reduced by decreasing the bit duration. When the bit duration to be
used in the built system is selected, then it has to be also taken into account that shorter bit duration
requires faster clock recovery circuit. In order to avoid implementation problems in the clock recovery
circuit caused by too high data rate, the bit duration of INSPECT FM-DCSK system was set to 2 µs.
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6.1.2 Bandwidth of transmitted signal

The effect of RF bandwidth on the noise performance is shown in Fig. 6.2, where the bit duration is
2 µs and the BER is plotted for RF channel bandwidths 8, 17, and 34 MHz by solid, dash-dot, and
dotted curves, respectively. As in Fig. 6.1, the theoretical results [Kol00d] are plotted by curves and the
simulated ones are shown by ’+’ marks. The expression giving the noise performance of an FM-DCSK
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Fig. 6.2 Effect of RF channel bandwidth on the noise performance of FM-DCSK. The BER is plotted for bandwidths
8, 17, and 34 MHz by solid, dash-dot, and dotted curves, respectively.

system [Kol00d] shows that the noise performance depends on BT . Therefore if BT is kept constant then
the bit error rate is the same for different values of B and T as shown in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2.

For constant Eb/N0 and T , the larger bandwidth results in a higher BER. However, as shown in Sec. 5.4,
the bandwidth of transmitted signal has to be large enough to reduce the performance degradation caused
by the multipath propagation. The bandwidth of transmitted signal is equal to that of channel filter to
exploit the bandwidth available. Consequently, the bandwidth to be used in the implemented system also
depends on those of filters which can be purchased on the market. As shown in Sec. 5.4, if the total RF
bandwidth of transmitted signal is set to 17 MHz, then the performance degradation of FM-DCSK system
in indoor environments is acceptable. Moreover, off-the-shelf channel filter with 17 MHz bandwidth is
available. Therefore in the INSPECT FM-DCSK system the bandwidth of transmitted signal and that
of channel filter was set to 17 MHz.

6.2 PROPOSED RECEIVER ARCHITECTURE

The INSPECT FM-DCSK receiver architecture proposed for implementation is developed in this section.
The implementation of receiver is based on the main system parameters determined in Sec. 6.1 and in
[Ják01]. First the block diagram of RF FM-DCSK receiver and the idea of demodulation of FM-DCSK
signals is summarized. Then the blocks of PRISM II chipset developed by Intersil Corporation for WLAN
applications is discussed. The FM-DCSK receiver was implemented using this chipset. The main problem
in the implementation was to show how the FM-DCSK receiver could be built using the parts of PRISM
II. As shown below, the solution to this problem is the transformation of the block diagram of FM-DCSK
receiver in such a way that the transformed block diagram becomes implementable by means of the
PRISM chipset. In this solution many ICs of the chipset can be used directly in the FM-DCSK receiver.
However, the baseband processor of PRISM II cannot be used to implement the FM-DCSK demodulator.
Therefore the demodulator part of the receiver has to be built using an FPGA device.

The parameters of transmitter part (clock frequency and resolution of chaos generator, frequency
sensitivity) of FM-DCSK system were determined in [Ják01]. The bit duration and bandwidth of trans-
mitted signal and that of channel filter were determined in Secs. 6.1.1 and 6.1.2, respectively. These
parameters are summarized in Table 6.1. Based on these parameters the receiver architecture proposed
for implementation is developed below.
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Table 6.1 Main parameters of FM-DCSK radio system to be implemented.

Parameter Selected value

Modulation FM-DCSK
Bit duration 2 µs

Clock frequency of chaos generator 20 MHz
Resolution of chaos generator 10 bits

Frequency sensitivity 7.8 MHz/V
Total RF bandwidth 17 MHz

Carrier frequency 2.474 GHz

As described in Sec. 2.2.6, in FM-DCSK system the demodulation is performed by correlation. The
block diagram of FM-DCSK receiver is shown in Fig. 6.3. First the received signal is filtered by the
channel filter to suppress unwanted out-of-band signals and noise. Then the energy per bit of FM-DCSK
signals is determined by correlating the consecutive reference and information-bearing sample functions.
The decision is made by a level comparator. The transformation of this receiver according to the PRISM
II chipset is given in detail below.
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Fig. 6.3 Block diagram for the demodulation of FM-DCSK signals.

The implemented radio system is based on PRISM chipset of Intersil Corporation which chipset was
chosen by the INSPECT consortium. The PRISM chipset is one of the world leader in the integrated
solutions for wireless networking systems [JP98]. In particular, the PRISM II chipset provides a complete
solution from antenna to bit for indoor WLAN applications [Int99]. This radio operates in the 2.4 GHz
ISM frequency band with different data rates (1, 2, 5.5, and 11 Mbit/s). The block diagram illustrating
a radio receiver based on PRISM II is shown in Fig. 6.4.

In this superheterodyne structure the received RF signal is filtered first to suppress the image frequen-
cies. Then the received signal is transposed to the IF frequency by a mixer. The channel selection is
performed at IF and then the IF signal is converted into its low-pass equivalent by a quadrature mixer.
The demodulation is performed by a baseband processor using the digital versions of the in-phase and
quadrature components of received signal. The baseband processor implements a RAKE receiver with
DPSK demodulator [Int01]. In order to implement the FM-DCSK receiver we have to select those from
the PRISM blocks which can be also used in an FM-DCSK receiver. Observe that the RF filter, the RF/IF
converter, the channel filter, and the quadrature mixer are independent of the modulation scheme used.
Therefore these components can be used in the FM-DCSK receiver. However, the baseband processor
cannot be used for the demodulation of FM-DCSK signals. Therefore the demodulator is implemented
using an FPGA device in the prototype INSPECT FM-DCSK system. In the INSPECT demodulator
the energy per bit of received signal is determined using the in-phase and quadrature components taken
from the output of quadrature mixer. It is shown below that how the demodulation can be performed
using these components of received signal.

The low-pass equivalent model of the FM-DCSK demodulator was derived in Sec. 5.1.3.1. The block
diagram of low-pass demodulator is shown in Fig. 5.15 and the correlator output z(t) is expressed by
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Fig. 6.4 Block diagram of a radio receiver implemented using PRISM II chipset.

(5.65). This equation is repeated here for convenience:

z(t) =
1
2
Re

[∫ t

t−T/2

r̃(τ)r̃∗(τ − T/2) exp(jωcT/2) dτ

]
(6.1)

where the in-phase and quadrature components rI(t) and rQ(t) are used to perform the demodulation.
The quadrature mixer of PRISM II chipset generates the quadrature components of received signal. To

get the observation signal as a function of these components let us substitute the quadrature components
rI(t) and rQ(t) of the received signal into (6.1). Then the correlator output is obtained as

z(t) =
1
2

∫ t

t−T/2

Re
([

rI(τ) + jrQ(τ)
][

rI(τ − T/2)− jrQ(τ − T/2)
][

cos(ωcT/2) + j sin(ωcT/2)
])

dτ

=
1
2

∫ t

t−T/2

[
rI(τ)rI(τ − T/2) + rQ(τ)rQ(τ − T/2)

]
cos(ωcT/2)

+
[
rI(τ)rQ(τ − T/2)− rQ(τ)rI(τ − T/2)

]
sin(ωcT/2)dτ.

(6.2)

Equation (6.2) gives the correlator output signal in the continuous-time case. In the implemented system
the in-phase and quadrature components of received signal are discretized both in time and amplitude
and the demodulation is performed by digital correlators. Let the discretized versions of rI(t) and rQ(t)
be denoted by rIq [k] and rQq [k]. The division by 2 in (6.2) can be omitted since it has no influence on
the operation of the receiver. Then the output signal z[k] of the discrete-time demodulator is

z[k] =
k∑

l=k−Ns
2 +1

[(
rIq [l]rIq [l −Ns/2] + rQq [l]rQq [l −Ns/2]

)
cos(ωcT/2)

+
(
rIq [l]rQq [l −Ns/2]− rQq [l]rIq [l −Ns/2]

)
sin(ωcT/2)

]
.

(6.3)

Assuming that the delay T/2 of the correlator is an entire multiple of the carrier period, i.e., ωcT/2 = 2mπ,
m = 0,±1,±2, . . ., (6.3) becomes

z[k] =
k∑

l=k−Ns
2 +1

(
rIq [l]rIq [l −Ns/2] + rQq [l]rQq [l −Ns/2]

)
. (6.4)
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In the implemented communications systems Tc ¿ T/2 and the effect of noninteger carrier period
(ωcT/2 6= 2mπ) on the performance is negligible. According to (6.2), that in the noise-free case z(t)
is equal to −(−1)biEb/2, where Eb denotes the energy per bit of transmitted signal s(t). In contrast,
the energy per bit of discrete-time signals is determined in (6.4). From the definition [OS89] of energy of
continuous-time and discrete-time signals it follows that z[k] = −(−1)biEbfcorr in the noise-free case.

As a summary of our results, the block diagram of FM-DCSK receiver to be implemented is shown in
Fig. 6.5.
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Fig. 6.5 Transformed block diagram of FM-DCSK receiver.

As shown in Fig. 5.4 the in-phase and quadrature components are obtained by multiplying the band-
pass signal by 2 cos(ωct) and −2 sin(ωct) before low-pass filtering. The multiplication by factor 2 is
omitted in both branches in Fig. 6.5 because it has no effect on the operation of receiver. To provide the
quadrature components the local oscillator a phase shifter is used.

Observe that in this receiver the correlation for both the in-phase and quadrature components have
to be determined and added to obtain the observation signal. This requires two multiplications but only
one digital integrator as shown in Fig. 6.5.

Based on the block diagram shown in Fig. 6.5 and using the selected system parameters the FM-
DCSK receiver was implemented by the research group of HUT-ECDL. The detailed block diagram of
the implemented receiver is shown in Fig. 6.6.

The analog parts of PRISM chipset, i.e., the RF part, the RF/IF converter, and the quadrature mixer
constitute the analog front-end of the receiver. This means that the received signal is bandlimited,
amplified, and converted into its in-phase and quadrature components by these devices. The output
signals of quadrature mixer is converted into digital signals and demodulated without any postprocessing
or amplification. The level diagram of the receiver was designed by Intersil for the same communications
applications as the FM-DCSK radio. Therefore this level diagram was accepted by us and there was no
need to design the level diagram again. Similarly, the overall noise figure and linearity properties of a
receiver are determined by the analog front-end. Therefore it was not necessary to calculate the noise
figure and the nonlinearity of the receiver and these problems are not discussed here.

The analog circuits of receiver are parts of PRISM II chipset given below. The received RF signal
having carrier frequency of 2.474 GHz is first filtered by an image rejection filter and is transposed to
the intermediate frequency (IF). The IF in this receiver is set to 374 MHz [PC00]. The RF/IF converter
is implemented by the HFA3683A chip [Int00a]. The channel selection filtering is performed at IF by a
SAW filter manufactured by Sawtek [Saw99]. The gains of both the RF/IF converter and the quadrature
mixer are controlled by an AGC circuit. The quadrature mixer is implemented by HFA3783 [Int00b] chip
of PRISM II. The signals of oscillators are generated from a 10 MHz reference signal by phase-locked
loops both in the RF/IF converter and in the quadrature mixer. HFA3783 contains two programmable
filters that are used to select the low-frequency components at the outputs of multipliers. The in-phase
and quadrature components generated in this chip are converted into digital signals before demodulation.
The analog-to-digital conversion is performed by a dual A/D converter (AD9288) fabricated by Analog
Devices [Ana99]. As it will be shown in Secs. 6.3.2 and 6.3.3, the sampling frequency and minimum
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resolution required for the A/D converter are 20 MHz and 6 bits, respectively. The clock signal of A/D
converters is provided by the clock generator in the FPGA.

The output signals of A/D converter are demodulated using digital correlators. The FM-DCSK de-
modulator including clock recovery is implemented by a Flex10k100ARC240-2 chip produced by Altera
[Alt99]. As given in Sec. 6.1.1 the bit duration of FM-DCSK system is set to 2 µs. Since the sampling
frequency is 20 MHz, the number of samples per bit is Ns = 40. The input signals of correlators are
delayed by half of the samples per bit, i.e., by 20 samples. The demodulation of digital signals is carried
out as given in (6.4) and the recovered bit stream is provided at the output of FPGA. The clock recovery
to synchronize the decision time instants are performed by an early-late phase-locked loop. The recovered
clock signal is obtained from the output of clock generator. In addition, this part of the demodulator
produces the reference signals for PLLs of the analog ICs and the clock signals for A/D converters. The
reference signal for clock generation is taken from a crystal oscillator having 80 MHz frequency. The
details of implementation task of INSPECT FM-DCSK radio system and the comparison of theoretical,
simulated results and measurements are given in [KAK+01].

As summarized above, during the implementation of INSPECT FM-DCSK radio, instead of designing
both the analog front-end and digital demodulator, the analog parts of PRISM II chipset was used and
the demodulator was implemented using an FPGA. Therefore it was not necessary to design the level
diagram, to calculate the overall noise figure, and to consider the nonlinearity of amplifiers.

Since there is no carrier recovery at the FM-DCSK receiver, the oscillators used at the transmitter
and receiver introduce both phase- and frequency errors which may degrade the noise performance. The
effect of these errors and a method to reduce their influence on the noise performance is discussed in
Sec. 6.3.1.

The proposed structure of FM-DCSK receiver requires the A/D conversion of in-phase and quadrature
components of received signal. The parameters of A/D converters, i.e., resolution and sampling frequency,
have strong influence on the noise performance of FM-DCSK system. As summarized above, the values
which are used in the built system are 6 bits and 20 MHz, respectively. The determination of these system
parameters and the effect of these parameters on the noise performance are discussed in Secs. 6.3.2 and
6.3.3.

6.3 EFFECT OF RECEIVER PARAMETERS ON THE PERFORMANCE OF FM-DCSK SYSTEM

6.3.1 Effect of phase and frequency errors

The FM-DCSK receiver architecture proposed for implementation was described above. In this sec-
tion the effect of phase- and frequency error on the noise performance of FM-DCSK system using this
superheterodyne architecture is determined.

Let the overall phase- and frequency error be denoted by ∆θ and ∆ω, respectively. The block diagram
of FM-DCSK receiver used to model the effect of phase- and frequency error is shown in Fig. 6.7.
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Fig. 6.7 Block diagram of FM-DCSK receiver used to determine the effect of phase- and frequency error on the
noise performance.
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In the studied model the overall phase- and frequency error arising at the transmitter and receiver are
introduced as errors in the local oscillator signal used at the quadrature mixer of the receiver as shown
in Fig. 6.7.

The received RF signal is denoted by r(t). The in-phase and quadrature components r̂I(t) and r̂Q(t)
are generated by a local oscillator that is characterized by a phase- ∆θ and frequency ∆ω error. These
signals are converted into their discrete-time versions r̂Iq

[k] and r̂Qq
[k] and then used as input signals to

the correlators. Observe that in this model the detection of one bit is studied, i.e., the effect of reception
of bit streams is not considered here. Based on this model the effect of phase- and frequency error on the
noise performance is determined below.

Let both the phase- and frequency errors considered simultaneously. The derivation of observation
signal is given in Sec. A.1 in the Appendix. From (A.8) the observation signal takes the form

z =cos(∆ωT/2)
Ns∑

k= Ns
2 +1

(rIq [k]rIq [k −Ns/2] + rQq [k]rQq [k −Ns/2])

+ sin(∆ωT/2)
Ns∑

k= Ns
2 +1

(−rIq
[k]rQq

[k −Ns/2] + rQq
[k]rIq

[k −Ns/2]).

(6.5)

The expression given by (6.5) gives the observation signal as a function of the phase- and frequency errors.
Observe that the phase error has no effect on z. The observation signal consists of two terms. The first
term is equal to the observation signal without frequency error multiplied by cos(∆ωT/2). The second
term is equal to zero in the noise-free case. Observe that z depends on the product ∆ωT , i.e., the effect
of frequency error can be reduced by decreasing the bit duration. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.8, where the
effect of frequency error on the noise performance is shown. The Eb/N0 values required for BER= 10−3

are plotted as a function of frequency error. The bit error rate is degraded for higher values of frequency
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Fig. 6.8 Effect of frequency error on the noise performance of FM-DCSK system. The Eb/N0 values required for
BER= 10−3 are plotted as a function of frequency error. The results are shown for T = 1, 2, and 4 µs bit durations
by dash-dot, dotted, and solid curves, respectively.

error, as expected. However, the degradation depends on the bit duration as shown in (6.5).
In the implemented FM-DCSK radio system CX-2 type crystal oscillators manufactured by Statek

are used [APS99]. The accuracy of this oscillator is ±5 ppm, the frequency stability is ±10 ppm (-10◦C
to 70◦C), and the aging is 5 ppm/year. These oscillators are used at both the transmitter and the
receiver. Let us assume that the maximum frequency error of oscillators is ±15 ppm. In worst-case,
the frequency error of oscillators at the transmitter is +15 ppm, while at the receiver -15 ppm. As
given in Table 6.1, the carrier is set to 2.474 GHz. Therefore the overall worst-case frequency error is
2.474 · 109 · 2 · 15 · 10−6 = 74.22 kHz.

Figure 6.8 shows that the degradation at 75 kHz frequency error is 0.3, 0.9, and 4 dB for T = 1, 2,
and 4 µs, respectively. The bit duration of the system to be built is equal to 2 µs as given in Table 6.1.
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Therefore the worst-case implementation loss due to frequency error is 0.9 dB. This means that the
FM-DCSK system is robust enough to tolerate the worst-case frequency error.

The effect of phase- and frequency error on the performance of FM-DCSK communications system
was determined in this section. The observation signal was determined when both phase- and frequency
errors are introduced in the model. In this case the phase error also has no effect on the performance. It
was shown that the effect of frequency error on the bit error rate can be controlled by the bit duration.
Namely, the effect of frequency error can be decreased by reducing the bit duration.

6.3.2 Sampling frequency of correlators

In Section 6.2 a superheterodyne architecture was proposed to implement the receiver of FM-DCSK
telecommunications system. The RF signal is transposed to the IF frequency at the receiver and the
channel selection is performed at the IF frequency. The in-phase and quadrature components of the
IF signal are generated by a quadrature mixer. These components are converted into the discrete-time
domain by A/D converters. The demodulation is performed by discrete-time correlators. Our goal is to
determine the effect of sampling frequency of A/D converters on the performance of FM-DCSK system.
To do that, the bit error rate is determined below both theoretically and by simulation. Based on the
theoretical results, the value of sampling frequency for the implemented FM-DCSK receiver is determined.

The low-pass equivalent model of FM-DCSK receiver which is used to determine the effect of sampling
frequency is shown in Fig. 6.9. The in-phase and quadrature components rI(t) and rQ(t) of the filtered
noisy signal are converted into discrete-time domain to obtain rI [k] and rQ[k]. This means that the effect
of resolution of A/D converters is not considered here.
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Fig. 6.9 Block diagram of low-pass equivalent model of FM-DCSK receiver to determine the effect of sampling
frequency of correlators on the noise performance.

From Equation (6.4), the observation signal z in the implemented system is

z =
Ns∑

k= Ns
2 +1

(
rI [k]rI [k −Ns/2] + rQ[k]rQ[k −Ns/2]

)
. (6.6)

In an FM-DCSK receiver the energy per bit is determined to perform the demodulation. Equation (6.6)
shows that the energy per bit is determined using sampled noisy versions of in-phase and quadrature
components of received signal. Therefore, the FM-DCSK receiver can be considered as a discrete-time
noisy estimator of energy per bit of a stochastic signal. As summarized in Chapter 2.2, a chaotic signal
with randomly chosen initial condition is modeled as a stochastic signal. The mean and variance of power
estimation was derived in the literature [Kol94]. Following the derivation given in that work, the mean
and variance of estimation is derived below. Using these results the bit error rate is determined.
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6.3.2.1 Determination of noise performance

It is known from the literature [Hay94] that when the observation signal has a Gaussian distribution,
then the BER is given as a function of the variance of z by

BER =
1
2
erfc

(
d12/2√
2Var[z]

)
. (6.7)

where d12 denotes the distance between the message points belonging to b1 = 1 and b2 = 0.
It has been shown in the literature that the observation signal in FM-DCSK system has non-Gaussian

distribution [Kol00b]. However, simulations have shown that the observation signal can be approximated
by a Gaussian distribution. Therefore we assume that the BER of FM-DCSK can be calculated using
(6.7).

First the distance of message points d12 is determined. It is equal to the difference between the
expected values of z calculated for b = 1 and b = 0, i.e.,

d12 = E[z]
∣∣∣
b=1

− E[z]
∣∣∣
b=0

(6.8)

The expression of E[z] is derived in Sec. A.2 in the Appendix. From (A.15) the distance of message
points is obtained as

d12 = 2Ebfcorr (6.9)

To calculate the BER the variance of z is also determined. It is obtained as

Var[z] = E[z2]− (E[z])2 (6.10)

The derivation of the expression for the variance is given in detail in Sec. A.2. From (A.49) the variance
is obtained as a function of the number of samples per bit as

Var[z] =

Ns
2∑

h=−Ns
2 +1

(
Ns

2
− |h|

) ([
RsI (h) + RsQ(h)

][
2RnIf

(h) + RnIf
(h−Ns/2) + RnIf

(h + Ns/2)
]

+ 2(RnIf
(h))2 + 2RnIf

(h + Ns/2)RnIf
(h−Ns/2)

)

(6.11)

where the autocorrelation functions of sI [k], sQ[k], and nIf
[k] are denoted by RsI

(h), RsQ
(h), and

RnIf
(h), respectively. Note that these autocorrelation functions all depend on the number of samples

per bit and the sampling frequency.
Using (6.7), (6.9), and (6.11) the bit error rate can be calculated by

BER =
1
2
erfc

(
Ebfcorr√
2Var[z]

)
. (6.12)

The effect of sampling frequency of A/D converters on the noise performance of FM-DCSK system
can be determined using (6.11) and (6.12). This result is compared with those obtained by simulations
below.

6.3.2.2 Verification of theoretical results by simulations

The theoretical result derived above for the BER is verified by simulations. To calculate Var[z] using
(6.11) the autocorrelation functions RsI

(h) and RsQ
(h) of the in-phase and quadrature components

of transmitted signal have to be determined. However, analytical expression for the autocorrelation
function of frequency modulated chaotic signals has not yet been derived. Therefore, RsI (h) and RsQ(h)
are determined by simulations.
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The autocorrelation function RnIf
(h) of in-phase component of channel noise is given by [Hay94]

RnIf
(h) = PnIf

sin(2πBh/fcorr)
2πBh/fcorr

(6.13)

The analytical result given by (6.12) is verified for the following parameter values: 2B = 17 MHz and
T = 2 µs. As given in Table 6.1, these values of RF bandwidth and bit duration have been proposed
for the implemented INSPECT FM-DCSK radio system. The bit error rate was calculated for different
values of the sampling frequency. The Eb/N0 values required to reach BER=10−3 are plotted as a
function of fcorr in Fig. 6.10. The theoretical results based on (6.12) are plotted by solid line while the
simulation results are given by ’+’ marks. The Eb/N0 values at BER=10−3 are lower for larger sampling
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Fig. 6.10 Performance degradation of FM-DCSK system as a function of the sampling frequency of correlators.

frequencies, as expected. However, above a certain value of fcorr the Eb/N0 value is not reduced, i.e., the
noise performance is not improved. We expect that this threshold value is about the Nyquist frequency,
which is equal to fcorr = 2B = 17 MHz here. The curve in Fig. 6.10 confirms this expectation because the
performance is improved by increasing fcorr below 20 MHz and above this value the BER is approximately
constant. The results derived here also show that how large the performance degradation is if the Nyquist
condition is not satisfied. For example if a 0.5 dB implementation loss can be tolerated, then Fig. 6.10
shows that the sampling frequency of correlators can be reduced from 20 MHz to 15 MHz.

6.3.2.3 Summary

The effect of sampling frequency of correlators on the noise performance of FM-DCSK receiver was
determined above. The bit error rate as a function of sampling frequency was derived. The results
above show that if the Nyquist condition is satisfied during the sampling in the A/D converters then the
sampling frequency high enough, i.e., it does not increase the variance of observation signal. Moreover,
using the results derived, the performance degradation can be determined for those values of fcorr which
are lower than the Nyquist frequency.

In the FM-DCSK system implemented in the INSPECT Project the total RF bandwidth of transmitted
signal was set to 17 MHz, as given in Table 6.1. According to our results the sampling frequency of
correlators was set to 20 MHz in the INSPECT FM-DCSK radio system.

6.3.3 Effect of quantization

As shown in Sec. 6.2, the structure proposed for the implementation of the FM-DCSK receiver is a super-
heterodyne [Dix94] architecture. The IF signal is converted into its in-phase and quadrature components
by a quadrature mixer. After an analog-to-digital conversion, the in-phase and quadrature signals are
demodulated using discrete-time correlators.

The low-pass equivalent model of the receiver is shown in Fig. 6.11. In this model, the in-phase and
quadrature components cI(t) and cQ(t) of the received signal are corrupted by those of additive channel
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noise nI(t) and nQ(t), respectively. The noisy signal w(t) is filtered by the channel filter. The filtered
signals rI(t) and rQ(t) are discretized both in time and amplitude to obtain the input signals rIq

[k] and
rQq [k] of the digital correlators. As given in (6.6), the correlator output signal is

z =
Ns∑

k= Ns
2 +1

(
rIq

[l]rIq
[l −Ns/2] + rQq

[l]rQq
[l −Ns/2]

)
(6.14)
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Fig. 6.11 Block diagram of low-pass equivalent model of FM-DCSK receiver to investigate the effect of A/D con-
version on the noise performance.

Our goal is to determine the effect of amplitude quantization on the noise performance of the system.
The BER of telecommunications systems is generally expressed as a function of Eb/N0. The BER of
FM-DCSK system has been derived analytically for additive white Gaussian noise in [Kol00d]. As it has
been shown in that work and is given in Sec. 2.2.6, the bit error rate of FM-DCSK depends not only on
the Eb/N0 ratio but also on the value of BT .

Quantization introduces a distortion which degrades the noise performance. In this section the effect
of quantization is modeled by additive quantization noise known from the literature [Sch93, Sch94]. This
means that in the model the in-phase and quadrature components of FM-DCSK signal are corrupted by
channel noise and quantization noise.

The probability distribution of quantization noise is assumed to be uniform. Since the BER of FM-
DCSK system can be determined only for AWGN, we assume that the sum of additive channel noise and
quantization noise is Gaussian. Although the sum of these noise components has not exactly a Gaussian
distribution, this approximation allows us to derive an analytical expression for the BER. The theoretical
results are in a very good agreement with the results of simulations.

In the case of quantization, the BER also depends on the parameters of A/D converter. These param-
eters are the sampling frequency, the resolution and the full-scale range of A/D converter [Zol97]. Since
the level of received signal may vary in a wide range, the full-scale range of A/D converters has to be
adjusted to the level of received signal in the simulations. The value of full-scale range is determined
from the amplitude of received signal and is changed in an adaptive manner during the simulation.

6.3.3.1 Model of quantization

To determine the effect of quantization on the noise performance, the functional block diagram of analog-
to-digital converters shown in Fig. 6.12 is used.

The input signals rI(t) and rQ(t) of the A/D converters are sampled using sampling frequency fcorr.
After that the discrete-time signals rI [k] and rQ[k] are quantized in amplitude by uniform quantizers to
obtain the input signals rIq [k] and rQq [k] of the correlators. As it was shown in Sec. 5.2.4.9, hard limiters
are used in the quantizers to limit the full-scale range into the interval (−L,L). The resolution of A/D
converters is equal to Rr bits.

Since the filtering is a linear operation, the in-phase component rI(t) of filtered noisy signal can be
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Fig. 6.12 Functional block diagram of A/D converters used in the in-phase and quadrature branches of the receiver.

rewritten as the sum of the in-phase components of filtered signal and filtered noise

rI(t) =
1
2
[wI(t) ? hI(t)− 1

2
wQ(t) ? hQ(t)] =

1
2
[cI(t) + nI(t)] ? hI(t)− 1

2
[cQ(t) + nQ(t)] ? hQ(t)

=
1
2
[cI(t) ? hI(t)− cQ(t) ? hQ(t)] +

1
2
[nI(t) ? hI(t)− nQ(t) ? hQ(t)] = cIf

(t) + nIf
(t)

(6.15)

where the in-phase components of filtered signal and the filtered noise are denoted by cIf
(t) and nIf

(t),
respectively. Similarly, the quadrature component of r(t) is obtained as

rQ(t) = cQf
(t) + nQf

(t) (6.16)

where the quadrature components of filtered signal and the filtered noise are denoted by cQf
(t) and

nQf
(t), respectively. Using (6.15) and (6.16) the block diagram shown in Fig. 6.12 is modified as shown

in Fig. 6.13.
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Fig. 6.13 Modified block diagram of A/D converters.

The continuous-to-discrete time conversion and the sum can be interchanged in Fig. 6.13, i.e., rI [k]
can be obtained as a sum of the discrete-time equivalents of cIf

(t) and nIf
(t). This is also valid for the

quadrature branch, as shown in Fig. 6.14.
The effect of quantization is modeled by quantization noise known from the literature [Kol94]. The

quantization noise is defined as the difference between the output and input signals of the quantizer.
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In our case the quantization noise components are denoted by nIq
[k] and nQq

[k] in the in-phase and
quadrature branches, respectively. These components are obtained as

nIq
[k] = rIq

[k]− rI [k],
nQq [k] = rQq [k]− rQ[k].

(6.17)

In the literature it is assumed that the quantization noise

• Has uniform probability distribution;
• Is a zero mean process;
• Has uniform power spectral density;
• Is uncorrelated with the input signal.

These assumptions are used in this section to determine the effect of quantization on the BER. Since the
quantization noise is a discrete-time quantity, the in-phase and quadrature components of filtered channel
noise are transformed into the discrete-time domain below. This transformation allows us to determine
the effect of both channel noise and quantization noise on the BER.

The block diagram shown in Fig. 6.13 is modified by adding the quantization noise as shown in
Fig. 6.14. The quantization noise components are discrete-time quantities. The in-phase and quadrature
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Fig. 6.14 Block diagram of A/D converters with discrete-time channel noise and quantization noise components.

components of filtered channel noise are transformed into the discrete-time domain in the A/D converter.
Consequently, the channel noise and quantization noise can be merged, i.e., their overall effect on the
noise performance can be determined.

Since the quantization noise components are added to those of channel noise, the output signals of
quantizers in the in-phase and quadrature branches are obtained as

rIq [k] = cIf
[k] + nIf

[k] + nIq [k],
rQq [k] = cQf

[k] + nQf
[k] + nQq [k].

(6.18)

Let us define the total amount of additive noise by the sum of channel noise and quantization noise given
in (6.18). The components of total additive noise are denoted by nIt [k] and nQt [k] in the in-phase and
quadrature branches, respectively

nIt [k] = nIf
[k] + nIq [k],

nQt [k] = nQf
[k] + nQq [k].

(6.19)

The quantization noise is uncorrelated with the input signal. Therefore, the Gaussian channel noise and
the quantization noise can be assumed to be uncorrelated, i.e.,

E[nIf
[k]nIq [k + h]] = 0,

E[nQf
[k]nQq [k + h]] = 0

(6.20)

where the delay between the discrete-time signals is denoted by h.
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To determine the BER of the system, the power spectral density and equivalent bandwidth of the
total amount of additive noise is determined below. Since the channel noise and quantization noise are
uncorrelated (6.20), the autocorrelation function of the total additive noise is the sum of that of channel
noise and quantization noise:

RnIt
(h) = E[nIt

[k]nIt
[k + h]] = E[(nIf

[k] + nIq
[k])(nIf

[k + h] + nIq
[k + h])]

= RnIf
(h) + RnIq

(h).
(6.21)

Equation (6.21) shows the relationship between autocorrelation functions in the in-phase branch. By
analogy, in the quadrature branch:

RnQt
(h) = RnQf

(h) + RnQq
(h). (6.22)

Let us denote the power spectral densities of total additive noise components nIt
[k] and nQt

[k] by SNIt
(Ω)

and SNQt
(Ω), respectively. The discrete angular frequency is denoted by Ω. Since the power spectral

density is obtained as a Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function, it follows from (6.21) and
(6.22) that SNIt

(Ω) and SNQt
(Ω) are given by

SNIt
(Ω) = SNIf

(Ω) + SNIq
(Ω),

SNQt
(Ω) = SNQf

(Ω) + SNQq
(Ω).

(6.23)

The power spectral densities of the discrete-time in-phase and quadrature components of Gaussian band-
pass channel noise are [OS89]

SNIf
(Ω) = SNQf

(Ω) =
{

N0fcorr, |Ω| ≤ 2πB/fcorr

0, 2πB/fcorr < |Ω| ≤ π
(6.24)

Since the power spectral densities in the discrete frequency domain are periodic, all the expressions of
PSDs below are given for the interval (−π, π).

The quantization noise is a discrete-time noise with uniform power spectral density. The bandwidth of
quantization noise is equal to the half of sampling frequency of A/D converter. The power spectral densi-
ties of quantization noise components nIq [k] and nQq [k], denoted by SNIq

(Ω) and SNQq
(Ω), respectively,

can be obtained as
SNIq

(Ω) = SNQq
(Ω) = N0qfcorr, |Ω| ≤ π. (6.25)

In order to derive the effect of quantization on the BER, the power and power spectral density of
quantization noise have to be determined. Let the powers of quantization noise components appearing
in the in-phase and quadrature branches be denoted by PnIq

and PnQq
, respectively. Since nIq [k] and

nQq [k] have uniform probability density function, their powers may be calculated as

PnIq
= PnQq

=
q2

12
=

L2

3 · 4Rr
(6.26)

where the step size of quantization is denoted by q and is equal to 2L/2Rr as given in Sec. 5.2.4.8. Since
the power spectral density of quantization noise is constant, it is obtained as

SNIq
(Ω) = SNQq

(Ω) = PnIq
= PnQq

= N0qfcorr (6.27)

As given in (6.19), the in-phase and quadrature components of filtered signal are corrupted by those of
total additive noise. The power spectral density of total additive noise is equal to the sum of those of
channel noise and quantization noise. Consequently, the power spectral densities of total additive noise
in the in-phase and quadrature branches are obtained from (6.24) and (6.25) as

SNIt
(Ω) = SNQt

(Ω) =
{

(N0 + N0q )fcorr, |Ω| ≤ 2πB/fcorr

N0qfcorr, 2πB/fcorr < |Ω| ≤ π
(6.28)

Note that the bandwidth B of the filtered noisy signal has to be smaller than the half of correlator
sampling frequency, otherwise aliasing occurs.
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As it was introduced above, we assume that the sum of channel noise and quantization noise has the
same effect on the BER as that of an AWGN having same power. The total additive noise is converted
into an equivalent additive noise which has the same power, the same PSD at Ω = 0 and the PSD of
which is uniform. The bandwidth Beq of the equivalent noise is larger than that of the channel noise.
The equivalent AWGN is used to determine the BER.

The in-phase and quadrature components of equivalent AWGN are denoted by nIeq
[k] and nQeq

[k],
respectively.

The PSDs of in-phase and quadrature components of total additive noise and those of the equivalent
AWGN, denoted by SNIeq

(Ω) and SNQeq
(Ω), are shown in Fig. 6.15 (a) and (b), respectively. The power

(b)(a)

SNIt
(Ω), SNQt

(Ω)

Ω Ω

N0q fcorr

−π 2πB/fcorr π

(N0 + N0q )fcorr

SNIeq
(Ω), SNQeq

(Ω)

(N0 + N0q )fcorr

−2πBeq/fcorr 2πBeq/fcorr−2πB/fcorr

Fig. 6.15 PSD of in-phase and quadrature components of total additive noise (a) and that of equivalent AWGN (b).

spectral densities of equivalent noise components are equal to that of the total additive noise at zero
frequency

SNIeq
(Ω) = SNQeq

(Ω) =
{

SNIt
(Ω)

∣∣
Ω=0

, |Ω| ≤ 2πBeq/fcorr

0, 2πBeq/fcorr < |Ω| ≤ π.
(6.29)

To determine SNIt
at zero frequency we exploit the fact that if the power spectral density is uniform.

Consequently, SNIt (Ω) at Ω = 0 is obtained from (6.24), (6.27), and (6.28) as

SNIt
(Ω)

∣∣
Ω=0

= (N0 + N0q )fcorr =
PnIf

fcorr

2B
+ PnIq

(6.30)

and the power spectral densities of equivalent noise components are equal to

SNIeq
(Ω) = SNQeq

(Ω) =
{

PnIf
fcorr/(2B) + PnIq

, |Ω| ≤ 2πBeq/fcorr

0, 2πBeq/fcorr < |Ω| ≤ π.
(6.31)

Since SNIeq
(Ω) and SNQeq

(Ω) are uniform, the bandwidth Beq/fcorr of equivalent discrete-time noise
components is obtained as the ratio of its power and power spectral density in the in-phase branch for
example. The power is equal to that of the total additive noise in the in-phase branch, which is obtained
from (6.21) as PnIt

= PnIf
+ PnIq

. Therefore, Beq/fcorr is expressed as

Beq

fcorr
=

PnIt

2SNIeq
(Ω)

∣∣∣
Ω=0

=
PnIf

+ PnIq

PnIf
fcorr/B + 2PnIq

(6.32)

Using the results derived in (6.31) and (6.32) the effect of quantization on the BER can be determined.
Due to quantization, the power spectral density and bandwidth of additive noise are increased compared
to the simple AWGN case.

However, in order to derive the BER in the case of quantization, the power of quantization noise given
in (6.26) has to be determined. This power depends on the value of full-scale range of A/D converter,
which is determined by the parameter L of the hard limiter. The full-scale range is determined and the
value of BER is expressed below.

6.3.3.2 Determination of full-scale range of A/D converters

The input signals of A/D converters are limited by hard limiters before quantization. The input-output
characteristic of a hard limiter is shown in Fig. 6.16. The hard limiter has one parameter, denoted by L,
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which determines the full-scale range of A/D converters.

output signal

input signalL

L

−L

−L

Fig. 6.16 Input-output characteristic for the hard limiters used in the A/D converters.

Since the level of received signal may vary in wide range, the parameter of hard limiter cannot be kept
constant but it has to be changed adaptively in the simulations. A simple way of determining the value
of L from the statistical properties of the input signal is proposed below.

As given in (6.15), the input signal rI(t) of A/D converter is the sum of in-phase components of filtered
signal and filtered noise. The full-scale range is determined by means of the probability density function
(PDF) of the input signal. The cIf

(t) component is the filtered version of FM-DCSK signal. Let us
assume that the channel and the channel filter do not distort the signal. This means that the PDF of
cIf

(t) is equal to that of the in-phase component sI(t) (see Fig. 5.34) of FM-DCSK signal. Note that in
the DCSK modulator the non-inverted or inverted copy is transmitted after the reference signal. This
means that the PDF of the input signal of DCSK modulator does not change due to DCSK modulation.
Consequently, the PDF of cIf

(t) is equal to that of the in-phase component yI(t) of FM signal, where
the modulation signal is a uniformly distributed chaotic signal. The expression of yI(t) given in (5.121)
shows that it is a sinusoidal signal. This means that the probability density function pcIf

(x) of cIf
(t) is

expressed as

pcIf
(x) =

{
1

π
√

A2
c−x2

, −Ac < x < Ac

0, elsewhere
(6.33)

where the amplitude of FM-DCSK signal is denoted by Ac.
The channel noise is assumed to be Gaussian. Therefore, its in-phase and quadrature components are

also Gaussian and remain Gaussian after channel filtering. Consequently, the probability density function
pnIf

(x) of nIf
(t) signal is given by

pnIf
(x) =

1
σnIf

√
2π

exp

(
− x2

2σ2
nIf

)
(6.34)

where nIf
is a zero mean process and its standard deviation is denoted by σnIf

.
Since the sinusoidal signal and the Gaussian noise are independent, the probability density function

of their sum rI(t) is equal to the convolution of their PDFs [Vet98].

prI
(x) =

∫ Ac

−Ac

1
σnIf

√
2π3

√
A2

c − z2
exp

(
− (z − x)2

2σ2
nIf

)
dz (6.35)

Equation (6.35) shows that prI (x) cannot be expressed in closed form. Depending on the value of Signal-
to-Noise Ratio the shape of prI

(x) is different. This is illustrated in Figs. 6.17 (a), (b), (c), and (d), where
prI

(x) is plotted for different values of Signal-to-Noise Ratio: SNR=0 (a), SNR=2 (b), SNR=10 (c) and
SNR=∞ (d). The probability density function is plotted as a function of x/σrI

, i.e., the horizontal axis is
normalized to the standard deviation of rI . Based on the probability density functions shown in Fig. 6.17,
a possible way for the determination of parameter L is given below. Note that this parameter can be
determined following different approaches. Our goal is to find a simple way to calculate L from the
statistical properties of the input signal. The expression of probability density function given in (6.35)
should not be involved in the calculation because it cannot be expressed in closed form.

The PDF shown in Fig. 6.17 (d) shows that when the input signal is sinusoidal then the optimum
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Fig. 6.17 Probability density function of input signal rI(t) of A/D converter for different values of Signal-to-Noise
Ratio: SNR=0 (a), SNR=2 (b), SNR=10 (c) and SNR=∞ (d).

value for L is equal to Ac. In this case the full-scale range of A/D converter is equal to (−Ac, Ac). But
if some noise is added to the signal then L cannot be kept on Ac because the value of Ac cannot be
determined from the noisy signal. Observe that the amplitude of a sine-wave can be considered as its
standard deviation multiplied by

√
2. Therefore let us calculate L as follows:

L =
√

2σrI =
√

2
√

PcIf
+ PnIf

=
√

A2
c + 2σ2

nIf
(6.36)

Note that (6.36) is a simple way of calculation of the parameter of the hard limiter because the standard
deviation of input signal of A/D converter has to be calculated. Moreover, for SNR = ∞ the signal is not
distorted by the hard limiter. Since the input signal rQ(t) of the A/D converter used in the quadrature
branch has the same probability density function as rI(t), the expression of L given in (6.36) can also be
used for the A/D converter in the quadrature branch. In the simulator, the parameter of hard limiters is
calculated using (6.36), i.e., it is adjusted adaptively to the level of received signal.

Note that in an implemented system L is fixed and the amplitude of received signal is changed adap-
tively by an AGC circuit. Equation (6.36) shows one possible rule to scale the input signal in an AGC.

6.3.3.3 Effect of quantization on BER

Based on the results derived above, the effect of quantization on the bit error rate of FM-DCSK system
can be determined. The bit error rate of FM-DCSK telecommunications system in AWGN channel has
been derived analytically by Kolumbán in [Kol00d] and is given by

BER =
1

2BT
exp

(
− Eb

2N0

) BT−1∑

i=0

(
Eb

2N0

)i

i!

BT−1∑

j=i

1
2j

(
j + BT − 1

j − i

)
. (6.37)

Note that the BER depends on the Eb/N0 ratio and on BT , i.e., on the half of bandwidth of channel
noise and bit duration.

Quantization introduces an additional source of noise; this means that Eb/N0 and BT are modified
and depend on the parameters of quantization. The corresponding modified quantities are equal to
Eb/(N0 + N0q ) and BeqT as given above. Based on the results derived above these quantities can be
determined and the BER can be expressed. It follows from (6.31) that

Eb

N0 + N0q

=
PcIf

T

PnIf
/(2B) + PnIq

/fcorr
. (6.38)

Substituting the expression (6.26) obtained for the power of quantization noise into (6.38) we get

Eb

N0 + N0q

=
PcIf

T

PnIf
/(2B) + L2/(3 · 4Rrfcorr)

. (6.39)
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The expression for the parameter of hard limiter is given in (6.36). Using this result (6.39) is modified as

Eb

N0 + N0q

=
PcIf

T

PnIf
/(2B) + 2(PcIf

+ PnIf
)/(3 · 4Rrfcorr)

. (6.40)

The Signal-to-Noise Ratio can be determined from the in-phase components of signal and noise as

SNR =
Pc̃f

Pñf

=
PcIf

PnIf

(6.41)

where the powers of complex envelope of c(t) and n(t) are denoted by Pc̃f
and Pñf

, respectively. Using
(6.41), (6.40) can be modified as follows

Eb

N0 + N0q

=
SNR · T

1/(2B) + 2(SNR + 1)/(3 · 4Rrfcorr)
. (6.42)

Exploiting the fact that Eb/N0 = SNR · 2BT , the expression in (6.42) can be rewritten as a function of
Eb/N0:

Eb

N0 + N0q

=
Eb/N0

1 + 2(Eb/N0/T + 2B)/(3 · 4Rrfcorr)
. (6.43)

Observe that using the parameters of A/D converters and the parameters of FM-DCSK system the
modified value of Eb/N0 can be determined by means of (6.43).

In order to determine the BER the expression of Beq has to be derived. Based on (6.32), Beq is derived
in the same way as the expression for Eb/(N0 + N0q ) above. First the expression of PnIq

given by (6.26)
is substituted into (6.32). Then Beq is expressed by means of SNR and using (6.41) it is obtained as a
function of Eb/N0 as

Beq =
PnIf

+ PnIq

PnIf
/B + 2PnIq

/fcorr
=

PnIf
+ L2/(3 · 4Rr )

PnIf
/B + 2L2/(3 · 4Rrfcorr)

=
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+ 2(PcIf
+ PnIf

)/(3 · 4Rr )

PnIf
/B + 4(PcIf

+ PnIf
)/(3 · 4Rrfcorr)

=
1 + 2(SNR + 1)/(3 · 4Rr )

1/B + 4(SNR + 1)/(3 · 4Rrfcorr)
=

1 + 2(Eb/N0/(2BT ) + 1)/(3 · 4Rr )
1/B + 4(Eb/N0/(2BT ) + 1)/(3 · 4Rrfcorr)

.

(6.44)

Equation gives the bandwidth Beq of total amount of additive noise in the case of quantization. Using
the expression (6.37) for the BER of FM-DCSK system and the results derived in (6.43) and (6.44), the
bit error rate of FM-DCSK system in the case of quantization is obtained as

BER =
1

2BeqT
exp

(
− Eb

2(N0 + N0q )

) BeqT−1∑

i=0

(
Eb

2(N0+N0q )

)i
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1
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j + BeqT − 1
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(6.45)

where
Eb

N0 + N0q

=
Eb/N0

1 + 2(Eb/N0/T + 2B)/(3 · 4Rrfcorr)

and

Beq =
1 + 2(Eb/N0/(2BT ) + 1)/(3 · 4Rr )

1/B + 4(Eb/N0/(2BT ) + 1)/(3 · 4Rrfcorr)
.

Using these results the BER of FM-DCSK system including the effect of quantization can be determined.
Note that it follows from (6.45) that BeqT has to be an integer. Therefore BeqT has to be rounded to
the nearest integer if necessary. Observe that for Rr →∞, i.e., when the quantization is extremely fine,
Eb/(N0 + N0q ) → Eb/N0 and Beq → B. This means that for Rr →∞ (6.45) gives the same result as we
obtain without quantization, as expected.
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6.3.3.4 Comparison of theoretical and simulated results

The theoretical results derived above are verified by simulations in this section. A number of assumptions
have been made during the derivation In particular, we assumed that the

• Effect of quantization can be modeled by additive quantization noise;
• Sum of Gaussian channel noise and uniform quantization noise has the same effect on the BER as

a Gaussian noise with same power;
• In-phase and quadrature components of FM signal have the same probability density function as

that of a sinusoidal signal with zero mean.

The comparison of the theoretical and simulated results and the explanation of differences between
them is given below.

The bit error rate of FM-DCSK system is determined for different resolutions and sampling frequencies
of A/D converters and the bandwidth of channel filter. The simulations were performed using the FM-
DCSK simulator described in Sec. 5.2.

First the effect of resolution of A/D converters was determined. The noise performance of FM-DCSK
system is plotted for different values of resolution in Fig. 6.18. The bit duration was set to 2 µs and
the bandwidth of channel filter was 17 MHz corresponding to the INSPECT FM-DCSK radio system.
Figures 6.18 (a), (b), and (c) show the noise performance of FM-DCSK system for fcorr = 20, 40, and
60 MHz sampling frequencies, respectively.

The noise performance is represented by the Eb/N0 value required to achieve BER=10−3. In each
figure the Eb/N0 values are plotted as a function of resolution of A/D converters. The theoretical and
simulated results for the noise performance with quantization are plotted by dashed and solid curves,
respectively. For comparison, the theoretical and simulated results without quantization are also shown
by dotted and dash-dot curves, respectively.

The results plotted in Fig. 6.18 show that the noise performance can be improved for each fcorr by
increasing the resolution of A/D converters, as expected. For Rr = 1 bits the bit error rate is relatively
high compared to larger values of the resolution. However, the noise performance is not improved when
the resolution is increased beyond 3 bits. If the sampling frequency and the resolution is high enough
then the noise performance reaches that of without quantization.

These results show that the FM-DCSK system is extremely robust with the proposed receiver architec-
ture. With less than 2 dB implementation loss, 1-bit A/D converters, i.e., simple zero-level comparators
can be used. Moreover, depending on the value of sampling frequency, the best performance of the re-
ceiver can be reached if the resolution of A/D converters is higher than 3 bits. This result allows us to
design and implement a relatively cheap receiver because very simple A/D converters can be used.

Taking into account that the BER values have a variance due to the finite number of transmitted bits
in the simulations, the theoretical results give a very good approximation of the simulations for Rr ≥ 2
bits. However, for 1-bit A/D converters the error becomes relatively large, as shown in Fig. 6.18. The
reason for this error is that in this case the quantization noise may not be approximated by a uniformly
distributed noise.

In this section the effect of quantization at the receiver in FM-DCSK system was determined. Using
the quantization noise approach the effect of quantization was modeled by an additive noise. Using
this approach the effect of quantization on the noise performance was determined. Namely, the BER of
FM-DCSK system was expressed as a function of resolution and sampling frequency of A/D converters.
Finally, the bit error rate of the system was determined both theoretically and by simulations. The
results showed that the FM-DCSK modulation scheme is very robust: using 3-bit A/D converters the
noise performance reaches that without quantization.

As given in Sec. 6.3.2, the sampling frequency of A/D converters is set to 20 MHz in the implemented
INSPECT FM-DCSK system. As a conservative choice, the resolution of A/D converters in the built
system is set to 6 bits. This solution provides a margin for the implementation.

6.3.4 Parameters of the implemented system

In this Chapter, the system-level design of FM-DCSK radio receiver implemented in the INSPECT Project
was described. First, two main parameters, the bit duration and total RF bandwidth of transmitted signal
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Fig. 6.18 Effect of resolution of A/D converters on the noise performance of FM-DCSK system. The Eb/N0 values
required to achieve BER=10−3 are shown for fcorr = 20, 40, and 60 MHz sampling frequencies in (a), (b), and
(c), respectively. The theoretical and simulated results with quantization are plotted by dashed and solid curves,
respectively. For comparison, the theoretical and simulated results without quantization are also shown by dotted
and dash-dot curves, respectively.
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Table 6.2 Parameters of FM-DCSK radio system to be implemented.

Parameter Selected value

Modulation FM-DCSK
Bit duration 2 µs

Clock frequency of chaos generator 20 MHz
Resolution of chaos generator 10 bits

Frequency sensitivity 7.8 MHz/V
Total RF bandwidth 17 MHz

Carrier frequency 2.474 GHz
Sampling frequency of A/D converters 20 MHz

Resolution of A/D converters 6 bits
Intermediate frequency 374 MHz
Accuracy of oscillators 24.74 kHz

Frequency stability of oscillators 49.48 kHz

was determined in Secs. 6.1.1 and 6.1.2, respectively. Based on the demodulation scheme of FM-DCSK,
a receiver architecture was proposed for implementation in Sec. 6.2. In this solution, the demodulation is
performed in the low-frequency band by means of digital devices. Since there is no carrier recovery in the
FM-DCSK system, the oscillators introduce both phase- and frequency error. The effect of these errors
and design method to reduce their influence was proposed in Sec. 6.3.1. The use of digital demodulator
requires the analog-to-digital conversion of the input signals. The effect of sampling frequency and
resolution of A/D converters on the noise performance of FM-DCSK system was derived in Secs. 6.3.2
and 6.3.3. Using the theoretical results the parameters of receiver to be used in the INSPECT FM-DCSK
radio system were determined. To summarize our results, these parameter values are given in Table 6.2.

Based on our system-level design the INSPECT FM-DCSK radio system has been implemented and
tested. The prototype has been built by Electronic Circuit Design Laboratory at Helsinki University of
Technology. The research group was led by Prof. Veikko Porra. The transmitter and receiver of the radio
are shown in Figs. 6.19(a) and (b). respectively.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.19 Photos of the (a) transmitter and (b) receiver of INSPECT FM-DCSK radio system built by Electronic
Circuit Design Laboratory at Helsinki University of Technology (project leader: Prof. Veikko Porra).



7
Conclusions

The work summarized in this thesis is related to my duties performed in the INSPECT Esprit project. One
main goal of this project was the design and implementation of a prototype FM-DCSK communication
system.

In Chapter 1 a survey of the properties of chaotic signals exploited in communications is given. The
Bernoulli shift map described in Sec. 2.1 provides wide-band chaotic signal which can be used to generate
the carrier in chaotic communications system. Furthermore, the Bernoulli shift is easy to implement;
therefore this generator was used in the INSPECT FM-DCSK radio system.

The basics of chaotic digital communications using the basis function approach were summarized in
Sec. 2.2. Because of the failure to develop robust coherent chaotic modulation schemes, only noncoherent
and differentially coherent techniques were presented. Beside other methods, the FM-DCSK modulation
scheme was described in detail. In FM-DCSK the orthogonality of basis functions is ensured by the first
two Walsh functions.

In Chapter 3 improved versions of FM-DCSK modulation scheme were presented. It was shown in
Sec. 3.3.1 that using the first N Walsh functions an orthogonal set of basis functions can be constructed.
These basis functions can be applied for implementing a multilevel FM-DCSK scheme to provide higher
data rate. The demodulation is performed using the energy detector introduced in Sec. 3.3. It was shown
both theoretically and by simulations that the BER of multilevel FM-DCSK is improved by increasing
the number of levels.

Multiple access capable FM-DCSK systems were introduced in Chapter 4. Exploiting that finite-length
chaotic signals are approximately uncorrelated, an FM-DCSK system having multiple access capability
was proposed in Sec. 4.1. However, the bit error rate of this system is degraded as the number of users
increases. Therefore maximum three users can communicate sharing the same channel. The BER was
determined both analytically and by simulations. The disadvantage of this scheme is that finite-length
chaotic signals are not orthogonal. This problem was solved in Sec. 4.2 by using Walsh functions. The
orthogonal set of basis functions introduced in multilevel FM-DCSK were used to construct a multiple
access capable FM-DCSK system. The demodulation of these signals can be performed by a coherent
correlation receiver, where the basis functions are recovered in the demodulator. However, the structure
of this demodulator is relatively complicated. A simpler solution to the demodulation was proposed in
Sec. 3.3, where the energy detector used in multilevel FM-DCSK was introduced. It was shown that due
to the orthogonality of basis functions the signals of other users are canceled completely at each receiver.
The bit error rate of this scheme was determined both theoretically and by simulations. It was shown
that the BER of the system is improved by increasing the number of users due to averaging.

The system level simulator developed in the INSPECT Project was presented in Chapter 5. To
develop a fast simulator the low-pass equivalent models of different chaotic modulation schemes were
developed. These models are based on the complex envelope approach summarized in Sec. 5.1. The
FM-DCSK simulator was described in detail in Sec. 5.2. The bit error rate is calculated in an iterative
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way in the simulator because usually low BER values have to be determined. The length of the signal
block transmitted in one iteration was determined in Sec. 5.2.3. The detailed analysis of INSPECT FM-
DCSK radio system in WLAN environment was given in Sec. 5.4. Standard multipath channel models
proposed by PCS JTC were used in the simulations. The results showed that the FM-DCSK system was
very robust; the degradation in the BER varied from 5.8 dB to 11.2 dB depending on the propagation
conditions.

The design of the receiver of INSPECT FM-DCSK radio was presented in Chapter 6. It was shown that
how the FM-DCSK demodulator has to be transformed in such a way that it could be implemented using
PRISM II chipset of Intersil. This chipset contains a superheterodyne architecture, which offered a safe
implementation of FM-DCSK receiver. The effect of frequency error of oscillators on the performance was
determined in Sec. 6.3.1. It was shown that the performance degradation can be reduced by increasing
the bit rate. The sampling frequency of correlators was determined in Sec. 6.3.2. The bit error rate was
expressed as a function of the sampling frequency and the implementation loss was determined. The
effect of quantization on the noise performance was determined in Sec. 6.3.3. Using the quantization
noise approach the BER and the implementation loss was determined as a function of the resolution of
A/D converters. These results were used directly in the implemented FM-DCSK system.
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Appendix A

A.1 EFFECT OF PHASE AND FREQUENCY ERRORS

The expression for the observation signal given in (6.5) in Sec. 6.3.1 is derived below. Let both the phase-
and frequency errors considered simultaneously. The outputs of mixers in Fig. 6.7 are obtained as

r(t) cos((ωc + ∆ω)t + ∆θ) =rI(t)[cos(∆ωt + ∆θ) + cos((2ωc + ∆ω)t + ∆θ)]
− rQ(t)[− sin(∆ωt + ∆θ) + sin((2ωc + ∆ω)t + ∆θ)]

r(t) sin((ωc + ∆ω)t + ∆θ) =rI(t)[sin(∆ωt + ∆θ) + sin((2ωc + ∆ω)t + ∆θ)]
− rQ(t)[cos(∆ωt + ∆θ)− cos((2ωc + ∆ω)t + ∆θ)].

(A.1)

The RF components are suppressed by the low-pass filters and the recovered in-phase and quadrature
components of r(t) are

r̂I(t) = rI(t) cos(∆ωt + ∆θ) + rQ(t) sin(∆ωt + ∆θ)
r̂Q(t) = −rI(t) sin(∆ωt + ∆θ) + rQ(t) cos(∆ωt + ∆θ).

(A.2)

The input signals of correlators are obtained by exploiting

r̂Iq [k] = rIq [k] cos(∆ωk/fcorr + ∆θ) + rQq [k] sin(∆ωk/fcorr + ∆θ)
r̂Qq [k] = −rIq [k] sin(∆ωk/fcorr + ∆θ) + rQq [k] cos(∆ωk/fcorr + ∆θ)

(A.3)

where we exploited that k = tfcorr, rIq [k] = rI(t)|t=k/fcorr
, and rQq [k] = rQ(t)|t=k/fcorr

. The observation
signal is

z =
Ns∑

k= Ns
2 +1

(
r̂Iq [k]r̂Iq [k −Ns/2] + r̂Qq [k]r̂Qq [k −Ns/2]

)
(A.4)
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and

z =
Ns∑

k= Ns
2 +1

[
(rIq [k] cos(∆ωk/fcorr + ∆θ) + rQq [k] sin(∆ωk/fcorr + ∆θ))

· (rIq [k −Ns/2] cos(∆ω(k −Ns/2)/fcorr + ∆θ) + rQq [k −Ns/2] sin(∆ω(k −Ns/2)/fcorr + ∆θ))
+ (−rIq

[k] sin(∆ωk/fcorr + ∆θ) + rQq
[k] cos(∆ωk/fcorr + ∆θ))

· (−rIq
[k −Ns/2] sin(∆ω(k −Ns/2)/fcorr + ∆θ) + rQq

[k −Ns/2] cos(∆ω(k −Ns/2)/fcorr + ∆θ))
]
.

(A.5)

After some modification (A.5) becomes

z =
Ns∑

k= Ns
2 +1

(
rIq [k]rIq [k −Ns/2] cos(∆ωk/fcorr + ∆θ) cos(∆ω(k −Ns/2)/fcorr + ∆θ)

+ rIq
[k]rQq

[k −Ns/2] cos(∆ωk/fcorr + ∆θ) sin(∆ω(k −Ns/2)/fcorr + ∆θ)
+ rQq [k]rIq [k −Ns/2] sin(∆ωk/fcorr + ∆θ) cos(∆ω(k −Ns/2)/fcorr + ∆θ)
+ rQq [k]rQq [k −Ns/2] sin(∆ωk/fcorr + ∆θ) sin(∆ω(k −Ns/2)/fcorr + ∆θ)
+ rIq

[k]rIq
[k −Ns/2] sin(∆ωk/fcorr + ∆θ) sin(∆ω(k −Ns/2)/fcorr + ∆θ)

− rIq [k]rQq [k −Ns/2] sin(∆ωk/fcorr + ∆θ) cos(∆ω(k −Ns/2)/fcorr + ∆θ)
− rQq [k]rIq [k −Ns/2] cos(∆ωk/fcorr + ∆θ) sin(∆ω(k −Ns/2)/fcorr + ∆θ)

+ rQq [k]rQq [k −Ns/2] cos(∆ωk/fcorr + ∆θ) cos(∆ω(k −Ns/2)/fcorr + ∆θ)
)

(A.6)

Applying the identities

cos(α) cos(β) + sin(α) sin(β) = cos(α− β)
sin(α) cos(β)− cos(α) sin(β) = sin(α− β),

(A.7)

the observation signal takes the form

z =
Ns∑

k= Ns
2 +1

(
rIq [k]rIq [k −Ns/2] cos(∆ωT/2)− rIq [k]rQq [k −Ns/2] sin(∆ωT/2)

+ rQq [k]rIq [k −Ns/2] sin(∆ωT/2) + rQq [k]rQq [k −Ns/2] cos(∆ωT/2)
)

= cos(∆ωT/2)
Ns∑

k= Ns
2 +1

(rIq [k]rIq [k −Ns/2] + rQq [k]rQq [k −Ns/2])

+ sin(∆ωT/2)
Ns∑

k= Ns
2 +1

(−rIq [k]rQq [k −Ns/2] + rQq [k]rIq [k −Ns/2]).

(A.8)

This expression is repeated in (6.5) and analyzed in Sec. 6.3.1 in detail.

A.2 SAMPLING FREQUENCY OF CORRELATORS

The derivation of variance of observation signal as a function of sampling frequency given in (6.11) is
described here in detail. The components rI(t) and rQ(t) of filtered signal are obtained as the sum of
in-phase and quadrature components of filtered signal and noise:

rI(t) = cIf
(t) + nIf

(t)
rQ(t) = cQf

(t) + nQf
(t)

(A.9)
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The sampled version of a sum can be determined as the sum of the sampled version of its elements.
Therefore, rI [k] and rQ[k] is obtained from (A.9) as

rI [k] = cIf
[k] + nIf

[k]
rQ[k] = cQf

[k] + nQf
[k]

(A.10)

Let us assume that neither the channel nor the channel filter distorts the transmitted signal s(t). Then
the in-phase and quadrature components cIf

[k] and cQf
[k] are equal to those of s(t):

cIf
[k] = cI [k] = sI [k]

cQf
[k] = cQ[k] = sQ[k]

(A.11)

Consequently, from (A.10) and (A.11) it follows that rI [k] and rQ[k] are expressed as

rI [k] = sI [k] + nIf
[k]

rQ[k] = sQ[k] + nQf
[k]

(A.12)

Based on (A.12) the expression of z given in (6.6) can be rewritten as a function of the in-phase and
quadrature components of signal and noise. In order to determine the effect of sampling frequency on the
noise performance of FM-DCSK system the expression of bit error rate is derived below. The expected
value of observation signal is determined which is expressed using (6.6) as

E[z] = E




Ns∑

k= Ns
2 +1

(
rI [k]rI [k −Ns/2] + rQ[k]rQ[k −Ns/2]

)

 (A.13)

The sign of the information-bearing signal depends on the transmitted bit b: therefore sI [k − Ns/2] =
−(−1)bsI [k] and sQ[k−Ns/2] = −(−1)bsQ[k]. Using these conditions, the expected value of z is obtained
by substituting (A.12) into (A.13):

E[z] =
Ns∑

k= Ns
2 +1

E
[
(sI [k] + nIf

[k])(−(−1)bsI [k] + nIf
[k −Ns/2])

+(sQ[k] + nQf
[k])(−(−1)bsQ[k] + nQf

[k −Ns/2])
]

=
Ns∑

k= Ns
2 +1

E
[−(−1)bs2

I [k] + sI [k](−(−1)bnIf
[k] + nIf

[k −Ns/2]) + nIf
[k]nIf

[k −Ns/2]

−(−1)bs2
Q[k] + sQ[k](−(−1)bnQf

[k] + nQf
[k −Ns/2]) + nQf

[k]nQf
[k −Ns/2]

]

(A.14)

The expected values of elements in (A.14) are determined as follows. As given in (5.25), the sum of
powers of in-phase and quadrature components of s(t) is equal to the double of the power Ps of s(t):

E[s2
I [k] + s2

Q[k]] = 2Ps

The in-phase and quadrature components of signal and noise are uncorrelated, therefore:

E[sI [k]nIf
[k]] = 0

E[sI [k]nIf
[k −Ns/2]] = 0

E[sQ[k]nQf
[k]] = 0

E[sQ[k]nQf
[k −Ns/2]] = 0

Let the autocorrelation functions of in-phase and quadrature components of filtered noise be denoted by
RnIf

(h) and RnQf
(h), respectively. The discrete-time delay is denoted by h. From (5.36) it follows that

RnIf
(h) = RnQf

(h) = E[nIf
[k]nIf

[k + h]] = E[nQf
[k]nQf

[k + h]]
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Thus,

E[nIf
[k]nIf

[k −Ns/2]] = RnIf
(Ns/2)

E[nQf
[k]nQf

[k −Ns/2]] = RnQf
(Ns/2)

Then the expected value of z is obtained as

E[z] = −(−1)b2PsNs/2 +
Ns

2
(RnIf

(Ns/2) + RnQf
(Ns/2)) = −(−1)bEbfcorr + NsRnIf

(Ns/2) (A.15)

where the energy per bit of the RF signal s(t) is denoted by Eb. Observe that in noise-free case the
expected value in (A.15) is equal to ±Ebfcorr, as expected.

In order to express the variance given in (6.10), the mean square value of observation signal also has
to be determined. From (6.6) the mean square value is obtained as

E[z2] = E







Ns∑

k= Ns
2 +1

(
rI [k]rI [k −Ns/2] + rQ[k]rQ[k −Ns/2]

)



2

 (A.16)

Let us consider the square of the sum in (A.16) as a product of two sums:

E[z2] =E




Ns∑

k= Ns
2 +1

(
rI [k]rI [k −Ns/2] + rQ[k]rQ[k −Ns/2]

)

Ns∑

l= Ns
2 +1

(
rI [l]rI [l −Ns/2] + rQ[l]rQ[l −Ns/2]

)



=
Ns∑

k= Ns
2 +1

Ns∑

l= Ns
2 +1

E
[
(rI [k]rI [k −Ns/2] + rQ[k]rQ[k −Ns/2])

(rI [l]rI [l −Ns/2] + rQ[l]rQ[l −Ns/2])
]

=
Ns∑

k= Ns
2 +1

Ns∑

l= Ns
2 +1

E
[
rI [k]rI [k −Ns/2]rI [l]rI [l −Ns/2] + rI [k]rI [k −Ns/2]rQ[l]rQ[l −Ns/2]

+ rQ[k]rQ[k −Ns/2]rI [l]rI [l −Ns/2] + rQ[k]rQ[k −Ns/2]rQ[l]rQ[l −Ns/2]
]

(A.17)

Let us use the following notations for the expected values in (A.17):

RII(k, l) = E
[
rI [k]rI [k −Ns/2]rI [l]rI [l −Ns/2]

]

RIQ(k, l) = E
[
rI [k]rI [k −Ns/2]rQ[l]rQ[l −Ns/2]

]

RQI(k, l) = E
[
rQ[k]rQ[k −Ns/2]rI [l]rI [l −Ns/2]

]

RQQ(k, l) = E
[
rQ[k]rQ[k −Ns/2]rQ[l]rQ[l −Ns/2]

] (A.18)

Then (A.17) is rewritten as

E[z2] =
Ns∑

k= Ns
2 +1

Ns∑

l= Ns
2 +1

[
RII(k, l) + RIQ(k, l) + RQI(k, l) + RQQ(k, l)

]
(A.19)

First the expression for RII(k, l) is derived. Since the in-phase component of received signal is equal to
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the sum of those of signal and filtered noise, RII(k, l) is obtained as

RII(k, l) =E
[
rI [k]rI [k −Ns/2]rI [l]rI [l −Ns/2]

]
=

E
[
(sI [k] + nIf

[k])(sI [k] + nIf
[k −Ns/2])(sI [l] + nIf

[l])(sI [l] + nIf
[l −Ns/2])

]
=

E
[
s2

I [k]s2
I [l] + s2

I [k]sI [l]nIf
[l −Ns/2] + s2

I [k]sI [l]nIf
[l] + s2

I [k]nIf
[l]nIf

[l −Ns/2]

+ sI [k]nIf
[k −Ns/2]s2

I [l] + sI [k]nIf
[k −Ns/2]sI [l]nIf

[l −Ns/2] + sI [k]nIf
[k −Ns/2]sI [l]nIf

[l]

+ sI [k]nIf
[k −Ns/2]nIf

[l]nIf
[l −Ns/2] + sI [k]nIf

[k]s2
I [l] + sI [k]nIf

[k]sI [l]nIf
[l −Ns/2]

+ sI [k]nIf
[k]sI [l]nIf

[l] + sI [k]nIf
[k]nIf

[l]nIf
[l −Ns/2] + nIf

[k]nIf
[k −Ns/2]s2

I [l]
+ nIf

[k]nIf
[k −Ns/2]sI [l]nIf

[l −Ns/2] + nIf
[k]nIf

[k −Ns/2]sI [l]nIf
[l]

+ nIf
[k]nIf

[k −Ns/2]nIf
[l]nIf

[l −Ns/2]
]

(A.20)

To determine the expected values of elements in (A.20), we exploit that the in-phase components of signal
and filtered noise are uncorrelated. Therefore

E[s1n1n2n3] = E[s1]E[n1n2n3]
E[s1s2s3n1] = E[s1s2s3]E[n1]
E[s1s2n1n2] = E[s1s2]E[n1n2]

(A.21)

where s1, s2, s3 and n1, n2, n3 denote any of the signal and noise components in (A.21), respectively.
Since sI [k] and nIf

[k] both are zero mean, the elements having the following forms are equal to zero:

E[s1n1n2n3] = 0
E[s1s2s3n1] = 0 (A.22)

Using (A.22) the expression of RII(k, l) in (A.20) is simplified as

RII(k, l) =E
[
s2

I [k]s2
I [l] + s2

I [k]nIf
[l]nIf

[l −Ns/2] + sI [k]nIf
[k −Ns/2]sI [l]nIf

[l −Ns/2]
+ sI [k]nIf

[k −Ns/2]sI [l]nIf
[l] + sI [k]nIf

[k]sI [l]nIf
[l −Ns/2] + sI [k]nIf

[k]sI [l]nIf
[l]

+ nIf
[k]nIf

[k −Ns/2]s2
I [l] + nIf

[k]nIf
[k −Ns/2]nIf

[l]nIf
[l −Ns/2]

] (A.23)

Let us use the following notation: h = k− l. Then the expected values of elements in (A.23) are obtained
as

E[s2
I [k]s2

I [l]] = Rs2
I
(h)

E[s2
I [k]nIf

[l]nIf
[l −Ns/2]] = PsI RnIf

(Ns/2)

E[sI [k]nIf
[k −Ns/2]sI [l]nIf

[l −Ns/2]] = RsI
(h)RnIf

(h)

E[sI [k]nIf
[k −Ns/2]sI [l]nIf

[l]] = RsI
(h)RnIf

(h−Ns/2)

E[sI [k]nIf
[k]sI [l]nIf

[l −Ns/2]] = RsI (h)RnIf
(h + Ns/2)

E[sI [k]nIf
[k]sI [l]nIf

[l]] = RsI
(h)RnIf

(h)

E[nIf
[k]nIf

[k −Ns/2]s2
I [l]] = RnIf

(Ns/2)PsI

E[nIf
[k]nIf

[k −Ns/2]nIf
[l]nIf

[l −Ns/2]] = (RnIf
(Ns/2))2 + (RnIf

(h))2 + RnIf
(h + Ns/2)RnIf

(h−Ns/2)
(A.24)

The last expression is derived as follows. Since E[nIf
[k]nIf

[k − Ns/2]nIf
[l]nIf

[l − Ns/2]] is the fourth
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moment of a Gaussian process, it can be rewritten by using the first and second moments as [BP66]:

E[nIf
[k]nIf

[k −Ns/2]nIf
[l]nIf

[l −Ns/2]] = E[nIf
[k]nIf

[k −Ns/2]]E[nIf
[l]nIf

[l −Ns/2]]
+ E[nIf

[k]nIf
[l]]E[nIf

[k −Ns/2]nIf
[l −Ns/2]] + E[nIf

[k]nIf
[l −Ns/2]]E[nIf

[k −Ns/2]nIf
[l]]−

2E[nIf
[k]]E[nIf

[k −Ns/2]]E[nIf
[l]]E[nIf

[l −Ns/2]]

= (RnIf
(Ns/2))2 + (RnIf

(h))2 + RnIf
(h + Ns/2)RnIf

(h−Ns/2)
(A.25)

Consequently, RII(k, l) is equal to:

RII(k, l) =RII(h) = Rs2
I
(h) + PsI RnIf

(Ns/2) + RsI (h)RnIf
(h) + RsI (h)RnIf

(h−Ns/2)

+ RsI
(h)RnIf

(h + Ns/2) + RsI (h)RnIf
(h) + RnIf

(Ns/2)PsI
+ (RnIf

(Ns/2))2 + (RnIf
(h))2

+ RnIf
(h + Ns/2)RnIf

(h−Ns/2)

=Rs2
I
(h) + 2PsI

RnIf
(Ns/2) + 2RsI

(h)RnIf
(h) + RsI

(h)RnIf
(h−Ns/2)

+ RsI
(h)RnIf

(h + Ns/2) + (RnIf
(Ns/2))2 + (RnIf

(h))2 + RnIf
(h + Ns/2)RnIf

(h−Ns/2)
(A.26)

The second term RIQ(k, l) in (A.19) is obtained as:

RIQ(k, l) =E
[
rI [k]rI [k −Ns/2]rQ[l]rQ[l −Ns/2]

]

=E
[
(sI [k] + nIf

[k])(sI [k] + nIf
[k −Ns/2])(sQ[l] + nQf

[l])(sQ[l] + nQf
[l −Ns/2])

]

=E
[
s2

I [k]s2
Q[l] + s2

I [k]sQ[l]nQf
[l −Ns/2] + s2

I [k]sQ[l]nQf
[l] + s2

I [k]nQf
[l]nQf

[l −Ns/2]

+ sI [k]nIf
[k −Ns/2]s2

Q[l] + sI [k]nIf
[k −Ns/2]sQ[l]nQf

[l −Ns/2] + sI [k]nIf
[k −Ns/2]sQ[l]nQf

[l]

+ sI [k]nIf
[k −Ns/2]nQf

[l]nQf
[l −Ns/2] + sI [k]nIf

[k]s2
Q[l] + sI [k]nIf

[k]sQ[l]nQf
[l −Ns/2]

+ sI [k]nIf
[k]sQ[l]nQf

[l] + sI [k]nIf
[k]nQf

[l]nQf
[l −Ns/2] + nIf

[k]nIf
[k −Ns/2]s2

Q[l]

+ nIf
[k]nIf

[k −Ns/2]sQ[l]nQf
[l −Ns/2] + nIf

[k]nIf
[k −Ns/2]sQ[l]nQf

[l]

+ nIf
[k]nIf

[k −Ns/2]nQf
[l]nQf

[l −Ns/2]
]

(A.27)

Exploiting again that the components of signal and noise are uncorrelated, eight elements of the sum in
(A.27) are equal to zero, and RIQ(k, l) is simplified as

RIQ(k, l) =E
[
s2

I [k]s2
Q[l] + s2

I [k]nQf
[l]nQf

[l −Ns/2] + sI [k]nIf
[k −Ns/2]sQ[l]nQf

[l −Ns/2]

+ sI [k]nIf
[k −Ns/2]sQ[l]nQf

[l] + sI [k]nIf
[k]sQ[l]nQf

[l −Ns/2] + sI [k]nIf
[k]sQ[l]nQf

[l]

+ nIf
[k]nIf

[k −Ns/2]s2
Q[l] + nIf

[k]nIf
[k −Ns/2]nQf

[l]nQf
[l −Ns/2]

]

(A.28)

The expected values of the elements in (A.28) are obtained as shown below. The expected values are
determined by exploiting that RnIf

nQf
(h) = 0, RnIf

(h) = RnQf
(h) and PsI = PsQ .

E[s2
I [k]s2

Q[l]] = Rs2
Is2

Q
(h)

E[s2
I [k]nQf

[l]nQf
[l −Ns/2]] = PsI

RnQf
(Ns/2) = PsI

RnIf
(Ns/2)

E[sI [k]nIf
[k −Ns/2]sQ[l]nQf

[l −Ns/2]] = RsIsQ(h)RnIf
nQf

(h) = 0

E[sI [k]nIf
[k −Ns/2]sQ[l]nQf

[l]] = RsIsQ
(h)RnIf

nQf
(h−Ns/2) = 0

E[sI [k]nIf
[k]sQ[l]nQf

[l −Ns/2]] = RsIsQ
(h)RnIf

nQf
(h + Ns/2) = 0

E[sI [k]nIf
[k]sQ[l]nQf

[l]] = RsIsQ(h)RnIf
nQf

(h) = 0

E[nIf
[k]nIf

[k −Ns/2]s2
Q[l]] = RnIf

(Ns/2)PsQ
= PsI

RnIf
(Ns/2)

E[nIf
[k]nIf

[k −Ns/2]nQf
[l]nQf

[l −Ns/2]] = RnIf
(Ns/2)RnQf

(Ns/2) = (RnIf
(Ns/2))2

(A.29)
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The last expression is derived again by exploiting the fact that it is the fourth moment of Gaussian
processes:

E[nIf
[k]nIf

[k −Ns/2]nQf
[l]nQf

[l −Ns/2]] = E[nIf
[k]nIf

[k −Ns/2]]E[nQf
[l]nQf

[l −Ns/2]]
+ E[nIf

[k]nQf
[l]]E[nIf

[k −Ns/2]nQf
[l −Ns/2]] + E[nIf

[k]nQf
[l −Ns/2]]E[nIf

[k −Ns/2]nQf
[l]]−

2E[nIf
[k]]E[nIf

[k −Ns/2]]E[nQf
[l]]E[nQf

[l −Ns/2]]

= RnIf
(Ns/2)RnQf

(Ns/2) + (RnIf
nQf

(h))2 + RnIf
nQf

(h + Ns/2)RnIf
nQf

(h−Ns/2)

= RnIf
(Ns/2)RnQf

(Ns/2)
(A.30)

From (A.29) and (A.30) it follows that RIQ(k, l) can be simplified as

RIQ(k, l) = RIQ(h) = Rs2
Is2

Q
(h) + 2PsI

RnIf
(Ns/2) + (RnIf

(Ns/2))2 (A.31)

In (A.19), the third term RQI(k, l) of the sum is given by:

RQI(k, l) =E
[
rQ[k]rQ[k −Ns/2]rI [l]rI [l −Ns/2]

]
(A.32)

By comparing (A.27) and (A.32) RQI(k, l) is obtained from RIQ(k, l) as

RQI(k, l) = RIQ(k, l)|l=k,k=l = RIQ(h) =|h=−h (A.33)

Thus,

RQI(k, l) = RQI(h) = Rs2
Is2

Q
(−h) + 2PsI

RnIf
(Ns/2) + (RnIf

(Ns/2))2

= Rs2
Qs2

I
(h) + 2PsI RnIf

(Ns/2) + (RnIf
(Ns/2))2

(A.34)

The fourth term RQQ(k, l) of the sum in (A.19) is given by:

RQQ(k, l) =E
[
rQ[k]rQ[k −Ns/2]rQ[l]rQ[l −Ns/2]

]
(A.35)

From (A.20) and (A.35) it follows that RQQ(k, l) can be determined from RII(k, l) as

RQQ(k, l) = RII(k, l)|rI=rQ
= RII(k, l) =|sI=sQ,nIf

=nQf
= Rs2

Q
(h) + 2PsQRnQf

(Ns/2) + 2RsQ(h)RnQf
(h)

+ RsQ(h)RnQf
(h−Ns/2) + RsQ(h)RnQf

(h + Ns/2) + (RnQf
(Ns/2))2 + (RnQf

(h))2

+ RnQf
(h + Ns/2)RnQf

(h−Ns/2)
(A.36)

Exploiting again the fact that RnIf
(h) = RnQf

(h) and PsI = PsQ , (A.36) is modified as

RQQ(k, l) =RQQ(h) = Rs2
Q
(h) + 2PsI RnIf

(Ns/2) + 2RsQ(h)RnIf
(h)

+ RsQ(h)RnIf
(h−Ns/2) + RsQ(h)RnIf

(h + Ns/2) + (RnIf
(Ns/2))2 + (RnIf

(h))2

+ RnIf
(h + Ns/2)RnIf

(h−Ns/2)

(A.37)

Our results derived in (A.26), (A.31), (A.33), and (A.36) are used to express the mean square value of z
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given in (A.19):

E[z2] =
Ns∑

k= Ns
2 +1

Ns∑

l= Ns
2 +1

[
RII(k, l) + RIQ(k, l) + RQI(k, l) + RQQ(k, l)

]

=
Ns∑

k= Ns
2 +1

Ns∑

l= Ns
2 +1

[
Rs2

I
(h) + 2PsI

RnIf
(Ns/2) + 2RsI

(h)RnIf
(h) + RsI

(h)RnIf
(h−Ns/2)

+ RsI
(h)RnIf

(h + Ns/2) + (RnIf
(Ns/2))2 + (RnIf

(h))2 + RnIf
(h + Ns/2)RnIf

(h−Ns/2)

+ Rs2
Is2

Q
(h) + 2PsI

RnIf
(Ns/2) + (RnIf

(Ns/2))2 + Rs2
Qs2

I
(h) + 2PsI

RnIf
(Ns/2) + (RnIf

(Ns/2))2

+ Rs2
Q
(h) + 2PsI

RnIf
(Ns/2) + 2RsQ

(h)RnIf
(h) + RsQ

(h)RnIf
(h−Ns/2)

+ RsQ
(h)RnIf

(h + Ns/2) + (RnIf
(Ns/2))2 + (RnIf

(h))2 + RnIf
(h + Ns/2)RnIf

(h−Ns/2)
]

(A.38)

This expression is simplified as

E[z2] =
Ns∑

k= Ns
2 +1

Ns∑

l= Ns
2 +1

[
Rs2

I
(h) + 2RsI (h)RnIf

(h) + RsI (h)RnIf
(h−Ns/2)

+ RsI
(h)RnIf

(h + Ns/2) + 2(RnIf
(h))2 + 2RnIf

(h + Ns/2)RnIf
(h−Ns/2) + Rs2

Is2
Q
(h)

+ Rs2
Qs2

I
(h) + Rs2

Q
(h) + 2RsQ(h)RnIf

(h) + RsQ(h)RnIf
(h−Ns/2) + RsQ(h)RnIf

(h + Ns/2)
]

+ 2N2
s PsI

RnIf
(Ns/2) + N2

s (RnIf
(Ns/2))2

(A.39)

Observe that the elements of the sum in (A.39) depend only on h = k − l. Therefore, let us change the
variable of sums from k and l to h = k − l and m = k + l as proposed in [Dob94]. Thus, (A.39) can be
rewritten as

E[z2] =

Ns
2∑

h=−Ns
2 +1

2Ns−|h|∑

m=Ns+1+|h|

[
Rs2

I
(h) + 2RsI

(h)RnIf
(h) + RsI

(h)RnIf
(h−Ns/2)

+ RsI
(h)RnIf

(h + Ns/2) + 2(RnIf
(h))2 + 2RnIf

(h + Ns/2)RnIf
(h−Ns/2) + Rs2

Is2
Q
(h)

+ Rs2
Qs2

I
(h) + Rs2

Q
(h) + 2RsQ(h)RnIf

(h) + RsQ(h)RnIf
(h−Ns/2) + RsQ(h)RnIf

(h + Ns/2)
]

+ 2N2
s PsI

RnIf
(Ns/2) + N2

s (RnIf
(Ns/2))2

(A.40)

Since the elements do not depend on m, (A.40) is simplified and the mean square value is expressed as

E[z2] =

Ns
2∑

h=−Ns
2 +1

(
Ns

2
− |h|

) [
Rs2

I
(h) + 2RsI (h)RnIf

(h) + RsI (h)RnIf
(h−Ns/2)

+ RsI
(h)RnIf

(h + Ns/2) + 2(RnIf
(h))2 + 2RnIf

(h + Ns/2)RnIf
(h−Ns/2) + Rs2

Is2
Q
(h)

+ Rs2
Qs2

I
(h) + Rs2

Q
(h) + 2RsQ

(h)RnIf
(h) + RsQ

(h)RnIf
(h−Ns/2) + RsQ

(h)RnIf
(h + Ns/2)

]

+ 2N2
s PsI RnIf

(Ns/2) + N2
s (RnIf

(Ns/2))2

(A.41)
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The variance of z is obtained by combining (A.15) and (A.41):

Var[z] =E[z2]− (E[z])2

=

Ns
2∑

h=−Ns
2 +1

(
Ns

2
− |h|

) [
Rs2

I
(h) + 2RsI

(h)RnIf
(h) + RsI

(h)RnIf
(h−Ns/2)

+ RsI
(h)RnIf

(h + Ns/2) + 2(RnIf
(h))2 + 2RnIf

(h + Ns/2)RnIf
(h−Ns/2) + Rs2

Is2
Q
(h)

+ Rs2
Qs2

I
(h) + Rs2

Q
(h) + 2RsQ(h)RnIf

(h) + RsQ(h)RnIf
(h−Ns/2) + RsQ(h)RnIf

(h + Ns/2)
]

+ 2N2
s PsI

RnIf
(Ns/2) + N2

s (RnIf
(Ns/2))2 −

(
Ebfcorr + NsRnIf

(Ns/2)
)2

=

Ns
2∑

h=−Ns
2 +1

(
Ns

2
− |h|

) [
Rs2

I
(h) + 2RsI

(h)RnIf
(h) + RsI

(h)RnIf
(h−Ns/2)

+ RsI
(h)RnIf

(h + Ns/2) + 2(RnIf
(h))2 + 2RnIf

(h + Ns/2)RnIf
(h−Ns/2) + Rs2

Is2
Q
(h)

+ Rs2
Qs2

I
(h) + Rs2

Q
(h) + 2RsQ

(h)RnIf
(h) + RsQ

(h)RnIf
(h−Ns/2) + RsQ

(h)RnIf
(h + Ns/2)

]

− E2
b f2

corr

(A.42)

For the period of half bit, the transmitted signal s(t) is equal to the frequency modulated chaotic signal
y(t). Consequently, from (5.123) and (5.124) it follows that in (A.42) and the equations above

sI [k] = yI [k] = Ac cos(2πkfu[k])
sQ[k] = yQ[k] = Ac sin(2πkfu[k])

(A.43)

Therefore, the autocorrelation of s2
I [k] is obtained as

Rs2
I
(h) = E[s2

I [k]s2
I [k + h]] = E[A2

c cos2(2πkfu[k])A2
c cos2(2πkfu[k + h])]

=
A4

c

4
E[(1 + cos(4πkfu[k]))(1 + cos(4πkfu[k + h]))]

=
A4

c

4
E[1 + cos(4πkfu[k]) + cos(4πkfu[k + h]) + cos(4πkfu[k]) cos(4πkfu[k + h])]

(A.44)

Similarly, the autocorrelation of s2
Q[k] is determined as

Rs2
Q
(h) = E[s2

Q[k]s2
Q[k + h]] = E[A2

c sin2(2πkfu[k])A2
c sin2(2πkfu[k + h])]

=
A4

c

4
E[(1− cos(4πkfu[k]))(1− cos(4πkfu[k + h]))]

=
A4

c

4
E[1− cos(4πkfu[k])− cos(4πkfu[k + h]) + cos(4πkfu[k]) cos(4πkfu[k + h])]

(A.45)

The cross-correlations between s2
I [k] and s2

Q[k] are given by:

Rs2
Is2

Q
(h) = E[s2

I [k]s2
Q[k + h]] = E[A2

c cos2(2πkfu[k])A2
c sin2(2πkfu[k + h])]

=
A4

c

4
E[(1 + cos(4πkfu[k]))(1− cos(4πkfu[k + h]))]

=
A4

c

4
E[1− cos(4πkfu[k])− cos(4πkfu[k + h])− cos(4πkfu[k]) cos(4πkfu[k + h])]

Rs2
Qs2

I
(h) = E[s2

Q[k]s2
I [k + h]] = E[A2

c sin2(2πkfu[k])A2
c cos2(2πkfu[k + h])]

=
A4

c

4
E[(1− cos(4πkfu[k]))(1 + cos(4πkfu[k + h]))]

=
A4

c

4
E[1− cos(4πkfu[k]) + cos(4πkfu[k + h])− cos(4πkfu[k]) cos(4πkfu[k + h])]

(A.46)
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Observe that the sum of four quantities given in (A.44), (A.45), and (A.46) is equal to

Rs2
I
(h) + Rs2

Q
(h) + Rs2

Is2
Q
(h) + Rs2

Qs2
I
(h) = A4

c (A.47)

Substituting (A.47) into (A.42) the expression of variance is simplified as

Var[z] =

Ns
2∑

h=−Ns
2 +1

(
Ns

2
− |h|

) [
A4

c + 2RsI
(h)RnIf

(h) + RsI
(h)RnIf

(h−Ns/2)

+ RsI
(h)RnIf

(h + Ns/2) + 2(RnIf
(h))2 + 2RnIf

(h + Ns/2)RnIf
(h−Ns/2)

+ 2RsQ
(h)RnIf

(h) + RsQ
(h)RnIf

(h−Ns/2) + RsQ
(h)RnIf

(h + Ns/2)
]− E2

b f2
corr

=

Ns
2∑

h=−Ns
2 +1

(
Ns

2
− |h|

) [
2RsI (h)RnIf

(h) + RsI (h)RnIf
(h−Ns/2)

+ RsI
(h)RnIf

(h + Ns/2) + 2(RnIf
(h))2 + 2RnIf

(h + Ns/2)RnIf
(h−Ns/2)

+ 2RsQ
(h)RnIf

(h) + RsQ
(h)RnIf

(h−Ns/2) + RsQ
(h)RnIf

(h + Ns/2)
]

(A.48)

The variance is expressed by simplifying (A.48) as

Var[z] =

Ns
2∑

h=−Ns
2 +1

(
Ns

2
− |h|

) ([
RsI (h) + RsQ(h)

][
2RnIf

(h) + RnIf
(h−Ns/2) + RnIf

(h + Ns/2)
]

+ 2(RnIf
(h))2 + 2RnIf

(h + Ns/2)RnIf
(h−Ns/2)

)

(A.49)

This result is used in Sec. 6.3.2 to determine the effect of sampling frequency on the BER of FM-DCSK.
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B.1 ABBREVIATIONS

A/D: analog-to-digital (converter)
AGC: automatic gain control
AM: amplitude modulation
APK: amplitude phase keying
ARO: Army Research Office
ASK: amplitude shift keying
AWGN: additive white Gaussian noise
BER: bit error rate
BPSK: binary phase shift keying
CDMA: code-division multiple access
COOK: chaotic on-off keying
CPFSK: continuous-phase frequency shift keying
CPM: continuous phase modulation
CSK: chaos shift keying
CSMA/CA: carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance
DCSK: differential chaos shift keying
DPSK: differential phase shift keying
DSB: double sideband
DS-SS: direct sequence spread spectrum
FCC: Federal Communications Commission
FDMA: frequency-division multiple access
FH-SS: frequency hopping spread spectrum
FM: frequency modulation
FM-DCSK: frequency-modulated differential chaos shift keying
FPGA: field programmable gate array
FSK: frequency shift keying
GFSK: Gaussian frequency shift keying
GML: generalized maximum likelihood
IF: intermediate frequency
ISI: intersymbol interference
ISM: industrial, scientific and medical
JTC: Joint Technical Committee
LAN: local area network
MAC: media access control layer
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MFSK: M-ary frequency shift keying
ML: maximum likelihood
MPSK: M-ary phase shift keying
MQAM: M-ary quadrature amplitude modulation
OSR: oversampling rate
PCS: Personal Communication Services
PDF: probability density function
PHY: physical layer
PLL: phase-locked loop
PSD: power spectral density
PSK: phase shift keying
QAM: quadrature amplitude modulation
QPSK: quadrature phase shift keying
RF: radio frequency
SAW: surface acoustic wave
SC: suppressed carrier
SNR: signal-to-noise ratio
SS: spread spectrum
TDMA: time-division multiple access
VCO: voltage controlled oscillator
WLAN: wireless local area network



Appendix C

C.1 NOTATIONS

• Ac: amplitude of signal
• AR1, AR2, AI1, AI2: segments of transmitted signal in multiple access FM-DCSK
• a(t): envelope of x(t)
• B: half of total bandwidth of signal, system and noise
• Beq: bandwidth of equivalent white Gaussian noise
• Bn: half of total bandwidth of noise before channel filter
• BR1, BR2, BI1, BI2: segments of transmitted signal in multiple access FM-DCSK
• b: vector of transmitted bits
• b̂: vector of recovered bits
• bi: ith transmitted bit
• bu: bit transmitted by uth user
• bv: bit transmitted by vth user
• b̂u: recovered version of bu

• Cx: autocovariance function of x(t)
• c̃[k]: discrete-time version of c̃(t)
• c(t): output signal of multipath channel
• c̃(t): complex envelope of c(t)
• cI : vector of in-phase component of the multipath channel output
• cI(t): in-phase component of c(t)
• cIf

[k] discrete-time version of cIf
(t)

• cIf
(t) in-phase component of filtered signal

• cQ: vector of quadrature component of the multipath channel output
• cQ(t): quadrature component of c(t)
• cf (t): filtered output signal of multipath channel
• cQf

[k]: discrete-time version of cQf
(t)

• cQf
(t): quadrature component of filtered signal

• E[·]: statistical expectation operator
• Eb: energy per bit
• F [·]: Fourier transform operator
• f : frequency
• fc: carrier frequency
• fch: clock frequency of chaos generator
• fcorr: sampling frequency of correlator
• fs: sampling frequency of simulator
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• gj(t): basis function
• ĝj(t): reference signal
• gj,k(t): kth segment of gj(t)
• H(f): Fourier transform of h(t)
• H̃(f): Fourier transform of h̃(t)
• h: arbitrary integer
• h(t): impulse response of an arbitrary system
• h̃(t): complex impulse response
• Im: imaginary part
• i: arbitrary integer
• j: arbitrary integer
• K: parameter of unipodal CSK modulator
• k: arbitrary integer
• k: vector of coefficients in multipath channel
• k1, k2, . . . kN : coefficients in multipath channel
• kf : gain of FM modulator
• L: parameter of hard limiter used in the quantizer
• l: arbitrary integer
• m: arbitrary integer
• m: vector of transmitted bit sequence
• m(t): output signal of chaos generator
• m[k]: discrete-time version of m(t)
• mi: chaotic sample function in the ith bit
• N : noise power
• N : number of time slots in transmitted signal
• N(f): Fourier transform of n(t)
• Ñ(f): Fourier transform of ñ(t)
• N0: power spectral density of channel noise
• N0u : power spectral density of channel noise at the uth receiver
• N0q : power spectral density of quantization noise
• Nb: number of bits to be transmitted
• Ns: number of samples per bit
• Nsamp: number of samples in a block
• n: arbitrary integer
• n(t): channel noise
• ñ(t): complex envelope of n(t)
• nI : vector of in-phase component of the channel noise
• nI(t): in-phase component of n(t)
• nQ: vector of quadrature component of the channel noise
• nQ(t): quadrature component of n(t)
• neq(t): equivalent white Gaussian noise
• nf (t): filtered additive channel noise
• nu(t): channel noise at the uth receiver
• nIeq [k]: discrete-time version of the in-phase component of equivalent white Gaussian noise
• nIq [k]: quantization noise in the I branch
• nIt [k]: in-phase component of total additive noise
• nQeq [k]: discrete-time version of the quadrature component of equivalent white Gaussian noise
• nQq [k]: quantization noise in the Q branch
• nQt [k]: quadrature component of total additive noise
• nIf

(t): in-phase component of nf (t)
• nQf

(t): quadrature component of nf (t)
• P (A), P (B), P (C): probabilities of selecting multipath channel profiles A, B, and C
• Pn: power of n(t)
• Pp: power of pseudorandom sequence
• Ps: power of s(t)
• Px: power of x(t)
• Px̃: power of x̃(t)
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• Pc̃f
: power of cf (t)

• Pñf
: power of nf (t)

• PnI
: power of nI(t)

• PnQ
: power of nQ(t)

• Psu : power of su(t)
• PsI

: power of sI(t)
• PsQ

: power of sQ(t)
• PxI

: power of xI(t)
• PxQ

: power of xQ(t)
• PcIf

: power of cIf
(t)

• PnIf
: power of nIf

(t)
• PnIq

: power of nIq
(t)

• PnIt
: power of nIt(t)

• PnQq
: power of nQq

(t)
• PL1, PL2: path loss values in the multipath channel
• pcIf

(x): probability density function of cIf
(t)

• pnIf
(x): probability density function of nIf

(t)
• prI

(x): probability density function of rI(t)
• q: step size of quantization
• Re: real part
• R1: amplitude resolution of output signal of chaos generator
• RII(k, l): fourth-order moment of rI [k]
• RIQ(k, l): fourth-order moment of rI [k] and rQ[k]
• RQI(k, l): fourth-order moment of rI [k] and rQ[k]
• RQQ(k, l): fourth-order moment of rQ[k]
• Rn(τ): autocorrelation function of n(t)
• Rñ(τ): autocorrelation function of ñ(t)
• RnI

(τ): autocorrelation function of nI(t)
• RnQ(τ): autocorrelation function of nQ(t)
• RnInQ(τ): cross-correlation function of nI(t) and nQ(t)
• RnQnI (τ): cross-correlation function of nQ(t) and nI(t)
• RnIf

(h): autocorrelation function of nIf
[k]

• RnQf
(h): autocorrelation function of nQf

[k]
• RnIf

nQf
(h): cross-correlation function of nIf

[k] and nQf
[k]

• Rr: amplitude resolution of quantizer
• RsI

(h): autocorrelation function of sI [k]
• RsQ

(h): autocorrelation function of sQ[k]
• Rx(τ): autocorrelation function of x(t)
• Rx̃(τ): autocorrelation function of x̃(t)
• RxI (τ): autocorrelation function of xI(t)
• RxQ(τ): autocorrelation function of xQ(t)
• RxIxQ

(τ): cross-correlation function of xI(t) and xQ(t)
• RxQxI

(τ): cross-correlation function of xQ(t) and xI(t)
• r(t): output signal of channel filter
• r̃(t): complex envelope of r(t)
• rI : vector of in-phase component of the output signal of channel filter
• r1(t): input signal of correlator
• r̃1(t): complex envelope of r1(t)
• r2(t): input signal of correlator
• r̃2(t): complex envelope of r2(t)
• rI(t): in-phase component of r(t)
• rIq [k]: discrete-time version of rIq (t)
• rIq (t): output signal of quantizer in the in-phase path at the receiver
• rQ: vector of quadrature component of the output signal of channel filter
• rQ(t): quadrature component of r(t)
• rQq [k]: discrete-time version of rQq (t)
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• rQq
(t): output signal of quantizer in the in-phase path at the receiver

• rm(t): received signal belonging to the mth symbol
• rr(t): received signal in DCSK+FM system
• r̃r(t): complex envelope of rr(t)
• ru(t): received signal of uth user
• S: power spectral density
• SN (ω): power spectral density of n(t)
• SÑ (f): power spectral density of ñ(t)
• SÑeq

(Ω): power spectral density of ñeq(t)
• SNI (ω): power spectral density of nI(t)
• SNIeq

(Ω): power spectral density of nIeq
(t)

• SNfI
(ω): power spectral density of nfI (t)

• SNQ
(ω): power spectral density of nQ(t)

• SNfQ
(ω): power spectral density of nfQ

(t)
• Sp(Ω): power spectral density of pseudorandom sequence
• SX(f): power spectral density of x(t)
• ŜX(f): estimate of SX(f)
• SY (f): power spectral density of y(t)
• s(t): output signal of DCSK modulator
• s̃[k]: discrete-time version of s̃(t)
• s̃(t): complex envelope of s(t)
• sI : vector of in-phase component of the transmitted signal
• sI [k]: discrete-time version of sI(t)
• sI(t): in-phase component of s(t)
• sQ: vector of quadrature component of the transmitted signal
• sQ[k]: discrete-time version of sQ(t)
• sQ(t): quadrature component of s(t)
• sm(t): transmitted signal belonging to the mth symbol
• smf

(t): filtered version of sm(t)
• smj : elements of the signal vector belonging to the mth symbol
• srec(t): output signal of multipath channel
• s̃rec(t): complex envelope of srec(t)
• st(t): transmitted signal in DCSK+FM system
• s̃t(t): complex envelope of st(t)
• str(t): input signal of multipath channel
• s̃tr(t): complex envelope of str(t)
• su(t): transmitted signal of uth user
• sgn: sign function
• T : bit duration
• T : vector of delays in multipath channel
• T1, T2, . . . TN : delays in multipath channel
• Tc: carrier period
• Te: estimation time
• Ts: sampling time
• Tw: correlation time
• t: time
• tf : final time instant
• U : number of users in multiple access capable system
• u: arbitrary integer
• u[k]: discrete-time version of u(t)
• u(t): output signal of the integrator
• Var[·]: variance
• v: arbitrary integer
• v[k]: state variable of Bernoulli shift
• w(t): noisy input signal of channel filter
• wI : vector of in-phase component of the input signal of channel filter
• wI(t): in-phase component of w(t)
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• wQ: vector of quadrature component of the input signal of channel filter
• wQ(t): quadrature component of w(t)
• wj : jth Walsh function
• wj,k: kth element of wj

• X(f): Fourier transform of x(t)
• X+(f): Fourier transform of x+(t)
• X̂(f): Fourier transform of x̂(t)
• X̃(f): Fourier transform of x̃(t)
• x(t): an arbitrary signal
• x+(t): pre-envelope of x(t)
• x̂(t): Hilbert transform of x(t)
• x̃(t): complex envelope of x(t)
• xI(t): in-phase component of x(t)
• xQ(t): quadrature component of x(t)
• y(t): output signal of FM modulator
• ỹ(t): output signal of FM modulator
• ŷ2u−1(t), ŷ2u(t):
• yI : vector of in-phase component of the output signal of FM modulator
• yI [k]: discrete-time version of yI(t)
• yI(t): in-phase component of y(t)
• yQ: vector of quadrature component of the output signal of FM modulator
• yQ[k] discrete-time version of yQ(t) :
• yQ(t): quadrature component of y(t)
• yf (t): filtered version of y(t)
• yi: FM chaotic signal in the ith bit
• yu(t): segment of frequency modulated chaotic signal at the uth transmitter
• z, zi, zm: observation signal (sampled output of correlator)
• zmj : jth element of observation vector
• z[k]: discrete-time version of z(t)
• z(t): output signal of correlator
• z: vector of output signal of correlator
• zu: observation signal of uth user
• β: modulation index of GFSK
• ∆f : bandwidth of tunable filter
• ∆fnull: bandwidth of multipath-related null
• ∆θ: phase error
• ∆τ, ∆τmax: excess delay in multipath channel
• ∆ω: frequency error
• δ: Kronecker delta
• ε: normalized mean square error of power spectral density estimation
• εb: normalized bias of power spectral density estimation
• εb,max: maximum of εb

• εmax: maximum of ε
• ε2v: normalized variance of power spectral density estimation
• λ(f): spectral bandwidth
• λmin: minimum of λ(f)
• σnIf

: standard deviation of nIf
(t)

• σrI : standard deviation of rI(t)
• τ : time delay
• φ(t): phase of x(t)
• φ0: initial phase
• φr(t): phase of rr(t)
• Ω: discrete-time frequency
• ω: frequency
• ωc: carrier frequency
• ωs: sampling frequency
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